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Satellite TV Systems

...You can't stay home
without us.

Before ou bu ANY satellite

Does the system utilize
an LNC or an old
fashioned LNA? a

The new Apol lo  LNC
(low noise converter)
e l iminates the need for  i l l
cumbersome 4 GHz cable f f i
and moisture-sensi t ive H
downconverters.  Easier
insta l la t ion,  greater
re l iab i l i ty ,  and re-
duct ion of  moisture . - "  f '
problems al l  make
good sense to Nat ional  Microtech.

Does the receiver
change polarity by instan-
taneous electronic switch

ing or by mechanized movement
that may fail due to ice or sand?

Microtech's  new
Apol lor izer  changes
the polarity
e lect ronical ly  wi th no
moving par ts .  Whi le

Does the receiver
allow you to move your
outside antenna

by remote control?

The Apol lo Z-1 receiver ( tuner)
changes video, audio, polar i ty,  and
posit ion of the antenna.. .al l  f rom
one control  console

ls the antenna
reflector imper-
vious to rust and

corrosion-or is it a wire
mesh that may be here today
and rusted out tomorrow.

The Apol lo X-10, the best perfor-
mer we have seen in a 3-meter
dish, is made of thermo-compressed
fiberglass-and Microtech guaran-
tees a perfect match on all 8

oanels,  Corrosion & rust
affecting wire mesh

antennas are not
factors in  the per for-

mance or  longevi ty
of  the X-1O ref lector .

The price of an Apollo
system is unbelievably

- low.. .STARTING AT LESS
THAN $3OOO RETAIL.

Your dealer may have financing
available. And, chances are, he can
even install your system tomorrow.

NATIONAL MICROTECH SUPPLIES
MORE SATELLITE TV SYSTEMS
THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN
THE WORLD.

We are oroud of our
company and products, and of the
fantastic job our dealers and
distributors across the country have
done in selling and installing Apollo
equipment. When you see our new
line of Apollo systems, you will
understand why few companies
have experienced our phenomenal
growth and success. Apollo TV...
you can't stay home
without us.

Dealerships and distributorships
available in some areas.
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rotors and rotating probes
may be vulnerable to ice
and sand the Apol lor izer  is
at  home in
any envrronment .
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SATELLITE DICEST
TOP OF THE iIOl{TH

THE FUTURE. Change in the satel-
lite world is now pretty much taken for
granted. What we may not take for
granted, or expect, is the magnitude of
the change. There are several looks at
what the future holds in store in this
issue; including a'the-future-is-now'
p iece  exp la in ing  how the  A rmed
Forces Radio (and) Television Ser-
vice (AFRTS) is now sending 24 hour
per day American television through
satellite to Europe, Africa, South Amer-
ica, the Middle East and portions of
Asia! lf that doesn't open up terminal
sales in those portions of the world this
year, we will be very surprised.

DURING December we visited with
one of the (we hesitate to say "the")
pioneers in scrambled, premium tele-
vision; lke Blonder of Blonder Tongue
Labs. lke's vision has always been
good. He has never been fearful of tell-
ing people what television should be
like, or how it should function. We look
at several of his views regarding the
future of scrambled television in this
issue.

COOP'S COMMENTS are lengthy
this issue, covering a wide variety of
subjects. Included is an inside look at
the production of a U.S. nationaltelevi-
s ion repor t  for  ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT, on the WIV pioneer satellite
fed broadcast system in the Turks and
Caicos. Can you imagine spending
more than $5,000 per minute of air time
for a 'news' show? Read on.
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OUR COVER - The Honourable Norman Saunders, Chief
Minister of The Turks and Caicos lslands (left) being inter-
viewed by Scott Osborne of the U.S. television program EN-
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late February or early March. Cameraman Don Hunt (right)
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o WARNING: Shows Can Be Dangerous!
o ENTERTAINMENT Tonight
. MPAA WRITING U.S. FOREIGN POLICY

EXPEDITION to Sri Lanka
For several months I have been working on a project which really

got started more than three years back. Shortly aiter CSD began
publishing (October 1979) it occurred to me that we, as an industry,
owed our very being to Arthur C. Clarke. True, Arthur did not build the
first satellite. He only conceived the satellite system. Still, without his
bri l l iant mind and his far-ahead-of-his-t ime thinking, no tel l ing when
satel l i tes would have happened. Our f irst,  inaugural,  CSD issue car-
ried a reprint of the famous Wireless World article penned bv Clarke
in 1945, explaining to everyone old enough to read how geo-
stationary satellites might work. lf you don't have a copy of this issue of
CSD, i t  is avai lable in the CSD Anthology, Volume One. Anyone who
earns a l iving in this f ield should have that volume on their bookshelf .

I suggested, late in 1979, that the industry should repay Clarke by
taking a TVRO to his home in Sri Lanka (for the old timers, that used to
be cal led Ceylon). Nobody jumped up and volunteered in 1979.
Perhaps the fact that Sri Lanka is almost exactly half wav around the
world from the mid-west had something to do with the reluctance to
join in this gift to Clarke. More likely, the industry's pioneer manufac-
turers were simply too poor to afford such a trip, and the luxury of
giving away a terminal to anyone. I allowed the idea to hibernate and
set about getting the industry healthy.

This past fall I revised the idea with a few friends down for the
Provo Retreat. There was instant 'Yes We Will!' responses from all
around. Then lwent back to Arthur C. and outl ined my plan. To say he
was enthustiastic would be an understatement.

Clarke is currently up to his eyeballs in finalizing arrangements for
the f ilming of "2010: Space Odyssey ll". A recent note f rom Clarke to
me noted "(Steven) Spielberg due here tomorrow. .  .  MGM and
20th Century-Fox still locked in combat (over who will have rights
to film story) . . . hope to get latest gory details shortly". That 2010
will be a blockbuster movie is not in contention. That Spielberg would
do the story well is not in contention. That Clarke has to put up with alot
of Hollywood type hype to get his book onto film is obvious.

Here is how the Sri Lanka trip shapes up. I had originally
planned to have two TVRO installations hauled to Sri Lanka; one 20
footer, and, one 1 2 to 14 footer. The 20 footer will be installed on the
flat, third story roof of the Electrical Engineering Building of the Uni-
versity of Sri Lanka (Moratuwa U). This one will be a gift to the Arthur
C. Clarke Third World Communications Centre. The President of
Sri Lanka will welcome the group, host us while in Sri Lanka (along
with Clarke), and there will be massive publicity for the firm supplying
lhis antenna.

fhe 12114 footer wi l l  be instal led at "Lesl ie's House", the Clarke
resadence on Barnes Place in Colombo. To clear the heavy vegeta-
tion, it will probably have to go on the roof or be mounted on a tall
column running up the side of the house. This wil l  not be the f i rst TVRO
for Clarke; he had a 15 footer during the Indian SITE tests back in the
late 70's, but as early readers of CSD are aware, it.blew into a
crumpled mass in a typhoon late in 1979. This will be the first Intelsat
capable installation for the father of satellites, and you can already
imagine the advertisements that will follow as various suppiliers donat-
ing equipment to Clarke and the University of Moratuwa tellthe world
that their equipment was selected for this proiect!

Now, so see that there is good publicity for those who will be
donating their equipment and t ime to make this work, I  have arranged
for at least one (and perhaps two) U.S. television productions to go
with us to produce special programs on the installations, and the
bringing-to-Clarke his first satellite TV service. There are other talks
going on with some European broadcasting groups, and we may end
up with worldwide coverage before we get done.

Init ial ly, lwas concerned that we might have some dif t iculty round-
ing up the equipment, and talent, to make the instal lat ions. That is not
proving to be a problem! In fact, we may need an 'Air Bus'to get
everyone there. Arthur C. has arranged with the Government for the
immediate clearance of customs and immigration authorities of the
entire band of people and equipment. Being met as we come in by the
President of Sri Lanka gives you some idea of the importance being
attached to the project.

All of this puts me in a delicate spot. Initially I went to several
people (firms) that I had carefully deduced had the right type of
equipment, expertise and funding available to capitalize on such a'show'. Then word got out what we were up to, and numerous other
people (f irms) started cal l ing to 'volunteer' their equipment and talent.
When people who have no equipment to sell started asking if they
could 'go along' I  knew we had a potential problem!

My own plans are to head out of San Francisco with Susan and
Kevin bound tor Tokyo. With the assistance of somebody we all know,
in this industry, I am planning to put on three days of seminars in Japan
to teach Japanese electronic businessmen and engineers what the
real 4 GHz world is all about. lt looks like we may have nearly 900
people attending this series of seminars and obviously if you are in the
manufacturing business and wanted to meet with all of the leading
Japanese hardware manufacturers, this would be an excellent oppor-
tunity to do so. I have an agreement with someone in the industry
already covering my'appearance' in Japan, so how others who are in
competition with that'sponsor'of me might work into this remains to be
worked out.

Then we'll head off for India to stay overnight before jumping
down to Sri Lanka. One of the U.S. television crews olans to do a storv
on the Indian Fi lm Industry while in the area. ldidn't  real ize that Indian
film makers are the most prolific in the world, turning out hundreds of
films per month.

Meanwhile, it is likely that at least some of those coming to install
the two dish terminals will have arrived from the'west', or New York,
and be busy getting their panels and mounts and equipment laid out
for the installations. We'll plan to spend tive to seven days in Sri Lanka
ourselves. Arthur C. has invited son Kevin to go diving with him. Clarke
is building a private mini-motel-diving centre which will be ready by
early fall and I don't need to tell the divers in the crowd what a thrill it
would be to dive with Clarke and Underwater Safaris. Kevin and lwill
be hauling our own video gear to tape the whole 'expedition' and we
have already arranged the 'rights'to that finished tape to be shown on
US domestic satellite under the sponsorship of a well known US firm.
So those of you who cannot go with us will have a detailed, we hope
enlightening and fun, look at the whole affair along about Christmas
time from the comfort ot your own living rooms. I plan to talk extensive-
ly with Arthur C., on camera, while there to get his insights into where
this revolution is taking us. You can count on seeing the same finished
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program at some of the industry trade shows late this fall and early
next year as well.

Now the $64 question. How much room is there, to go?
I originally thought of this as a small expedition, perhaps involving

no more than 10 people; including the personnel going to donate and
sel up the two dish installations. No way. We may end up with twice or
three times that number.

There are certain economics in travel if the group reaches certain
sizes and we all pretty much travel together. I am working on that. I'd
like to keep this small enough so that the president of Sri Lanka
doesn't get bruises on his hand from shaking everyone's hand as they
climb _off the flight from India. I'd also like to keep it small enough that
Host Clarke does not feel he has been invaded by a band ot ifigntty
crazed'Satel l i te Grouoies'.

Still, I know how much people (firms) want to have their receivers,
or LNAs or antennas installed in Sri Lanka. Fortunatelv the flat roof on
the three story engineering building at Moratuwa U is quite large and it
would hold more than a single dish. lt may look like a NASA tist site
when we finish!

The spot I tind mysell in is deciding which firm gets to send
equipment, and which people get to go. Since this is a once-in-a-
lifetinre opportunity, never to be repeated, and probably never to be
topped in importance, I can undersland why so many are captivated
by the opportunity. One of the possibilities is that we ,move' the
Provo Retreat scheduled for fall to Sri Lanka and turn the affair into a
full blown double purpose gathering. I suspect we could talk Arthur C.
into addressing the group on one or two occasions, and I can visualize
all of the VCR decks grinding away as he talks about how this not only
began, but where it may be headed. There is no greater visionary in
the world today on this subject.

I suspect many will try to corner me in Vegas to talk about
this. I welcome that since I still have an open mind about the exDedi-
tion and am not yet numbed by the interest. I would suggest, however,
that even if you do talk with me in Vegas that you lollow this up with a
detailed letter to CSD giving me your thoughts, suggestions, and what
equipment (if any) you or your firm would like to see left behind in Sri
Lanka.

The only potential fly I see in the ointment is the financial health of
the industry. Right now there are plenty of 'advertising dollars' avail-
able in the larger firms to invest in such a project. lf the industry stays
healthy through fall, everything looks like a bed of roses. lf we slip and
falter, there will obviously have to be some adjustments.

There is one scheduling problem and that involves the Novem-
ber scheduled SPACE Show in Florida. lt appears to me that we will
want to leave a buffer of about ten days to two weeks immediately after
the SPACE Show before heading off for the back side of the world.
That would put us into the last week or so of November and earlv
December. Clarke says that the seasonal (SW) Monsoons are ail
gone by then and ". .  .  the wealher and diving would be f ine . ,  ." .
. I am very excited by all of this. Keeping it out of the 'three ring

circus'category may prove to be ditficult but I am going to try. I look
forward to hearing from those who share the vision of an-,,Expedition
To Sri Lanka and Arthur C. Clarke".

E.T. TWO (or One)
Those of you who wander through the orbit belt in mid afternoon

!El) haye probably come across the satellite-syndicated program
Entertainment Tonight. This is the original "E.T.; since i t  got u[and
running before the movie of the same initials came out. ET runs on
WESTAR lV around 3:30 PM and around 5:30 pM ET (that's eastern
timel),  usual ly on Wold's transponder 19. l t  also runs on 120 or so
terrestrial TV stations, typically in the 5 to 8 pM time slot, often just
ahead of the 8 PM (7 CT) start up of network programs. They tell me it
has around 30,000,000 viewers a week, which is not bad.

Our November issue of CSD, reporting on the trials and trib-
ulations of building, and operating, a 'national television network'
down here in the Turks and Caicos, caught the attention oJ some of the
folks at ET. Yes, we have subscribers spread throughout the broad-
cast trade. You'd be shocked if you knew some of the people who are
reading this r ight this very moment (Hi Jack!).

ET contacted us in January. They wanted to send a crew down
here to Provo to do a story on our'network.' I think the part about the

islander's unusual attitudes towards sex on television got them in-
terested, first. My first inclination was lo say no. SatGuide,s David
Wolford used to bug me about coming down here to do a story on us. I
told him 'no thank you.' Just to put that into perspective, I said the
same thing to a representative from TIME. I am not looking for publi-
city. We average a dozen 'strangers'or more a week duringthe winter
just 'dropping in'  without any overt publ ici ty and I don't  encourage
people coming down to f ind out how we do things. l teel l ike we l ive in a
zoo half the t ime as i t  is.

I casually mentioned ET's request to Susan. Normally she is Jar
more against 'drop ins' than I since she still remembers the hordes
who used to descend on our Arcadia (Oklahoma) home after everv
new magazine article or television network appearance. She also
remembers the guy who hired a helicopter right after the fabled
October of '78 TV GUIDE article, to fly a spiral around Oklahoma City
while he searched for a dish antenna on the ground. He found us aftei
three hours of looking, marked our location on the map, and then
drove up to our door on a Sunday morning 'demanding' to see me. I
don't blame her for wanting a little privacy.

To my shock she said "Let's let them come down.,' Since I have
almost total faith in her intuition, I reconsidered. She likes the show
and felt that they might do the Turks and Caicos lslands some good.
Heaven knows our little country has no budget to buy fancy commer-
cials like Jamaica and the Bahamas do, so some editorial coverage
that attracted people to the islands (as long as that was not also to our
house!) might be good for'our' country afterall. So I told the ET crew to"come on down."

My contact was Don Hunt of Don Hunt Teleproduction, out of
Nashvi l le. Don, i t  would turn out, owns his own TVRO. He would also
turn out to be one of the most creative field production/camera people I
have ever witnessed at work. Out of Hoilvwood would come Barrv
Simon and Scott Osborne. Scott does thehosting of pieces that he
creales with Barry.
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HUNT, Osborne and Saunders through the paraclipse 12 foot
dish during an interview session out of doors. ET stiikes again!

We spent the first day shooting tape on top of our transmitter'mountajn, '  and then they fol lowed me (tape rol l ing) into visi t  with
some of our commercial sponsors, and into the loial supermarket
where people stopped me to tell me what they liked and did not like
about the previous night 's television. Scott cal led that , lnstant
Nielsens.' Barry especially liked it when ,Fast Eddie, (a local res-
taurant operator) cornered me and gave me a tongue lashing for
showing a 'dirty movie' in mid-day. He caught me off guard sinc-e no'dirty movies' had been scheduled. I did notice his TV wls off when we
walked in. I flipped it on and there it was; ,,The postman Always
Rings Twice." Good grief! The local provo power had apparenily'gl i tched, 'and 

when i t  came back on the'switcher'  ( this setects which
program source goes to 'air') had flipped itself to a ,non_approved'
program channel. Ooops, To make malters worse, the movie had
come up when the national Minister of Education (a .clean pro_

CONTINUED/ page 58



Study the Choices
There are a lot of different ideas

about the best way to build a home
satell,te television antenna system. Each
deserves a poftion of your attention,
because rt is only after you know
something about the various solutions,
willyou be able to make an intelligent
choice between them. Take a moment
to examine the Paraclipse system; you'll
find ours an intelligent design that
makes no compromise in materials,
craftsmanship or performance.

Design Criteria
In designing the Paraclipse, we

established a complete llst of perform-
ance, manufacturing and marketability
criteria for our antenna to fulfil l. Every
design decision we made reflects our
efficient accommodation of these
criteria. Paraclipse will stand up to your
closest scrutiny in terms of construction,
performance and choice of materials.

Slatem Perfiormance
Maximum performance from any

satellite antenna is achieved in direct
propoftion to the antenna's ability to
maintain the symmetry of its parabolic
shape. The more perfect the shape of
the parabolic dish, the more uniform
the signal received. A strong uniform
parabolic shape translates to a strong
uniform picture.
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Sofid vs Mesh
Mesh configuration with alignment

of the reflective surfaces to comolement
the parabolic shape achieves maximum
theoretical capability, while pressures
exerted by wind and weather are
reduced by approximately 67o/o over
solid dish systems. Paraclipse achieves
symmetry and avoids distortion by virtue
of design.

Modufar Components
Components from one Paraclipse

antenna will fit any other Paraclipse
antenna. Automated Droduction tech-
niques ensure precise fit, ease of
assembly and interchangeability of
pafts. when crated, the entire antenna
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Faradlgm Manufacturlng, f nc
69ll Ea-stslde Road
ft g.r4lng,C;f lfi omla9600l
l9t6l2+4.930,0

Polar Mount
Strength, solidarity and polar accur-

acy were the primary design criterra for
the steel hub, polar mount and pedestal.
Our own baked powder coat finish
seals the mount against corrosion and
makes it beautiful. Paracoat fa baked-on
finish) is a beautiFul and lasting oprion.
Paraclipse, here today, here tomorrow.

Pnoduction Capacigl
lf you appreciate the engineering,

wait untilyou hear prices. Paraclipse is
no back yard operation. We have the
production capacity to manufacture,
ship and service thousands of antennas
a month. This gives us an unequaled
edge in cost reduction, and it gives the

a good reason to be confident
the future.

Paraclipse, dollar for dollar, your
moneyjust can't buy more performance



UP/UP and Away
On Christmas eve, in the western hemisphere, the (American)

Armed Forces Radio (and) Television Service (AFRTS) became an
international television network. The fal l-out of this new inter-
continental American based service may be considerable.

More than two years ago RCA signed a contract with the Depart-
ment of Defense to plan an international television system to carry
American television programming to distant points on the globe. This
particular project was fueled by the American reaction to the change in
government in lran, and the subsequent hostage-taking by the lranian
government. You may recall that one of the concerns of American
foreign policy at the time was the apparent inability of American forces
to be ready for whatever might happen in the Indian Ocean area.
Without lran as a f riendly country f rom which to base operations, there
was a void to be filled. A small island group in the Indian Ocean, Diego
de Garcia in particular, was chosen as a forward base {or American
rapid deployment forces. Today, uncounted thousands of Americans,
military and civilian experts, are housed in this Indian Ocean enclave.
Naturally they have television, lor no American group travels and
stays very long very lar from American television. Unfortunately the
television they have been forced to watch has been quite long in
getting there. AFRTS, the Department ol Defense, and RCA set out to
correct that. The new'international AFRTS' is the result and as a side
result of all of this, 24 hour per day, live, American television is now
visible throughout all ol Europe, a good part of Asia bordering on
Europe, virtually all of Africa, major portions of the Indian Ocean and
through the Indian sub-continent. Now, American troops in the lndian
Ocean can wake up to Johnny Carson and go to bed to Jane
Pauley. Lile may be turned around in the Indian Ocean, but it is 'live'

lile none the less, and AFRTS is making it happen.
fhe 24 hour per day AFRTS service is collected at the RCA

Vernon Valley site in New Jersey. ABC, CBS and NBC programs,
along with approximately 12 hours per day of CNN (each day differs

SATELLITE DICEST

INTERNATIONAL
U.S. TELEVISION

and weekends favor network sports) make up the collective 24 hours
AFRTS day. RCA collects CNN from F3R, ABC, CBS and NBC from
either direct network microwave leeds out of New York City, or from
other satellite feeds, and packages the entire service for uplink initially
on F2 (119 west) on transponder 20. You can, within the North
American reach of F2, see that service. This is simply an 'inexpensive'

way to get the packaged service up to Andover, Maine where COM-
SAT ooerates an Intelsat uplink. The service leaves Andover on
(American) TR3 headed easl to an Intelsat bird located at 1 degree
west. No point in looking for this one unless you are in New England;
the limits of visibility apply and it does not make it inland, even to
Miami.

What it does cover is virtually all of South America, every part of
Africa, every part of Europe, and as lar east as Lake Balkhash in
central Russia, south to the very tip of the Indian sub-continent. Those
are, of course, at the edges of the visibility limits. One can pre-
suppose that Moscow (look angle 9 degrees) has wasted no time
getting a terminal in and operating!

The Intelsat bird at 1 west is apparently in a state of transition.
What it will eventually be, a lV series A bird, and what it apparently is
today (still believed to be an lV series bird) may ultimately have
considerable impact on the performance of the system. lf it is, as you
read this, an lV series bird, it will have an elongated figure 8 curve to
its flight formation, wandering as much as 2 to 3 degrees north and
south of the equator as it attempts to maintain a geostationary loca-
tion. At least one observer in New England (John Drew, Mystic, Ct.)
lound it 2 degrees north ol the geo-stationary orbit position early in
January. lf the bird is continuing to fly in the figure 8 pattern (see CSD
for November, 1982; report by S.J. Birkill on ligure 8 birds), systems
that attempt to access the bird without some way to adjust the dish
north and south tracking (see article by John Drew, February 1983
CSD) will have to keep checking until they find the bird near to its
equatorial crossing point.

On (American) transponder 3, this bird is carrying its audio on a 6.8
MHz sub-carr ier which some sources report is grossly 'under devi-
ated.'This is the same, if lhe reports prove accurate, to operating with
a narrow band type ol FM system. At least one other report, from a
Middle Eastern terminal, notes linding the audio some five transpon-
ders higher on an SCPC carrier. The system may have been utilizng
both methods of audio transmission when it first cranked uo, but
apparently it will settle in with the more or less standard 6.8 MHz audio
sub-carrier format when all of the initial kinks are out ot the system.

The Global transmission pattern will have a 22 dBw footprint at
beam center, dropping to 1 9 dBw at the edges. However, the pattern is
not equal in all directions and many locations may experience in-
creased signal of from 1 to 2 dB above the projected levels. This
translates to a good quality 6 meter dish in the favored boresight
regions gradually dropping to a 7.5 meter (or sl ightly larger) dish in the
fringes of the visibility limits. Not your typical backyard type terminal,
but not an impossible situation either. Oh yes, right hand circular
polarization will get you the full effect of the Global pattern. A linear
feed will lose more than 2 dB of the signal present.
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AFRTS BEGINS
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AFRTS WORLDWIDE Service is launched via Satcom F2 at 119
west, linked to Andover, Maine for re-uplinking to Intelsat at 1
west.

MEANWHILE/ Planned For The Pacific
The expansion of the AFRTS service to a true international deliv-

ery format is actually.just beginning. The 1 degree wesl location was
chosen primarily because it is far enough east in the Ailantic cluster to
allow some coverage into the Indian Ocean region. lt is as far east as
can be 'hit' or seen from the COMSAT/lntelsat uplink at Andover,
Maine and of course a largely un-used Intelsat spot (and bird) was on
station there. By shoving the bird as far east as can be seen from
Andover, the service picks up the Indian Ocean region (and the target
area ol Diego de Garcia) with a single hop from North America. That
is important to RCA, and AFRTS, since each hop 'costs monev. '
Intelsat does not donate their transponder space to anyone; the
Department of Defense included.

The exact start-up date for the Indian Ocean service was of course
timed to coincide with the Christmas season period. Steve Birkill in
England, with his 8 foot dish, was among the first to spot it and report
its presence. No major announcements of the service start-up were
made, however.

Quite the opposite is apparently true for a Pacific Ocean expan-
sion of the same AFRTS system. Based upon bid requesrs now
circulating in the TVRO industry, AFRTS plans to begin service to
widely scattered areas in the Pacific in August ol this year. present
plans call for the same service now being beamed to 1 degree west to
be beamed to one of two new lV-A series birds scheduled to take uo
service in the 180 west (or east) region over the Pacific. Birds pre-
viously in use by Intelsat over the Indian Ocean, lV-A (F6) and lV-A
(F3), are slated to take up station over the pacific. They are to be
several degrees apart and replace the older lV series birds now in
operation for the Pacific. The lV-A series birds coming to the pacific,
on a drift from the Indian Ocean prior locations, were r6placed by new
V series this past lall. One of the first locations scheduled to get a
terminal, for American forces use, is located in the phillipines just
outside of Manila. Dozens of others will follow.

The AFRTS service planned for the Pacific region is separate lrom
the newly begun CNN/NBC service to Australia, also through the
Pacif ic bird(s) (see CSD for February, 1983). Untike the Auslral ian
service, which inter-twines a pair of video signals into a single trans-
ponder, thereby requiring highly complex equipment to separate the
two signals into individual baseband 'channels,' the AFRTS signal will
not be scrambled and will be available to anv terminal with sutficient
sensitivity.

With a bird located at 1 wesl for the first reqion served. and a
second bird fed from the west coast to handle the-vast pacific region,
the majority of the world will have access to AFRTS television. possi-
ble link-up to an Indian Ocean region bird is under consideration, but
given little chance for approval during the next few years. lf you are
interested in plotting which portions of the world would not be covered,
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if AFRTS stays with the 1 west and 1 B0 west (east) birds only, drag out
an atlas or globe and find the following regions (not covered):

1) Between 77 east and 93 east (with very low look angles on the
edges);

2) Between 1 15 west and 72 west (with very look look angles on
the edges).
The above 'lost' regions reflect the east/west borders at the equator,
and north and south of the equator the lost regions'pul l  in 'closerto the
bird location(s) resulting in pie-shaped lost coverage regions broader
at the top (north pole) and south (south pole). A quick study of an atlas
will reveal no significant land areas, with American forces known to be
stationed, will miss coverage with the pair of birds operating.

PROGRAMMING and Marketing
The initial Atlantic Intelsat system is in a period ot maturing. A

sizeable portion of the broadcast day, tor now, is from Cable News
Network (CNN). NBC currently provides the TODAY and (Johnny
Carson) TONIGHT shows while all three nelworks provide major
sporting event coverage. The concept with the network is to use the
satellite feeds as a'network feed'to local terrestrial AFRTS transmit-
ters scattered around the globe. Entertainment programming sutlers
little when delayed via videotape; news and current events oriented
programming, plus sports, suffers if delayed in transit, of course. This
concept is not likely to change as the system expands. Entertainment
programming will probably continue to reach distant points via tape
delay.

When the Pacific zone lV-A bird is ready to start relaying pro-
grams, the Atlantic 1 west situation should have settled down to a bird
that nominally mainlains geo-stationary orbit position. This may have
happened already, as you read this. The 1 west location has been a
contingency spare location for Intelsat for many years, occupied by
the very first Intelsat lV bird ever lifted into orbit. lt has had large north
and south excursions across the equator for years and as Steve Birkill
reported (CSD for December, 1982), il had been considered a likely
candidate for North America to Middle EasVlndian Ocean relav for
ot?,LtJ"l1l"ii#"*:t. 

r new Americanized service? rne," i,
already considerable joy in Europe. The long-sought US television
service is now available, even if only on larger terminal dishes. Ted
Turner has been looking for a way to get his first service into Europe
and CNN is certainly a major part of the AFRTS mix. Unfortunately,
for consideration by the new generation of European cable TV sys-
tems, this service might as well not even be there. Why?

CONTINUED/ page 12
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The AFRTS service is not capable of being licensed for use 0y
any non-military installations. A cable system serving a town in Eng-
land might be able to put a dish in for the service; but it would never get
the necessary approvals to carry the signal. That does not address
individual terminals accessing the service, nor does that address
terminals instal l ing the service for MATV applications in self-
contained locations (such as resort hotels and the like). In each
individual case, since AFRTS approval will not be forthcoming, use of
the service ' legal ly '  wi l l  depend upon the laws within the country in
question, and the commitment to enforce those laws by the respectave
national authorities. 'Thinking' European satellite terminal sellers are
aware of this, and while they don't  l ike having their sel l ing market
'restricted,' they recognize that inspite of the technology, there are
certain things that simply cannot be done.

Readers may recall that in our November (1982) issue analysis of
what it will take to get the private terminal industry to fly in Europe/
Africa and the Middle East, we came to the conclusion that live,
American style news would be a substantial 'sales tool.' For the near
term, this suggests that the market for large-style non-commercial
terminals sold on the basis of the availability of this service (plus up to
several dozen others, of course; not from the USA) should number in
the thousands of units. That's good news forthose equipment packag-
ers capable of playing in the six meter and up league. l t  may not rule
out optimized smaller terminals for the same service.

One of the design tricks most system planners have ignored
through the years is total system optimization for a single transpon'
der. The concepl that the 'sky is ful l , '  and any terminal worth i ts salt
must have full sensitivity capabilities over all 500 MHz of bandwidth
has kept us from looking at alternate methods of achieving better
pictures on perhaps a limited portion of that bandwidth.

Most of the system feeds give away sensitivity when they are
forced to'broad band'to cover al l  of the 500 MHz satel l i te bandwidth.
Up to .7 dB addit ional carr ier is, in theory, avai lable when the system
feed is optimized for a 'narrow segment'  of the bandwidth. Similar
narrowband improvements are avai lable in the LNA area. LNA manu-
facturers spend considerable t ime insuring that their units have l lat
system response, with only very small variations across the full 500
MHz bandwidth (see CSD for February, 1983). An LNA designed, or
tuned, on purpose, to give peaked response in say a bandwidth of 50
to 80 MHz (a transponder is 40 MHz wide) can achieve noise f igures in
the 65 degree region with careful tuning. That is another 1 + dB to be
realized for an optimized system.

In theory, additional improvements in the system are possible if the
receiver down converter is optimized for only a portion of the normal
bandwidth. Al l  told, i t  is possible (on paper anyhow) to achieve as
much as 2.5 dB addit ional system carrier sensit ivi ty in a narrow
portion of the band with any system that was previously optimized
Jor the ful l  bandwidth. That is another way of saying that i i  a six meter'
terminal provided adequate reception for the full 500 MHz band, with
an AFRTS optimized service, a terminal in the 14l16 foot region could
do the same thing for a single lransponder or two.

The wisdom of marketing an 'optimized'terminal is debatable, but
it does reduce the overall antenna size required and may in some
situations prove to be the only way that a terminal could be sold and
installed in a distanl, remote localion. At least one manufacturer oi a

SATELLITE DICEST

JOHNNY CARSON Tonight Show, Today Show, ABC news and
sports are primary network fare currently in schedule; in addition
to CNN.

high performance 12 foot antenna is looking closely at an optimized
system in the 14 foot region. The biggest danger in optimized systems
is that the transponder assignments are not cast in concrete and
where AFRTS may be today, somebody else may be tomorrow. Field
retrofitting a sizeable number of terminals, from say transponder 3 to
transponder 22,could be a formidable travel experience. That nega-
tive aside, there is interest in this approach nonetheless. And the
dollar savings to the ult imate user could be in the 40 to 50% range; not
insignif  icant.

WHERE To From Here?
As with the f irst US domestic transponder services, the AFRTS

package is a f irst 'worldwide'American television service, and i t  has a
considerable amount of 'growing up' to do. Because i t  is government
funded and operated, overnight, sudden changes are unl ikely.
AFRTS is not in competit ion with anyone, and they wil l  make changes
slowly and as the funds become avai lable.

Between the Pacific and Atlantic feeds, what this service does
not do is give Ted Turner his desired worldwide reach for CNN;inspite
of the ready, major-day-part availability of CNN virtually worldwide.
The Pacific Ocean Turner service, targeted to Australia and Japan
(see CSD lor February 1983) is nol usable even on big terminal
systems in the region unless they are equipped with the highly com-
plex Thompson/CSF decoding system that interleaves a pair of sig-
nals into a single transponder. The AFRTS Pacific service will give

AFRTS TREATS operation as'network l ink' combining advisory
notices to 'station managers' with program feeds.
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Turner un"scrambled" coverage, but only for a part of the day (the
balance being taken by U-S networks). iwenty'four hour pei day
Turner is st i l l  elusive in the pacif ic. And the same problems repeat with
the Atlantic feed.

^. . .what i t  may do, on an 'unoff icial basis, '  is put suff icient of Turnels
CNN into the air that it can be ,demonstrated' 

to prospective clients,
ano governments, in Europe, the Middre East and Afr ica. Given suff i-
crenl ilve exposure, it could help Turner get there on his own with a
rcgulat 24 hour per day Turner feed.

)
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. .  One.of Turner's problems, to now, has been t indinq a suitable bird
that_could be uplinked from the states and still reach iito Europe with
useful signals. Intelsat has offered lower rates for certatn types of(pre-emptible) service on its older birds. The lV-A bird seated at .l west
could well  qual i fy, and while the cost of upl inking through Andover,
Maine to that bird would not be insignificant, it is a iew opiion open to
the Turner organization. Nothing-is stat ic in this business and the
prospects now appear brighter for a Turner created European cable
leed.

CONVERSATION WITH
IKE BLONDER

Corporation)_to 'pay television., One year later, in 1930, a fellow
named Sol Sagall set up a firm to develop his viewer supported
system; 'Scophony.' 

lt would turn out that Scophony, inspiie of its
unlikely name, would be the.first to demonstrate a system, opentng up
in a pair of theaters in London in 193g using large screen proJection
television!

The war would shut down further development, and it was 1950
before subscription television got started again in the United States.
That was the year Paramount pictures enga"geO in some experiments
utilizing the facitities of Los Angeles telJviiion station KTLA. They
called the system 'lnternational 

Telemeter,and the tests didn't orove
very much.

But another test conducted in . l  950 had dif ferent results.
Scophony, re-named 'skiatron 

Subscriber Vision' managed to put
together on the air tests using New york City's WOR. The'iests were
repeated, and ran longer, using the facilities of Hartford, Ct. station
WGTH, in December o'i t 954 an'd January ot f SSS. nf f iotd, more than
350 hours were broadcast, and movies were the program fare.

It was in | 95 t that Zenith introduced ,phonevision' in Chicago and
it was in 1953 that International Telemeter took the tests out of ihe air
and_placed them on cable, using the facilities of the palm Springs, Ca
CATV system. In 1955, Blonder Tongue Labs, less than a decade
young andtreavily involved in the MATV and CATV hardware fields,
began an R and D effort aimed at ,pav TV.'

-,The first, major effort to make pay TV work came in California in
1962. A firm with the unlikely name of STV Corp. installed cable TV
plants in Los Angeles and San _Francisco, using Bell Telephone
faci l i t ies. The effort ult imately fai led, but only after more than
$20,000,000 was spent. The Caiifornia theater operators mounted an
intensive anti-STV public campaign resulting in law suits and restrain_
ing orders and a long list of legal problemJ for the would be pay or
subscription business. years later, the courts would rule in favor ol
STV Corp but by then the money was gone and the damage was done.
Had this effort not failed, the progresJof subscription television would
have been off and running more than a decade before HBO started it
all In..earnest with the September 1975 launch of their service via
satellite.

It should be noted that while the efforts seemed to shift from over
the air'Pay TV' in the 50's to cable ,pay TV' in the 60's, the rules were

THE FUTURE ls Not Clear
lsaac S. Blonder is Chairman of the Board of Blonder_Tonoue

Laboratories, Inc. (One Jake Brown Road, Old Bridge, N.J. OeAdZy.
Blonder and partner Ben Tongue began building MAiV products in a'loft' shop north of New york City at the dawn of dommercial television
in the United States. From that humble beginning, ,B-T'products have
encircled the world, bringing to millions lnd m-illions iheir tirst_time
television.

Blonder's contributions to the growth of television number in the
hundreds of individual developments, creations, patents and orod_
ucts. lke has served on virtually every important industry and FCC
sponsored committee since the dawn of television. But few realize that
l{1: plgnOgr and Mr. Tongue are realty the fathers of subscription
terevrston in the real world and with that distinction qoes the further
recognition that to be the fathers of subscription televiiion (STV), they
must also be the fathers of 'scramblino.'

lke has a detached view of the prese-nt state of scrambling. His firm
TTyl..trjg:.9 scrambting system, and it is widety used bi many of
the larger srV broadcasrers. He wiil admit that neitiher his scrambiino
system, nor those created by others, is'engineer-proof.' He does lik6
to point out that those broadcasters who hale selected his ,BTVision'
system have not been plagued by the mushrooming growth of under-
ground hardware suppliers. He does not suggest tnit tne ,BTVision'
sysfem cannot be defaced; only noting that for wharever reason
others, such as the Oak system available in Los Angeles, has been
torced to repeatedly go to court to prevent unauthorized manufacture,
sale and distribution of 'descrambler' 

boxes.
In lke's view, "What one engineer can do to make a picture

unintelligible, another can undo. . ." and he notes the real iecurity
is.found in making the cost of descrambling a signal so prohibitive that
it is no longer cost effective for somebody-to tri to ,compete'with 

the
authorized source of units.

. The history of subscription television, and scrambling, is impor_
tant. lf you understand what etforts were mounted in years past, you
will develop a better understanding of why today's iechniques are
employed. Not all of the history, however, is stricily electronic. STV
has been a hotly debated, much argued technique fiom its first dawn.
Hundreds of millions of dollars have been raised, invested . . . and
lost, in getting STV to its present tenuous state.

Long before there was commercial television, there was an effort
lo 9.r9.t9^lgyIV'; an euptremism for subscription television. way
back in 1929, Eugene McDonald committed tris firm (Zenith Radio CONTINUED/ page 16
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c OWTEDGED LEADER INBIG,
WORTD.CLASS T\rRO'S.. .

What do you for an encore???
ORLD. CLASS TYRO ANTENNA !!I

HERO COMMUNICATIONS just took BIG out of world-class TvRo
antennas. We have taken our four years of experience designing big,
world-class antennas and established an entire new family of small world-
class antennas. Using a totally new approach to antenna feed design,
HERO is very proud to announce a l0 foot and a 13 foot in addition to
our existing line of big antennas . . . with 70vo efficiency!!!!

What this means to you, the dealer, is simply this. Now you can install a
10 foot system where only 13l14 foot system would previously play. or,
now you can install a 13 foot where only a15116 foot would previously
perform. This is no small accomplishment!!!

This is such an important breakthrough that now, hard to serve areas such
as the Caribbean can have superb performance on virtually all of the U.S.
DOMSAT birds. As important as this may be to your fringe area installa-
tion business, there is more good news. The PRICE. our l0 and 13 foot
antenna with horizon to horizon motor drive and additional high quality
features is priced less than any other low performance antenna of compar-
able size.

Interested? Of course, you are, because Hero Communications pioneered
big world-class antennas and you know we have our act together. And
now, Hero Communications pioneers small world-class antennas. Now,
that's a hard act to follow!!!!

ERO

17E3 West 32nd Place /
(30s) 8E7-3203 /

7-

trOMMUNICATIONS
Nl A DlvtstoN oF BEHAR ENTERPR'.ES

Hialeah, Fla. 33012
Telex 5l-4712



changing. Even if only for a temporary period of time. When the signal
was' in the air, ' there had to be a'security system' in operation, orthere
would be no way to fund the system's operation' When the signal was

only being transported by cable, the 'security' was the integrity of the

cable tysie., and if the cable operator did a reasonably good job of
policing who connected to his system' and under what terms' there

was little reason to worry about more complex schemes to protect the
'product.'

The tests in the 50's demonstrated some interest in over the air
'Pay TV.' The same tests attracted fierce opposition from a number of
quarters; existing broadcast networks and large broadcast operators'

in particular, saw over the air Pay TV as a direct threat to 'Jree TV 'The

FiC first tackled the problem in 1 955 They did not know whether they

had the legal authority, under the Communications Act of 1934' to

license broldcasters to engage in subscription television over the air'

Twelve (!) years later, the FCC decided it did have the authority to
grant STV iicenses and they proposed a set of rules' That was 1 967'
i*o y"ats later, the United Siates Supreme Court ruled that the FCC

did, indeed, have the proper authority to grant STV licenses The

Supreme Court got into the act because networks and broadcasters

took the FCC to court.

The FCC compromised to get any rules adopted; effectively
limiting STV to a handful of larger cities (markets)' and then by some
cleveismall  print rules, just about el iminating VHF stat ions lrom
playing with STV. The broadcasters got pretty much what they
wanted; STV would become a UHF TV 'option' and the broadcasters
were not too worried at the time about STV making much o{ a dent in
the way they l iked to do things.

Howevei, i t  was not 1970 or even 1 971 when the f irst over the air
STV system got started. lt was 1977. The first station to go on the air
was conceived, designed, funded and built by lke Blonder and some
friends. Blonder, incensed that nobody was seemingly willing to even
try the new technology, finally decided to put his .own corporale
posit ion in some jeopardy and get STV 'on the air. '  And so, channel 68
began broadcasting lrom a northern New Jersey suburb' attempting
to sneak into the New York City market from the west. lke's station
pioneered STV, although years later it would be traded off to Wome!
co-Home Theater after losing far more money than lke likes to think
about.

Techniques
While others were wrestling with the relatively simple problems of

putting subscription television on cable, Blonder Tongue plunged into
a series ol development programs dealing with the more complex
problems of over the air'Pay TV.' The first products to be introduced
came out in 1955. Many of the systems developed would look great in
the laboratory but fail miserably in the field. Others would look great

both places, 'but then fal l  under the FCC'S ax as the broadcast rules
goveining technical standards changed. One system, that transmitted
i pair of (black and white) signals on a single TV channelwas dropped
wi'ren the FCC firmed up color transmission standards; for example'
Through all of this, money was spent and re-spent. Zenith's McDo-
nald, for example, may have spent more than $70,000'000 on getting

over the air subscription TV developed and FCC approved' between
the init ial  1929 announcement and the 1970 FCC authorization of a
subscription TV format. Zenith bowed out of the subscription field just

as the FCC f inally gave STV its stamp o{ approval. $70'000,000; gone'
but not Jorgotten.

The concept of (over the air) subscription television is based upon
the transmission of intentionally scrambled television programming'
The system works, as a financial investment, because the signal can
only be descrambled at approved receiving sites equipped with the
appropriate receiving decoder equipment. The success of the system
obviously turns on the extent that the signal stays scrambled, the
extent of the scrambling security, and the ability of the programmtng
firm to continue to offer worthwhile programming which subscribers
are willing to pay extra to receive.

Scrarint ing or encoding of the signal is accomplishbd using stan-
dard commeriial television hardware in conjunction with a special
STV 'encoder.' The entire encoding/decoding process occurs within
the normal 6 MHz bandwidth of a standard television transmission;or
the standard 40 MHz wide (36 nominal) bandwidth of a satellite
transponder bandwidth. The encoding/decoding process should not
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introduce degradation to the original picture quality A basic system ls

shown here in biock diagram form.

Mosl common scrambling techniques used in exist ing systems are

a compromise between required levels of security and the cost of the

hardware. Any system operator using an encoding/decoding system

must be able to recover the cost oJ the hardware (both the encoding or

station hardware, and the decoding or subscriber hardware) from his

revenues. Decoder manufacturing costs, instal lat ion costs and

maintenance costs are a major concern to any potential user of a

scrambling system. Production volume, lor the common element (the

subscribei decode|, also enters the picture; big production volumes

do indeed bring down individual decoder units costs Bui not as

substantially as you might suspect since certain portions of the decod-

ers do not iend'themselves to ful l  assembly l ine, mass-production'
techniques.

There are only so many, known, ways to scramble an analog (i e

not digital) video program. Al l  oi  the exist ing systems use one' or a

combination, of the fol lowing:
A) Suppression or oftset of picture synchronization pulses;'  

(The video signal consists of the actual picture information and

special signals that direct the picture element data to 'line up' in

aprecise point on the screen' recreating on the picture tube the

original picture. li the special/sync signals are reduced in

str6ngth, or re-arranged in the transmission process, the pic-

ture elements arrive at the picture tube with nothing to tell them
where they should 'line up.' The result is a picture that driits
and f loats and general ly is disorganized.)

B) Inversion of the video signal;
f ihe video siqnal has an'er-ect '  and'non-erect 'status Certain

btrtt oi ihe pjcture information 
'points' in a specific direction'

?ne encoOei can turn the picture around' so that it appears to

be backwards or 'inverted; in some form' lt becomes the job of

thedecoder to re . |nver t thep ic tu re to i tsor ig ina | .d i rec t ionof
f low.')

C) Supdrposition of video and another signal of a defined
waveshape (i.e. sinewave, triangle waveform, etc );
(By adding a ' foreign' element to the picture, i t  distorts'  The

ioreign etehent can be a relatively simple, 'basic,' energy form

whici can be eliminated from the picture at the decoder,
thereby establ ishing the original picture )

Of all of the various techniques possible, suppression of the sync

signal(s) has become the most popular. Sync suppression is consid-
er-eO 'simpte' by engineers and unfortunately it has also been Jound
'simple to Oete-at' Uy unauthorized receiving location tinkerers' lt is

attractive, nonetheless, because it is relatively low in cost to imple-
ment, and highly reliable in the field. To make up for the fact that the
video may be 'soft scrambled' using this technique, some systems
create an extra audio (sub) carrier to which they move the normal
'program audio. '  The regular audio carr ier is then modulated with what

i !  ca-l led a'barker channel ' ;  i t  tel ls people who tune in the service that

the picture is scrambled, and that they may call a certain (given)

number to sign-up tor the service. Often the extra audio (sub) carr ier is
placed abov-e the 15 kHz point that cuts o{i the normal program-audio

carrier modulat ion, just out of 'ear reach' for the normal, home, TV set

audio system.

To complicate matters for the would be provider of over the air
subscript ion television, scrambling and i ts abi l i ty to withstand.
attempts to defeat it by unauthorized receiver locations is but the tip of
the overall operations problem. A descrambler system initially con-
tracted for by a subscribing viewer ends up in that subscriber's home'
Even if an equipment deposit is collected, the equipment itself is no
longer in the hands of the programmer. The viewer can, and wil l ,  of ien
take the equipment to another location and once 'loose' the pro-
grammer has lost control ol a revenue producing center.

To make this less ol a problem, it was determined that each of
the individual descrambler boxes would have to be capable of being
'addressed'; that is, turned on, and off, remotely and on command,
from the transmission center. lf the scrambling techniques were not
enough of a design and operations problem, the addressing functions
would change the name of the game

Decodei boxes are controlled with telemetry data. Telemetry is
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simply a stream of electronic information, sent out along with the
picture and sound, in coded form. Each authorized decoder location
has an internal, unique, code inside. Each.decoder authorized to
receive the service has a code number assigned to it. The telemetry
data is often transmitted on a continuous basis and it cycles through all
of the'code numbers' at some fairly frequent repetition rate (such as
once per minute). Each time the decoder box receives the particular
data code containing the number assigned to that box, the box is told

that it is alright for the decoder to continue to supply service to the
viewer. lf the box disappears, or is stolen, or if the user forgets to make
his current payment, that individual code number is eliminated from
the telemetry data transmitted. Failing to receive its own code number,
the decoder box fails to oroduce oictures for the viewer.

As 'neat' as that sounds, unfortunately all that the addressing code

CONTINUED/ page 20
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is really doing is telling some part of the decoder to turn on. For the
decoder to receive the incoming codes, and in turn to know whether it
should 'pass pictures' or not, obviously some portion of the decoder
box must be running all of the time. lt cannot turn off , completely, or it
won't receive the telemetry data. That says that the telemetry data
code operates some type of 'switch,' internally, within the decoder.
The decoder box is on and running al l  of the t ime; the picture and
sound are there alr ight. But an 'open switch' keeps that picture, and
sound, from passing al l  the way through the box to the output connec-
tor that leads to the TV receiver. The 'switch' is not supposed to
operate except when it receives the proper, coded, telemetry 'code'

but clever technicians have found the switch in many of the units
available. And they have figured out how to make the switch close on
its own, without the code being received.

Undaunted, the STV programmers have determined that i f  they
can transmit a stream of telemetry data codes to tell which decoders
to turn on (and el iminate those, they hope, that do not receive ' their

code'), they can also offer special programs to subscribers on a 'Pay

Per View' (PPV) basis. That 's when a blockbuster event, such as a
world championship boxing match, comes along and normal pro-
gramming is suspended and viewers are given the option of paying
'extra'just for that single event. Fees as high as $20 have been asked,
and paid, for major events on a 'PPV' basis. Those STV systems
equipped with'addressable decoders'can play in this game because
they have the ability to turn on just those subscribers who have
authorized the extra charge on their monthly bill. Those without
addressing capability have to pass up PPV events since they have no
way to determine which of their subscribers get the event; and which
do not.

Transmission System
A standard commercial TV channel has a pair of carriers; one each

visual and audio. The telemetry channel is often'mult iplexed' into one
of these two carriers.

One commonly employed technique places the telemetry data into
one of the non-dedicated video lines during the blanking interval
portion of the picture transmission system. With 4 MHz of video data
present, this lends itself to a high data rate (i.e. room for lots o1
telemetry information). However, this approach does have draw-
backs. For example:

1) Sending digital ( telemetry) data on the video carr ierwil l  usual ly
require an additional video demodulator stage for the de-
scrambling process ( i .e. the f irst demodulator gets the video
with scrambling while the second demodulator el iminates the
scrambling).

2) Even with a 4 MHz bandwidth, by t ime mult iplexing the telemet-
ry with the video, there are some constrainls placed on the
system. There is no such thing as a ' free lunch'!

3) By adding the telemetry data to the video l ines, during the
vertical interval period, the 'blanking network' may have to be
altered, and expanded, to allow proper video blanking at the
end of each video line and while the telemetry data is being
transmitted.

4) Video is AM (ampli tude modulated) and unl ike FM where high
signal to noise ratios are possible, the AM (telemetry) data may
not be usable unless the input signal lrom the antenna system
is (exceptionally) clean. Thus there are problems with weaker
signals, or lhose marred by 'mult i-path' ( i .e. ghosting).

So while it is possible to send the telemetry data 'multiplexed'

in-with the video signal, it is not generally accepted as the best
method of providing instructions and coding to the decoder units.
Many of these problems are overcome by adding the coding and data
signals to the FM (trequency modulated) audio signal. The audio
signal is already FM (in preference to the noise-prone AM video
signal), and it is possible to multiplex (as in add-to) the program audio
the necessary additional signals, canying them slightly higher in the
(audio) spectrum as a part of the multiplexed-at-baseband audio input
to the transmitter.

The proper selection of (audio) sub-carrier frequencies is impor-
tant to system performance; especially in a 'nonlinear' channel en-
vironment. The telemetry data channel is dedicated to this function
full-time, during both scrambled and non-scrambled transmissions.
This increases the amount of data that may be'throughput' during a 24
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hour day.

Modulation Formats
lf the transmission system is going to use some portion of the video

field to transmit the command/telemetry data, there are several con-
siderations.

1) The video channel 's wide bandwidth, plus i ts lower l inear
and phase distortions, suggest a baseband type of data trans-
mission using direct ampli tude modulat ion of the visual carr ier.
Return{o-zero type signals (also known as 'self  clocking') are
preferred since by using such an approach the receiver re-
quires no 'symbol t ime base. '

2) Pulse modulat ion techniques, which typical ly use short
pulse widths of high peak power and relatively low duty cycles,
are an effective way to combat the noise that is inherent in an
amplitude modulated system.

3) Pulse Width Modulat ion (PWM) is part icularly attract ive as i t
can be used without regard to being in 'sync' with symbol
spacing (provided the space in t ime between the codes is
f ixed). Ghosting problems, common in oitair TV service and
dangerous to the transmission of data, can be lessened as a
problem by using a high depth of modulat ion.

Practical systems, now in use or in active development, make use
of bit rates between 0.5 and 1 Mbs. This allows from l5 to 50 bits per
active l ine of video, dependent upon the binary signal configuration
(type). This data rate, through field testing, has proven to be a relative-
ly good trade ofl  between equipment complexity plus noise and mult i-
path immunity at the receiving end.

When the telemetry channel is combined with the composite au-
dio baseband, FM sub-carr ier modulat ion is typical ly used. FM-FSK is
the most common format. The narrowband FSK technique, with a 5k
bits per second rate, combined with a relat ively simple PLL type
demodulator, has proven to be quite immune to system noise. Binary
PM (phase modulation) oflers a better tolerance to noise but requires
more complex (coherent) detection. This drives up the cost of the
hardware and is not considered a good 'trade' for cost versus perfor-
mance. A breakthrough in system costs would increase the use of
binary PM however.

Data Coding/Addressing
The primary function oi the telemetry channel is to address on a

selective basis the authorized descrambler units. Each authorized
descrambler has a unique code assigned to i t  and that code is 'bui l t- in'
the unit through either hard wir ing of the decoder, or through a pre-pro-
grammable proprietary'chip'device. This 'code' is therefore 'memo-

rized' by the unit.
The address decoding unit receives the telemetry data channel

and monitors that channel wait ing for a command which corresponds
to i ts pre-programmed 'code number. '  Some systems also have an
error correction scheme so that if there is noise or other interlerence
with the telemetry reception channel, the unit does not function unti l  i t
has received more than one 'correct' code transmission. The second
(etc.) command code data received tel ls the unit that the f irst data
received was correct, and having been told 'twice' to perform some
function, the unit then proceeds to perform that function (such as turn
on) .

1 .  SYNC CHARACTER

2. ADDRESS FIELD

3.  COMMAND FIELD

4. BCC CHARACTER

5. END CHARACTER

FIG.  2  AN ADDRESS.COMMAND FRAME

An example 'message frame' is shown here (figure two). The
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D unique (to each decoder) addressing information is tound in field two.

The address message is fol lowed by a'command f ield'which (when
decoded and executed) sets that particular decoder into a required
mode (i.e. on, off, etc.). The active message is preceded by a synchro-
nization character (which acts as a'timing element'), and is followed
by an error-checking-block, and an 'end'character (telling the decoder
the end of the message has been received). The number of data bils
required in fields 2, 3 and 4 depends upon the particular system
requirements and the 'size' of the decoder universe.

The operator or system designer has several options relating to
the lrequency ol repetition for the message frame. lt can be sent on a
continuous basis, on a regular cyclic basis after a certain number ol
address transmissions, at a fixed{ime interval, or on a 'request basis'
as customers request status changes.

One of the problems associated with the decision on how often to
transmit the message frame is the 'down status'that will occur wnen a
decoder location has a momentary or extended power failure. Most
decoder systems are not designed to retain their'instructions' since
the system depends upon 'memory refreshing' to keep units in the
particular, authorized status. lt there is a power failure at the receivinq
terminal location, the address instructions are lost. lf the messag6
frame is not transmitted on a continuous basis, the decoder will not
re-activate until the next message frame is transmitted. However,
continuous transmission of the message field increases the likelihood
that there will be interference between the telemetry channel and
either the audio or video signals being transmitted. There is no'easy
answer' to this oroblem.

The Overall System
As shown in the block diagram, the telemetry system begins with a'host computer' which controls all of the operations from a cenlral

location. All of the command messages are stored and originate here
on their way to the individual decoder locations. The host computer is
connected to the address encoder with a data communications link. lf
the computer and the encoder share the same facility, this 'link'can

simply be hard wiring between the two. More often, the encoder is
installed at the broadcasting or uplink location while the host computer
is some distance away. A radio or other communications link must be
installed to interconnect the two systems. Each such 'sub-system'

increases the system maintenance problems and adds to the prob-
ability that there will be erroneous telemetry data transmitted.

At the transmitter or uplink unit, the encoder receives the data
instructions lrom the host computer and translates that data into a
suitable modulation format for the actual transmitter. This data is then
modulated into or by the transmitter and senl out as a portion of the
total transmission.

At the receive location, the decoder not only unscrambles the
incoming video/audio, but it also must respond to the telemetry chan-
nel and correctly interpret the inslructions sent on the telemetry chan-
nel. Those instructions, in turn, dictate whal the viewer sees and hears
through his decoder/receiver system.

All in all, there is a considerable amount of hardware involved in
the total system and very little tolerance to system error if the full
system is to lunction as designed.

Decoder Design
The addressable decoder typically employs a crystal controlled'front end' and a split-carrier type of audio recovery system. This

allows the program audio to flow in one direction for amplification and'display'in the system speaker, while the multiplexed telemetry audio
is fed into the telemetry decoder section of the unit. By filtering out the
address sub-carrier, and demodulating it with a PLL type ot demodula-
tor, the telemetry data is presented to an LSI address processor. The
address processor is typically a 'proprietary' design chip device; an'N-MOS'component in the language of the chip designers. lt performs
the address recognition function, checks for errors, decodes the com-
mand data, stores the command data and supervises the transfer ot
the command data to and from 'memory' to give instructions to the
decoder's descrambling network.

However . . .
Inspite of all of this technology, and concern for security, the STV

and through-satellite scrambling systems have been plagued with
varying amounts of illegal or black market descrambler activity. lke
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IKE BLONDER carries his love affair with optics to his only
serious hobby; the collecting of unusual 'stereo' or ,three dlmen-
sion' still cameras, Here, in his off ice, he records the visit of Coop
and others for his extensive 'Stereo Slide File, by preparing to
snap our picture with one of his many stereo cameras.

Blonder is not certain all of the design considerations now being put
into practice are equal to the creative talents of engineers in the field.
He suggests a 'wish-list' of desirable points which the STV/satellite
scrambling operator might like to see in a practical system. They
include:

1) "The scramble system should be safe from commercially
available equipment such as 'cable-ready' television re-
ceivers. A viewer should not be able to buy an off-the-shelf
television receiver that is capable of decoding the audio or
video'scrambling' without modification."

2) "No simple (f ine) detuning ot the television receiver
should be able to unscramble the decoded signals."

3) "The scrambling of the video should be sufficient to pre-
vent more than an occasional glimpse ot the subiect
matter."

4) "The restored signal (i.e. scrambling descrambled) should
not have deteriorated the picture quality where that de-
terioration is obvious to the ordinary viewer,"

5) "The means of addressing the individual decoders should
be sufliciently flexible to allow the programmer to ofter'tiers' ot programming and individual pay-per-event (view;
PPV) programs at a minimum cost premium and with the
highest degree of reliability."

In lke's view, the industry has not done very well to date in
controlling its own product.

"None of the presently operating systems are absolutely secure

CONTINUED/ page 24
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against theft. Indeed, the larger Pay TV systems have been beset by
pirates ranging from individual engineers to unlicensed, underground,
manufacturing facilities (turning out thousands of units for black mar-
ket sale).

"MDS (Multi-Point-Distribution-Systems) generally operate with-
out any form of scrambling, relying upon their microwave frequency
(2.15 GHz region) as a lorm of 'security 'against theft.  Some of the
MDS systems actually have more unauthorized viewers watching,
using black market obtained microwave downconverters, than they do
paying, authorized viewers.

"As soon as the piracy became evident, the typical STV operator
went to court. The courts usually provided legal relief making unautho-
rized reception of STV service illegal. However, in some areas ol the
world the courts may not be so understanding. The correct answer is
to improve the technology so that there is, indeed, a theft proof
system. Unfortunately, this type of security will also drive up the cost of
the individual decoder terminals."

lke also feels that the host-computer approach to controlling the
address functions is a little understood cost factor.

"Most of the STV systems in the United States found out that their
original estimates for computer control of the addressable decoders
were exceeded by several orders of magnitude. Unless everything is
operating 'just right,'the computer control system can be a disaster.
lmagine what happens when the computer glitches and there are
thousands or hundreds of thousands of receivers that suddenlv lose
the end of a block buster movie!"

Scrambling Secondary
Any definition of scrambling has to conclude that iJ the transmis-

sion of picture and sound leaving the transmitter cannot be properly
recovered and displayed on a normal (unmodified) television receiver,
the 'signal' must be scrambled! Most of the discussion to this point
has dealt with scrambling for the expressed purpose of preventing
unauthorized viewing of the signal(s).

The future road suggests that there may well be 'scrambled look-
ing pictures' ahead which are displayed in dis-anay on your normal
television receiver for reasons other than securitv or addressabilitv.
lke Blonder sees the 'next frontier: of teleyision broadcasting as'mult iolex television. '  Now. what is that?

Mult iplexing is the use of a single carr ier or transmission channel
to carry two or more separate sets of information. In a sense, the
standard TV transmission is 'mult iolexed' since the video information
and the audio information are each treated separately again through a
major portion of the receiver proper. The two independent signals are'multiplexed' or carried together as a convenience to the system
ooerator.

The mult iplexing that catches lke's eye is dit ferent than this,
however. lt involves taking two completely different sets of television
programming, each with its own associated program audio, and trans-
mitting them within the bandwidth or spectrum space normally occu-
pied by a single picture and its associated single audio channel.

In 1957, Blonder Tongue Labs patented a system called Bi-Tran.
This system allowed for the transmission of one regular, 'free,' TV
program, plus a second 'hidden'or 'secure'TV program on the same
transmission system. A flaw in the system kept it irom the market-
place;the 'persistence'factor in the television picture tube caused the
second picture to 'bleed'through the first and that destroyed the
system as a useJul marketing tool.  But, this was 1957; more than 25
years ago!

Blonder feels that too many of the engineers working with develop-
ing techniques to send two or more separate, unrelated, television
pictures on the same 'channel width,' have not done their 'optics

homework.' lt all boils down to what the human eye sees, and will
tolerate, before what it sees becomes objectionable. He relales:

"The optimum viewing distance from a TV screen is 3 times
the height of the picture. lt requires 1 100 lines of video (pic-
ture) inlormation to match the visual acuity of human vision at
that distance. The viewer, however, finds it morecomfortable
to be at a distance of at least 8 times the height of the screen
with our present NTSC 525 line system. This greater distance
tends to'mask'the noise and scanning l ines of our present
transmission system.
"The room light level determines the optimum hue, (color)
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saturation, and contrast for the viewer and these are usually
exaggerated values compared to the original studio composi-
tion. Most viewers wish to set their own 'levels' and hue.
regardless of what the studio set may appear like in real life."
In looking at our present system, lke sees both flaws and the

opportunity for improvement:
"The preferred aspect ratio lor a scene is 2.5 to 1. The current
aspect ratio of a TV screen is 4 to 3. I believe lhe resolution
could easily drop to 200 lines with no viewer objection. The
system we now have is limited to approximately 350 lines of
real resolution and a higher resolution picture would only be
required for a large screen display. Video 'flicker' causes long
term viewer fatigue and it also limits the saturation of color
demanded by the viewer. Flicker found on satellite receivers
with insuflicient clamping (or the 30 Hz dispersal energy), or on
PAL transmissions, is an example of building in viewer fati-
gue, and unintentional ly l imit ing the high saturation colors
demanded by most viewers. And, it is a peculiarity of the
human vision that we can trade (high grade resolution) for more
channels, even placing two sets of information in the same
channel-width by reducing the resolution of each individual
program video service."
At the April, 1982 National Association Of Broadcasters (NAB)

trade show in Dallas, two high quality, high cost multiplex TV transmis-
sion schemes were on display. NEC transmitted two programs by
sharing the horizontal line. Each program was digitally compressed
to half a line width and could be clearly seen on a monitor after
reception. Restoring the signals to a normal full-screen width required
an expensive and extensive processor.

At the same show, Thompson-CSF presented a system for multi-
plexing alternating f ields, just as Blonder Tongue did back in 1957.
RCA has been offering that system for satellite transmission, and in
fact the present 24 hour feed to Australia, combining CNN and NBC
programs (see GSD for February, 1983) makes use ot this system.
With extremely sophisticated receive site processing equipment, it is
possible to end up with almost the original signal qual i ty ( i .e. the same
as one would have when only transmitting a single video program in
the channel bandwidth).

lke's thoughts on the future of mult iplex television."lt will only happen at the consumer level when the total cost of
encoding and decoding devices to multiplex the additional program
channels drops below the cost ol separate transmission facilities. The
breakthrough will probably be sparked by Pay TV, which for security
reasons already has a decoding device at the receiver (*). The entre-
preneurs and inventors have a real incentive to travel this oath. for the
benefit of science, and for the TV viewer. The significance of multiplex
television is not alone, however, in the lower cost and conservation of
spectrum. Mult iplexing would al low:

-Carriage of luminence and chroma on separate channels, eras-
ing the errors associated with the present 'color multiplexing'
system in use by NTSC transmission systems;

-The creation of three dimensional television displays;
-Wide screen television with aspect ratios as high as 3 to 1;
-The total el imination of scanning l ines and f l icker."
Progress for the sake of progress usually comes slowly, it at all.

Progress to save money, or to make more money, usually happens
taster. l f  mult iplexing of two or more television signals into a single
channel bandwidth is fueled because of a need to get more programs

'- SHOWTIME recently announced its intention to 'scramble' its
satellite ted network sometime in 1984. In the request for bids on
building the hardware lor the new scrambled system, SHOW-
TIME denoted that it intended to convert atl video and audio
signals to a'digital format, 'which in turn lends i tsel l  to the mult i-
plexing (in a digital format) ol two or more video (plus audio)
program services into a single transponder. Indeed, SHOWTIME
announced it would be prepared to ofler up to six ditferent pro-
gram services per transponder with the new digitized service. lke
Blonder's forecast that multiplexing might be fueled by the de-
velopment of Pay TV services wishing to get more'dollar volume
revenue' from their present transponder holdings could, indeed,
be the turning point lor multiplexed television as a future trans-
mission system.
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inlo the limited amount of spectrum space available' it could happen

'iin"n'iidni.i,ig-.p""o tt tuttipt"xins is paced Pv,R.1nd D budsets
r'ojlnri to "t6ute the next, 'gieat plateau' of television technology'it
could be a long t ime happenlno'

There is not, at the present iime, a scarcity of 4 GHz transmission

channels. One only has to observe the number of transponders not in

use (W5, W4, F4, et al) to note that there is plenty ot room available'

friin'n"* f"un.hes of Galaxy and others coming up in 1983 and 1984'

i;; i;;;6;d;r reservoir will expand At the present time' there does

not seem to be a ap"a,ru. sc'arcity' motivation for multiplexing of

signals; not on domestic circuits anyhow'

(

CLEVER SCHEME

lf vou are required to work with audio in satellite receivers there

r"; d;;;;;;; iien lt wouto be convenient to perform an l F'

sweep alignment, or at least look at the response curve of the audio

rrO-"!"i"t deteciion system. Sweep generators.that function in the

ilitJ e.o Mii t"gion "it, however, difficult to find- and the occasional

,""'i"qrilito ."i noii"s't1l a large investment lor a special instru-

;;i. V;;;"i i'treaov have on hand all that vou need'- 
tt yo, havein the shop a TV channel sweep generator and a divide

bv 10 pre-scaler which you probably use with your frequency counter'

v6" "i"i"-o"tiness. Feed ihe output of the.sweep generator' set to

iunction in the appropriate seciion of the VHF range' into your pre-

.cai"iinO you uuilihaue u s*e"p output at l/1Othof the.original sweep

lrequency. A sweep generatoi for TV channels 2 through 13'-for

"i"-tpf", *iff usually Jweep in steps of continuously.Jrom 50 to 220

Mit.ihit translates to the 1/1Oth range of 5 to 22MHz The sweep

n"nO*iJtn is also divided by 10 in the pre-scaler' so if you are sweep-

ft ;;t-so it6o MHz, voui output will now.be 5 to 6 (MHz)'
" 

SiJtting with a relatively low level from the sweep generator into

rn" pi"-iiir"t, there will be no visible output from the pre-scaler' As

the outout |eve| |rom the sweep is increased, an irregu|ar output Wi||

TO SWEEP
AUDIO DEMODS

by
Roy Orvis
Dryden, Ontario
Canada

aooear on the display scope screen' l t  wi l l  look l ike a'ci ty skyl ine'with

.Sifrl r"tn.itnan a imootn output curve. A further.increase in output

rJr" i* ir f  . i""te the desired'f lat topped'output; ie- a straight l ine

Ol.pi"V i"i.rting the device being tested is itself 'flat" or' you are

goiig'diiectfy troir tne pre-scaler to the detector and scope) l was

iurp'nseO to tinO, with my particular pre-scaler, tlgt y,h.9n I reached the

Lv6t *nere tne output fiom the sweep became 
'f lat" lhat the markers

ini"in'"riv gln.rated in my sweep were there.as well (although' again'

;6ildi;;;d by 10). From that point, a slight increase in the drive

from the sweep generalor caused the markers to 'disappear' on the

Oi.pfay. tt posiidie, it would be better to use a low frequency signal

source as a marker generator' following the pre-scaler'---ih"i*"pt 
output'irom the pre-scaleiconsists of square waves' In

most applicitions this will not matter since the tuned circu'ts you are

lfr".Xi"ti, or tuning, will remove the harmonics However' in certain

il;;;tffi ;-lofliass filter might have to be inserted ahead of the

device being tested or measureo'-- 
Final ly, ihis technique is not l imited to divide by 10 pre-scalers'

althouqh thev are commonly available' Other division ratios may be

chosei with ihe appropriate divider lC devices'
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At the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas
Why this enthusiasm?
T h e d i s h . . .
. Styled appearance
. Low cost
. High performance
. Screen OR solid surface
. Easy assemblyiinstallation
. Backfire feed
. Polar mount
. 12 ft. and 10 ft. models
. Protected electronics
. Crank or motorized drive
. Made in USA
. Compatible with all

popular electronics

T h e p r o g r a m . . .
. High Volume production
. Dealer support program
. Antennas only or Systems
. Fully illustrated manuals
. Orders shipped 24 hours

Visible Quality . .
When even our competitors
acknowledge "It's the best dish
I've ever seen" we know that we
have got something great.
Get in on the excitement, we
need reputable dealers in some
areas. Sell a profrtable dish that
appeals to the consumer and
performs with the best.
Come up to the "Next Generation"
by Total Television, Inc.

Acclaimed the
BESTANTENNA

See it at NSOC Las Vegas
March 15-17
Booths 435-437

The "Next 
Generation" Satellite TV Antenna. The first antennd,

DESIGNED for looks and perfonnance.

See us at the NSOC show, or,
call us now for more details.

3'3t lil:;, ",, TOTAL__
more detairs. I ELEVISIQi\I
L7537 N. Umpqua Highway, Roseburg ,ORg7470 (503) 49G358g l]{C
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The primary factor used in specifying the performance of a micro-
wave antenna is its directive gain;that is, the gain which the antenna
exhibits in a specified direction (typically at 'boresight'). All gain is
typically referenced against a no-gain lest antenna 'standard.' In
many lields, that standard is a'dipole' antenna. In other fields, the gain
is referenced to a'modeling antenna' called an'isotropic source.' You
can build a dipole. You cannot build an 'isotropic source' because it is
a mathematical 'model' possible only on paper or in a computer. Not
all antenna specification sheets make the distinction between gain
numbers; "41 dB gain" does nol tell you whether the gain is 41 dB
greater than a dipole (more correctly, dBd where the last d stands for
the dipole reference), or, 41 dB greater than an isotropic source
(more conectly, dBi where the i stands for the isotropic source). In our
business, this failure to identify the reference model is important since
a dipole antenna has 2.1 dBl; or, 2.1 more gain than an isotropic
(modeling) reference source. To put that another way, suppose brand
'X'claims 41 dB gain for a 12 foot antenna while brand 'Y' claims 43 dB
gain for their 1 2 foot antenna. ls brand Y better than brand X? Perhaps
not. Perhaps brand X is referencing to a dipole while brand Y is
referencing to an isotropic source. Both have (within 0.1 dB) the same
gain!

Other antenna oerformance factors of concern include sidelobe
levels, beam width, noise temperature, mechanical construction and
so forth. For maximum theoretical gain, the parabolic should be 'illu-

minated' (as in 'fed') by a 'point source'which provides a uniform
illumination across the full aperture (height and width) of the dish
surlace. This is expressed by the following formula:

Where:
A:  APERATURE AREA
D: APERATURE DIAMETER
A = WAVELENGTH
IN THIS SITUATION. GAIN IS A FUNCTION OF
FREQUENCY

For years researchers have attempted to design a feed which
provides "perfect" illumination. In practice, some compromise must
be made in the feed design to reduce the spillover and sidelobes.
Spillovei occurs when the feed antenna 'sees beyond the edge of the
parabolic dish surface'and to the ground below and behind the dish.
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by
W. Jensby
1460 Lewiston Drive
Sunnyvale, Ca.94087

The ground is a source of noise and ideally the feed antenna will
intercept or accept no ground noise since this noise reduces the
system performance. Sidelobes are uncontrolled (or uncontrollable)
'spikes' or 'buns' appearing in the feed anlenna's 'field of view'; sort of
like having 'hot spots' in your peripheral vision such that objects way
oft to the side of your eye 'bounce up strongly' to distract your straight
ahead vision. In addition to spillover and sidelobes, the antenna in the
real world is also subjected to gain losses that occur because of an
imperfect parabolic reflector surface, optical blockage caused by the
placement of the feed antenna in front of the center of the dish, and
blockage caused by the support struts which anchor the feed antenna
at the focal point of the dish. All of these factors 'play upon'the real
world gain of a dish, and results in the real world gain generally being
expressed by the following equation:

Where N is the overall antenna efficiency, found as a product of the
entlre antenna, including antenna surtace efficiency factors, the efti-
ciency of the feed, the blockage created by the feed and slruts and
other items.

Until the advent of the space program in the 1960's, most micro-
wave antennas were used for point to point terrestrial links and for
radar systems. Typical diameters in use were 5 to 15 feet. Because of
the conservative nature of such tenestrial link planners, fade margins
of 20 dB were planned into the systems and many (Bell) systems
insisted on 40 dB fade margins. lf 'fade margin' is a new term to you,
follow this. Every system link (one microwave tower to another micro-
wave tower; a satellite to your dish antenna) has a precise and
calculable amount of 'space loss'; that is, engineers can calculate
exactly how much signal will be 'lost' along the way. They assume'normal, clear weather, between the two points'when computing this
loss and they compute normal equipment operating parameters.
Then they get conservative, and add in additional path loss to
account for turbulent weather, equipment degradation, and so on.
This additional 'loss'they make up by designing the system to have
larger transmitting and receiving antennas, more transmitter power,
more sensitive receivers and so on. The net results is that they have a'margin,' or a safety factor, built into every terrestrial microwave
system. lf something goes sour, the system still works since lhere is a
safety or'fade' margin built in to begin with.

Your typical 1 1 to 13 foot home antenna may have a 0 dB lo 3 dB'margin' built in. You didn't plan it that way; it just happened. lf there is
a bad storm over the area where the dish is, and heavy, moisture
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. Comprehensive Remote Control-
Always at your fingertips

. Hideaway Electronic Chassis .{F�:fF*-

. Tunable Audio with wide & !i 
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narrow IF switch 1'l&
. Scantune
. Remote Downconverter

AtlCOM BLOCK DOWNCONVERTER SYSTEM
For Cost-Effective Multi-Channel Installations

coM-65
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See your
ArcOM dealer
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laden clouds appear close to the ground between the dish and the

satellite, the exira 'loss' as the satellite signal travels through the water

laden clouds causes the signal to 'fade' and sparklies to appear'
gti"ny, to be sure, but their a[pearance signifies the'thinness' of your
'matgin.'That's the ditference between yotl fome terminal systems

and iie CATV systems across town; the CATV systems typically have

noless tnan a 3 dB'margin'or safety lactor built-in, iust for those few

hours per year when the heavy clouds build up overhead'
tn tnat some era of terrestrial microwave network planning' it was

of tencons ideredmore impor tan t to reduceore | im ina te .s ide |obes '
tiom tne antenna pattern than it was to maximize the gain of the

antenna. lna ter res t r ia lm ic rowavenetwork , insur ing tha ts igna ls
coming into the antenna lrom the 'side' did not cause interference in

the deiired signal path was paramount. So all of the work on antennas

and antennaTeed systems concentrated largely on minimizing side-

lobes and allowing gain to be a secondary consideration' This created

a'gain plateau' iriintenna and feed designs that pe-rsisted for many

yeir.. An antenna system with 50 to 55% ietficiency" was considered

io be acceotable. In fact, the 55% efficiency lactor became so stan-

dard that virtually all of the antenna charts that system planners

emptoyeO lor designing terrestrial systems used -55% efficiency as a

reference point. Even intenna system planner slide rules used 55%

etficiency as a 'norm'!

As larger and larger antennas were designed for.the Space Pro-

or".. "nd 60 to 90 ioot monster dishes began costing millions and

;;illil; ol dollars, it became apparent that doubling the reflector

surface area to add an additional 2.5 to 3 dB of 'gain' was getting very

.ottfy.-So n"* time, and money' was directed at improving the,etfi-

c[ndy ot the overall antenna lystem. lt was. apparent that if the

"ni"n'n" "y"t"t efficiency could be increased from 55o/o to say 75"/"'

that was i far better trade than doubling the size of the reflector

surface area.
Returning to the gain equation, it was iound that the efliciency

factor is .ade up by a number of lactors, including the following:

Nr : spillover efliciencY
Nz = illumination efficiencY
Nl = apertut" blockage (by teed and support.struts)
ni = ohmic losses, cioss polarization, and. other lactors

H] = ranOom surface errors in the dish reflector surlace

And, thus, N = Nr N2 N3 N4 Ns
Since high surlace aCcuiacy had already been achieved it was

aooarent thalt the feed system was the most obvious area to attack for

il.i""."J "tf i.iency (gain), as it affects N1, N2' N3 and No' Millions ol

research dollars have been spent by a number of research groups on

this issue and it is likely that in the past twenty years or so all of the

sionificant qains to be made have been isolated and improved upon'- - 
ioinO 6ut what some of these test results have been, a search of

technical literature was made to learn more about high-efficiency
antennasystems.computerstudieshavepredictedtotaIetticiencies
approachihg 8O/. (787" etficiency is often cited)' ancl some very
narrow banlwidth antennas have achieved this goal; typically using
ine Cissegrain sub-reflectortype offeed system' The chart appearing
here illustrates some of the results.

As seen, N1 and N2 are the prime areas where improvements were
made. RnO inese are mainly a iunction of the feed system design' Any
additional losses will only reduce the overall etficiency of the antenna'
floi" tn"t no portion of the antenna is 100% efficient, in any deslgn'
Each of the lactors make some'negative contribution' to the overall
etticiency of the antenna. lt is interesting to note that surface errors

if.frl in tn" antenna designs tested were in the 95 to 96 percentile
iejion. That is far better than I would expect to tind with many of th^e

miss ptoOuceO metal and fiberglass antennas in,th-e- home TVRO

iietO. t'mention this since the dozens of antennas one sees at an
inciuitry iJmi"ar seldom impress me as being in. the 95 to 960/o
etti.i"n'.y class when graded for surlace accuracy' Unlike the profes-
sionals tested in the tibular results shown here, we still have a long
ways to go in our own industryl A table, here, suggests what happens
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Efficlency ltem

(N') Spillover
(Nr) llluminatlon
(N") Blockage
(N4) l,R (Ohmlc) Losses
(Nu) Surface Errors
Total Efflclency -

Standard Prime
Focus

Scalar
Feed

95o/o
81"/o
97o/o
95o/o
95%

67"/o

NEC
Cassegraln

Rantec
Cassegrain

83V"
77o/o
97o/o
95/o
95"/o

56o/"

95o/o
96%
937"
95%
96o/o

77"/"

93Yo
987o
94/"
960/o
960/o

79o/o

COMPARISON OF ANTENNA EFFICIENCIES

when there are'RMS Surface Errors' on the dish of between 0.02 and
0.2 inches. As you can see, 1/1 Oth of an inch RMS enor translates to
nearly 1 dB of surface 'loss' due to surface 'mistakes.'

. A common debated point in antenna design is the loss caused by
the feed support struts (the blockage created by the feed itself beinll
another consideration). lt is worth noting that energy from the satellite-,
captured by the parabolic surface and in and through the feed support
struts is then re-reflected in arbitrary and usually unpredictable direc-
tions. lt does not end up in the feed as it should. The more struts
supporting the feed, or the larger the struts, the more signal lost by this
blockage and re-reflection. The magnitude of the loss is a function of
the 'blocked aperture' versus the 'unblocked aperture.' ff the feed
struts occupy 7o/o ot the surface of the dish, the additional loss in
system efficiency works out to about 0.3 dB. A not insignificant loss.
When the blockage of the feed itself and the bbckage ano re-
reflection of the struts are combined, the total losses could approach 1
dB. The formula to calculate this is:

Galn reductlon = 10 logro (1-B)
where B is the ratio of the aperture blockage to the total area of the

reflector surface.
Dealers and others in this industry can only profit by understanding

more about the various factors that influence antenna system perfor-
mance. Many of the newer manufacturers and sellers of reflectors do
not, themselves, have an adequate schooling in the basics of surface
and collector (feed) design. There are many good 'ideas' out there but
not all of the ideas will stand the test of careful analysis. Buying an
antenna because it looks good can be a dangerous way of selecting
your own products for local marketing. Understanding more about
how products should be designed to work properly is a far safer course
to follow.

References:
Reflector Antennas, edited by A.W. Love (1976); IEEE press,

New York
Electromagnetlc Horn Antennas, edited by A.V. Love (1976);

IEEE Press, New York
Hlgh-Efflclency Mlcrowave Reflector Antennas / A Revlew,

edited by P. Clanicoats and G. Poulton, Proceedings of the
IEEE, Vol. 65, No. 10 (October 1967).
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During the past six to eight months there have been some inlerest-
ing changes in the Clarke Orbit Belt thal serves Australia and the
Pacific. I recognize that some of the intrepid American TVRO travel-
ers, such as Bob Behar (see CSD for February, 1983), may give
readers a fleeting glimpse of worldwide conditions in the belt, but my
observations from a fixed location in Australia may have greater long
term data that will assist others in planning terminals in this part of the
world.

Some six months or so ago, our national broadcasting network,
the ABC, was transmitting to the Australian Outback region using a
pair of spol beam services from Intelsat at 174 east. Signal levels in
my southern area ol Australia were in the 23 dBw region, with a
reported boresight intensity ol 29 dBw in the region around Alice
Springs, to the north. In November this service was moved to the
reserve Intelsat lV bird located at 179 east. That seemed to be
strange, at the time, since a December change-out from the lV bird to
an lV-A series bird had been announced. What really happened is that
the 179 east bird was also changed out lrom an lV series to an lV-A
series. This was significant since it meant that we now had a pair of
hemispheric (rather than spot) beams to work with. The change over
from lV series to lV-A series is very important since we now have
service lrom more recent vintage satellites (certainly not the signal
levels of the new V series birds, but an improvement nonethelessl),
and with the hemispheric nature of the antenna patterns, others
throughout the south Pacific should also be enjoying this new service.

There is a'West Coast' (Australia) service channel, and a northern
service channel. At my location, in the south, the west coast transpon-

NOT GOOD / until you consider it is on a
non-lntelsat receiver terminal. CBS NEWS
ceived on Duddy's terminal.

10 loot dish with a
via Intelsat. as re-

SATELLITE DICEST

WITH A 3 METER
TERMINAL IN
AUSTRALIA

by
Peter Duddy
16 Tiffany Court
Montrose 3765
Australla

der is as much as 2 dB hotter, telling me that complaints which have
been registered by some of the terminal operators in the west have
found their mark, and Intelsat has authorized them to run with greater
uplink powers and come closer to saturation for the transponder for
the western portion of the continent. lt is well known that Intelsat is
very conscious of power use and they would prefer to run their
transponders at about hall power, where possible, to stretch the
longest possible life out of the birds. Loud complaints do work,
however!

At the same time that the ABC moved to 1 79 west, we also saw the
appearance of the CBS feed coming trom Los Angeles to the eastern
Australia'Nine Network' (see CSD tor February, 1983). The signal
level is quite low here on my ten foot dish, as you might imagine, and
this service is reported to be on a Global transponder (Edltor's Note:
The fact that it is seen north of the equator, in the Phillipines, would
verify this.)

My terminal is modest even by American standards, and certainly
not yet up to the par of the Intelsat designed terminals others have put
in. The antenna is a 3 meter Andrew soun aluminum reflector: the
LNA is an Avantek 120 degree unit. My receiver is home brew, from
past issues of CSD and manuals from STT; an image reject mixer,
PLL demod and the usual 70 MHz lF strip. The receiver was built
around lull transponder characteristics so when I redesign the lF for
15 MHz bandwidth, I may gain a couple of dB there.

Even with this modest equipment, reasonably enjoyable reception
in color is possible on at least the twin ABC service channels and with
some system improvements I may be watching CBS and AFRTS yet
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ABC HEMISPHERIC / received on Duddy's 10 foot dish, 120
degree LNA and full transponder bandwidth receiver.



SPUN PARABOLIC ANTENNAS
O Because of the precision spin process our Parabolic Antennas are more accurate for more efficiency.

Manufactured in volume by the efficient Spin
Process for more accuracy. 9' Antenna will out
perform many 10' and 1 1' Antennas. Easy to
haul, install and adjust. The efficiency of our
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8 'ALUMINUM

Well engineered Polar Mount
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antennas are made by the Precision Spin Process.
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Rebroadcast.
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THE ROOTS
OF TVRO

(Part Seven)

For nearly a year the FCC would
stage a side-show, main-show, and
after-the-show show. Millions of dol-
Iars would be spent by CBS, RCA, and
a few other late-comers as they built
special sets, hand crafted color camer-
as and receivers, built special trans-
mitters, and generally came in on-cue
from the Commission. Up to that time,
most of the color tests had been con-
ducted in New York City. That was
logical; both CBS and RCA headquar-
tered there and both had their exten-
sive production studios there (virtually
aII television programming originated
in New York at that time; microwave
inter-connection existed only between
Boston and Washington, running
through New York). However, to ac-
commodate the FCC, CBS spent a
large sum to convert Washington's
WOIC (channel 9, now WTOP) to colon
and RCA equipped both WNBW and
an experimental UHF station they had
operating in Washington for color.

The main arguments through the
period October 1949 until a decision
was reached in earlv fall of 1950 were
these:

(1) The CBS system started out re-
quiring a 12 MHz wide band
(the equivalent to two TV chan-
nels), but converted to a 6 MHz

wide system when the CBS peo-
ple saw that if they wanted to
broadcast color on VHF; thi"s
'would, be a requirernent.

(2) The CBS system, called field se-
quential color, was a mechani-
cal nightmare. At the TV stu-
dio, the cameras were equipped
with large discs which were
equipped with blue, red, and
yellow filters. The discs were
driven by a motor at 1440 RPM
and as the filters passed (rapid-
ly) in front of the camera pick
up tube, for fractions of a sec-
ond, the camera pick up tube
saw only those colored objects
which corresponded to the filt-
er positioned in front of the
camera lens at that instant. At
the receiver, another color disc
driven by another motor turned
or spuh the disc in front of the
receiver picture tube. By syn-
chronizing the two motors er-
actlg (i.e. one at TV camera and
one at TV receiver), the illusion
of a colored image was created.

(3) The CBS system was not capa-
ble of transmitting compatible
color; that is, existing black and
white receivers tuned to a CBS
colorcast did not receive a pic-
ture in black and white (or col-
or). They simply receiued no
ptcture at all.

(4) CBS told the Commission that
while they were demonstra-
ting color pictures on only re-
ceivers with 7, 10, and 12 ineh
picture tubes, that their tech-
nique would work just as well
with the new larger 16 and 19
inch screens also. Some would
question this, as we will see.

SATELLITE DICEST
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o 9 (5) The public, should the CBS sys-

tem be approved, would be
faced with the following:
(A) Buying a color receiver,

which would receive CBS
colorcasts and black and
white telecasts;

(B) Converting his existing
receiver to a color receiv-
er (approximate cost 

-sev-

eral hundred dollars), to
receive CBS colorcasts or
standard black and white
telecasts;

(C) Installing a less expensive
converter so that when
CBS colorcast, his receiv-
er would produce the pro-
gram in blnck and u;hite,
but not in color (approxi-
mate retail cost, $75);

(D) Doing nothing, in which
ease when CBS colorcast,
he could not watch the
program.

In 1949 there were 3,600,000 televi-
sion receivers in the hands of the pub-
lic. By the end of 1950, when the Com-
mission reached a decision on color,
there would be 9,700,000 black and
white only receivers in public places.
By the end of 1951, when the Supreme
Court had finally settled the dispute,
there would 15,420,000 television re-
ceivers in the hands of the public.

CBS hit hard and long (and re-
peatedly) on the fact that its color had
the best Inobing pictures.It harped on
the 10 year program during which they
had color, and Senator Johnson didn't
help things with his insistence that col-
or was here and ready, and the public
wanted it.

The RCA compatible color had the
following arguments going for it:
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(1) It was all electronic, and nei-
ther the TV studio nor the
home receiver required large
rotating color cellophane discs
in front of the picture tube;

(2) The enisting rcceivers received
the colorcasts in black and
white, with about the same
black and white clarity as regu-
lar black and white telecasts.

However, the RCA compatible color
had failings at that time, and it was
these failings which the Commission
focused on:

(1) The hues were unnatural, and
required almost constant view-
er juggling of the receiver con-
trols (it later turned out that
the majority of this aspect of
the problem was being caused
at the studi,o, and that, as stu-
dio techniques improved, the
user-viewer got to sit in his
chair more of the time and play
home-technician less of the
time);

(21 The color smeared; that is, the
colors tended to run. Bright col-
ors, such as ruby red lips,
tended to keep right on going
past the lips into the face area
beyond;

(3) Color quality was unstable, it
changed drastically from min-
ute to minute.

Clearly, RCA had a good concept go-
ing, but it had Tnore thon a feut bugs
left to be worked out in 1949 and early
1950. Equally clearly, CBS knew deep
dousn that RCA could and would solve
these problems, so it pushed efrtra
hard to get its system accepted as "the
national standard" before RCA could
work out the bugs. It was more than a
matter of corporate pride; CBS had



patent rights on !t9 lYstem and anyone
Lonstrucfing a CBS-system color re-
ceiver would have to pay a patent roy-
alty to CBS for their Lgbtq. A few
buiks were involved. CBS kePt the
Dressure up on the commission, and
Senator iohnson PeriodicallY re-
minded the Commission that he usas
satisfi,ed with the quality of the CBS
pictures and he wanted television now!
(Perhaps because Colorado had no tele-
vision, Senator Johnson was not wor-
ried about his constituents badgering
him about his approval of a sYstem
which would antiquate their television
receivers; they hadnone at the tirne!).

In the fall of 1949, at the urging of
the Commission, RCA set uP their
owned and operated WNBW in Wash-
ington to start limited schedule color-
caating. Six custom receivers were
placed in "typical locations and used
under typical home conditions".

During the fall of the 1949 hearings,
others ippewed on the scene for the
color television standards prize. One
hung in there until the end: Color Tele-
vision, Incorporated of San Francisco
(CTI). The CTI system was also all
electronic; but their major contribu-
tion to ttre color squabble would be
nearly one year later.

La[e in 1949 the FCC announced the
game plan and rules for color demon-
strations before that bodY:
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'uThe demonetrations wiU include color
television c&mera equipment' color television
receivers, monochrome receivers' and con-
verted monochrome receivers (i.e. converted
to receive CBS color in black and white). The
receiverg to be demonstrated will include 4
receivers receiving color only in a 6 MHz
wide band, 1 receiver for demonstretion of 6
MHz color versus wider (12 MHz) color; one
conventional black and white receiver con'
verted lor color reception &nd one black and
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white receiver not converted.

The demonstration will include slidee, teet
petterns, dancing, singing, juggling, fashions,
near end lar shots, different types of light-
ing and backgrounde. In one demonstration
the camere equipment will be located at a
local (Washington) high school football field."

CBS, the company first slated for
demonstration really put on a show.
One Commissioner said, "This was the
darndest three ring circus you ever
saw. TV studio equipment was all over
the hearing room. We had to thread
our way to our seats through cables,
lights, and jugglers rehearsing!"

The RCA demonstrations had a Uttl,e
less of P.T. Barnum to them. Set up in
the studios of Washington's WNBW in
the Wardman Park Hotel, they con-
sisted of two color cameras for live (TV
studio) presentations, a color film cam-
era, and a color slide camera. Two col-
or TV monitors in the studio, plus a
special 16 inch receiver, were set up
for the observers.

RCA put on an elaborate, tasteful
program consisting of solo perfor-
mances by network stars of that era,
and a musical program staged with 19
musicians all brightly attired in color-
ful costumes.

After the two shows, the general at-
titude was that the RCA demonstra-
tion produced impressionable black
and white (i.e. compatible) pietures,
but that color pictures were flawed.
RCA had not developed a single gun
picture tube for the receiver at that
time, and, to produce a 16 inch picture,
RCA had to custom build a (large) cab-
inet that housed 3 separate blnck and
uthite pbture tubes, arranged with di-
chroic type mirrors to focus the 3 sepa-
rate red, blue, and yellow images on a
single 16 inch screen.

fne nCR tests lasted one full week,
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and as the week wore on, the picture
quality improved considerably. Unfor-
tunately, FCC personnel were among
the first to see the show. Senator
Johnson came late (i.e. towards the
end of the week), and after he saw the
RCA demonstration he said:

"I &m impressed by the demonstration end
I was surprised because of what I had been
told to expect. I think the RCA method has
some vital features."

While the demonstrations attracted
only RCA and CBS at that point, the
testimony and evidence being taken
simultaneously by the Commission was
not limited to the two contenders.
Many firms had a vital stake in the
hearings. One of these was DuMont.

DuMont's contribution to the early
television era (pre-war until the early
1950's) cannot be overestimated.
DuMont originally owned and opera-
ted television stations in New York
(WABD), Washington (WTTG), and
Pittsburg (WDTV). These stations
were among the first on the air in the
nation, and DuMont was a major Pro-
ducer of television equipment of all
types. DuMont also operated a televi-
sion "network" in that era, competing
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with NBC (RCA) and CBS for station
affiliations and audience.

DuMont had no direct interest in col-
or development, and Dr. DuMont, as
we shall see, really seriously ques-
ti,oned the importonce of colnr at that
point. For its role in the color hearings,
history must award to DuMont the
title of Deuil's Adaocate. DuMont per-
sonnel submitted briefs and testimony,
and for one fleeting, highly entertain-
ing moment, put on a memorable de-
monstration for the FCC. The occasion
was late in the fall in 1949. DuMont
personnel, headed by Dr. Goldsmith,
sat through the CBS demonstrations
and apparently got madder by the day.
As scientists and electronic engineers,
they saw through the techruical rnu'In-
bo-jumbo which CBS was dishing onto
the non-technical Commissioners. One
thing really stuck in the craw of
DuMont, and that was the CBS glib
dismissal of big screen color TV utiliz-
ing the spinning wheel which was a
part of the CBS system. Because the
wheel was more than twice the diame-
ter of the picture tube screen, large
screen receivers became (physically)
very large very soon' 

To be conrinued
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STACK'Em
I would appreciate some leedback on this idea. For years radio

astronomers have 'stacked' parabolic antennas to achieve higher
gain on their radio telescopes. Similarly, VHF and UHF antennas can
be stacked in bays to achieve greater gain. Why not satellite TV???

Suppose, for example, you set-up four Paraclipse 12 foot anten-

nas with a 100 degree LNA on each antenna. Then you connected
them together through exactly equal lengths of cable to keep phasing
equal, to a mixer (l don't know whether a power divider in reverse
would work as a mixer as a line splitter does at VHF/UHF).

Would stacking the four 12 foot antennas give us the same per-
formance as a single 21 foot antenna? A7 meter dish has approx'
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imately 71 5 square feet of area while the four 12 footers would have a
total of 52 feet ol surface area. Most of the 7 meter antennas are
rated at 48 dB of gain and the Paraclipse is a conservative 41 dB. A
rule of thumb for VHF/UHF is that if you increase the antenna size
(with identical antenna 'bays') four times, you add 6 dB of additional
gain. But in the case ol VHF/UHF antennas, the stacking harness
goes in ahead of the amplificalion so perhaps by putting the LNAs
ahead of the mixing, we would expect a little more than 6 dB and
actually meet or exceed the gain of a 7 meter dish (!).

The primary advantage I see for creating such a bizzare anlenna
farm would be the economics of the situation. Cunently I can purchase
four ol the Paraclipse antennas for around $3600 and four 1 00 degree
Amplica LNAs for around $1400. That totals $5000. Behar wants
approximately $17,000 for his 7.5 meter dish and Hughes and SA are
up (way up!) from there.

Jim Monow
StarTrack
Cheyenne, Wy. 82003

Not bizzare but not new either. There are two large problems
with 'stacking' parabolic dishes. Phasing, and, keeping l ine
loses down so that you don't lose more in the coupling process
than you gain with the stacking process. By placing the LNAS at
the individual antennas, you'd probably beat the former problem.
In tact, you could stand substantial line losses amd mixing loss
slnce it would be pure and simple voltage, and most systems
have more signal voltage (as opposed to signal power) than they
can use anyhow. The phasing problem may be tougher to re-
solve. The individual reflector surfaces need to be in-phase with
one another. That says the ieflectors need to be the same dis-
tance from the bird so the path length to each is very close to
identical; down to say .3 of an inch or so. The Radio Astronomy
folks use lots of tricks to make this happen, including using line
stretchers to simulate variations in phase between two or more
dishes. You could do the same thing with coaxial lines; starting
off with 'exactly equal' line lengths (that could be a good trick when
working to .3" tolerances with connectors involved) and then whack-
ing on one of a quarter of an inch at a time and measuring all over
again to see ilthe net summed signalfrom the two antennas went
up, or down. There are commercial line stretchers available;
trombone like mechanical devices that allow you to adiust line
lengths. However, you'd have some difficulty powering your LNA
through one ol these and would probably have to figure out some
way to insert LNA power at each antenna, separate and apart
trom the phasing network. We'd start with two identical antennas
and make that play before trying to make four antennas play. Get
the problems worked out with two, and lhen grow to four. You will
be on untested ground but it is a very worthwhilegroiect. Only
one problem remains; how do you move, in unisoh, four anten-
nas all at the same time so that they swing on.a polar axis that
mainlains constant equal distance between each ofthe antennas
and the satellite 'point' signal source? You may end up with a
single bird anlenna system, but as you note, if you can do for
$5,000 what somebody else wants $17,000 for, you are headed in
the right direction! Oh yes, when you get it flying, it is a dead
cinch for the front cover of CSD!

OPPORTUNITY Knocks
A few months ago you tossed out the idea of the Turks and Caicos

possibly being ripe as a spot to build TVRO equipment. I would like to
know if anything has come of your idea, and if yes, what companies
might be involved. I am interested in working in this industry and the
idea of being involved in a start-up operation in the islands is very
appealing. I have a background in electronics manufacturing, training,
and supervision.

Name withheld
We've had several letters in this vein and since most of the

fellows are presently employed in this field, we don't qrant to give
any of their present employers the idea that their people may be
getting ready to jump ship! Update on the key question. At the
present time, no firm is close to cementing a deal with the Govern-
ment ot the Turks and Caicos to set up a manufacturing facility
here. l'd say we are 18 months to two years away from something

happening in this area. Several firms are talking with the Govern-
ment and I hammer on the head ol Government officials at every
opportunity. There is no reluctance on the part ot government;
iust a matter of being a very small country with only a handful of
decision makers, and far too much work and not enough time to
do it. l'll keep pounding from here, and taking prospective manu-
lacturing people by to see government leaders. Sooner or later it
will pay off.

SAME One
I would like to inquire as to whether Coop is the same Robert B.

Cooper who authored an article appearing in the September 1971
edition of Popular Electronics describing the'All American Sports
Amplifier'? lf yes, I would like to know if it is still possible to obtain a
full sized foil pattern of the board layout for several of the models
described.

T.L. Nicholson
53 Amundsen Bay
Winnipeg, MB
Canada R3K 0V1

Same guy. And no foil patterns are available. Left those be-
hind in Oklahoma years ago. The 'All American Sports Amplifier'
was a combination low noise VHF signal amplilier and an inter-
dlgltal bandpass filter. The idea was that if you lived in say New
York City, and the Jets games were blacked out, you could use
one of these gadgets to pull out distant VHF transmissions on
VHF channel 3lrom either Hartford or Philadelphia to watch the
games. A signal pre-ampllfier wasn't enough; the strong (very
strong) focal signals on channels 2 and 4 would wipe out the
pre-amp. The combination bandpass filter and pre-amp usually
made it work.

ANOTHER View
Afler returning from the excellent Provo Retreat ldid some careful

rethinking about what is happening to the international marketplace,
and in particular, to the Caribbean, South America and Central Amer-
ican regions. lwould like to share the enthusiasm lor this region of the
world becoming a large marketplace for US TVRO technology' but I
am afraid I must come to an opposite conclusion. Let me share my
reasoning with you.

There are severe economic problems throughout Latin America'
Argentina recently devalued its peso by a tactor of 10:1. Mexico,
Guatamala, Honduras, Nigaragua, and Jamaica have enacted laws
speciflcally prohibiting the export of US dollars, or using a phony
diral exchahle rate, whereby the money has a domestic, and, an
international value, in order to encourage exports and discourage
imports. This makes it necessary for people trying to buy US goods to
engage in money shenanigans, usually through banks in the Cayman
lslands.

There continues to be considerable political unrest, particularily in
Central America, which seems to be progressing towards some large
scale confrontation; possibly as serious as Cuba' And the US will be
involved right up to our eagles, or al least be accused of being so
involved.

We dealwith large scale Central and South American buyers daily.
And I notice a lot of nest feathering going on in Miami, Tampa' New
Orleans and Caracas by citizens of Central America who are investing
in items either in the USA, or considerably more portable than 20 foot
dishes.

As a viable marketplace, this leaves the Caribbean and the tax
shelter islands. I believe that this Caribbean market continues and that
it will be assisted by the transportable dishes, including the ADM'
HERO and Paraclipse types. But I don't think the entire Caribbean will
amount to as much business as just one 'average' state within the
continental 48. I fear that this region will be invaded by 'carpet bag-
gers'with ten foot dishes who are used to installations in 37 dBw
footprint regions. As we both know, there is a hell of alot of difference
between 37 dBw and 27 dBwlCertainlythere are uses forthese cheap
dishes and cheap receivers, but these people and this equipment can
only tarnish the concept of private, home terminals by attempting to
unload their gear on unsuspecting people in the Caribbean.

Bil l  Mil ler
Tampa,  F l .33615
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We agree on the danger of trooping into the Caribbean with
marginal ten loot dishes and bargain priced receivers, No good
can come of it and anyone who trys it and blows an installation
had better be prepared to pay the consequences. Money launder-
ing, on the other hand, through the Cayman banks, has become a
way of life for people from dozens of countries. Central American
business people have been salting their dough away in Miami,
T1$\S1,1{E\$ o$Sg$E g$$ csrsrsslsr $s$s$ss a$$ \$hslhsr \$
approve of the way they conduct themselves or not, given their
(admitted) political instability factor, it may be the only common
sense thing lo do. We warned readers in Coops Comments for
January that dealing in lesser-developed nations with terminals
can be risky. But so is walking through Newark after dusk. . . . or
Hoboken in broad daylight!

EUROPE in New England
After completing my article on tracking off boresight birds over the

Atlantic (see CSD for February, 1983) | thought readers might like to
see the quality of the results with my rather modest home system. The
first photo is of the Symphonie feed from 11.5 west, when they have
their western hemispheric beam activated for the normal late morning
(ET) feed to French speaking areas in the Caribbean and North
America. This is a 36 MHz wide lF and there are some sparklies. The
sound is excellent. The bird was three degrees north of the equator
at the time, requiring tracking of course.

The next photo is of ATC (Argentine Television Color) from 27.5
west. The signal is a lower level here in New England than Symphonie
althouoh others report it to be very good. That ought to tell you
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something about the Symphonie footprint level!

The third photo is of VV or Venezuela. lt also has a fair amount of
sparklie noise, even with a narrow lF switched into the receiver. I have
noticed that it was quite abit stronger some weeks prior to this photo.

Finally, the tourth photo showing the results from Ghorizont at 14
west. No sparklies at all, and excellent audio. This (Cuban) feed was
typical of the evening stutf, and I have noticed that on many of the
Cuban \eeSs\he) do$\ see$r \o de'$\a\e as$ide esthe Buss\ans do
when they are controlling the uplink.

John Drew
51 Canterbury Road
Mvstic. Ct. 06355

VENEZUELA in New England

SYMPHONIE in New England

Jr

RUSSIA's Ghorizont in New England

John also included photos from Brasil, peru and a suitable
representation of other European and South American coun-
lries. He admits his tive meter surface is bigger than many, but
also adds that it has a 0.5" surface error or ripple and he feels that
it may be more like a proper 12 to 13 footer. We agree with him,
and encourage others who live in New England and along the
eastern coast to see what is waiting for them east of F4lW1-21

ANOTHER Telecom Story
We have been following with great interest the 'Saga of Telecom

Industries'in the fall issue of CSD. We, too, have a story to tell which I
hope will rebut the 'rebuttal' you published from Mr. Bertonis in vour
December issue.

At the Omaha SPACE show we purchased 2 receivers. TheV
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performed poorly when we got them home. They were sent back
immediately for iepair and were supposedly re-aligned. When they
came back, they still worked poorly and after a phone call to Mr'
Bertonis, he reluctantly agreed to replace the down converter on one
unit with the 'new' update. He wouldn't replace both units since (he
said) 'the equipment has been used, and it has solder marks on it'. The
fact is the equipment never made it out ol our shop because we
thoroughly test any new equipment before installing it for a customer'
When ihe unit returned, it was actually worse than before.

We have been dealers in Satellite TV since November ol 1980 and
we certainly know how to hook up equipment properly without abusing
it. After another call to Mr. Bertonis it became apparent we will have to
take legal action, or kiss our $1000 goodbye.

ldelinitely hope that SPACE will get involved soon in establishing
quality standards for our industry. After all, these guys (from Telecom
thdusiriesl were guest speakers on the platform at the SPACE show.
However, our loss was minimal compared to a distributor ltalked with
who has $3O,OOO invested in these receivers which he has been
forced to take back from dealers who had similar experiences.

In closing, I would be seriously interested if anyone out there would
like to rent a booth with us at the forthcoming SPACE Vegas show to
display Telecom equipment, and, to 'Enhance The Professionalism Of
Th; Industry' as Mi. Bertonis so aptly wrote in CSD in December. 'We

intend to continue to keep Telecom at the leading edge ot this new and
exciting industry' he concluded. My firm intends to do everything we
can to;push him over that edge' and out of this business, and back to
selling Fre-Owned Desotos oi wherever he and his firm truly belongs!

Larry PoYner/Mike Peace
GERMAN CORNER TV
1'1425 E. 116 Street North
Collinsville, Ok' 7 4021

What more could we PosslblY saY!

Drake really seems to be doing what you suggest some are doing;
having a too ninow lF (thereby losing some of the picture detail) and
then throwing in len cents worth ol parts to 'cover up the blemishes'. I
have been isking them what to do to improve their 'washed out
picture'. I phone them, I write them, but to no avail. They answer all of
my other'questions, but specifically avoid responding to the key
question about video quality, and how you improve it'.

You once wrote that you will not write about poor equipment. I note
that you have not chosen to write about the Drake equipment. Am I to
deduce, since they are a major supplier, that you tested the Drake
receiver and found it lacking? Perhaps you have a cure tor their video
quality? lt is really time that somebody takes a hard look at the
perfoimance of reieivers (and antennas) and writes about what they
lind.

On another subject, you have an advertiser called Circuit Electro-
nics that sells an auto polarization switching circuit board for $49.95.
This is, I believe, a total rip-off since it is not (l judge) worth more than
$10. Drake, in their application note concerning automatic polarization
control, needs only 3 components at a total cost of about 1 5 cents to
do the same thing ihis advertiser charges $49'95 for. And you need no
components at all if the Chaparral Polarotor One is used!

Finally, I liked very much your article in the November issue
concerning rebroadcasting of satellite signals using low cost equip-
ment. I was hopeful that you would explain a method of eliminating tllq
unwanted lower sideband with the PC Electronics TVX-1 . You did
explain how to get rid of the lower sideband with channels between
42b and 450 MHz, but this technique apparently will not work with VHF
channels 2-13. or channels 14 and up' That involved use of a lower
vestigal sideband filter from Spectrum International.-Does this filter
havdto be installed at the output of the transmitter? Couldn't it be
installed at the outout ol the modulator? Who manufacturers these
filters for any standard TV channel?

Rejean Mathieu
Television Par Satellites
660'13e Ave.. Senneterre
Quebec JOY 2MO
Canada

Flrst to defend Drake. No, they have never allowed us lo test
one ofthelr ESR'24 recelvers. However, we do own one and In fact
It ls used dally for WIV to brlng down a couple of network shows
from Westar 4. The vldeo does have a 'soft look', we admlt' but lf
you Inspect lt on a wavelorm monltor wlth color bars comlng
itrrough the recelver, there ls no unusual slgn ol roll off. Drake
doee, apparently, choose to 'process' thelr vldeo. How they plo'
cese lt'li propiletary, aPparently, and we can't fault them tor
keeplng somesecrets to themselves. I suspect lf I leally wanted
to kiroi how they process lt, I'd open up the case and Inspect the
demodulator/fllterlng/vldeo amp stages for slgns of a tuned net-
work that ls not usually there. We don't flnd the color unpleasant'
and In fact have had numerous vlewers comment that our 7AM to
9AM program (taken through the Drake) ls'cleaner'thar many of
our oiheiday-parts. We have noted that oul lulcrotlme Tlme Base
Corrector doea NOT llke slgnals fed through the Drake' havlng a
conslderable problem wlth the color sub-carrler. That may be a
clue, but lt ls not an lndlctment slnce the same TBC also does nol
llke ihe vldeo from two of our four AVCOM recelvers. Clrcult
Electronlcs ls not, In our vlew, rlpplng off anyone' They provlde a
vlable product that, to the best of our knowledge, works (we have
had noreader complaints). lf you can do lt cheaper, go Into busl'
ness. ll we arbltlarlly 'banned lrom advertlslng' every product
whlch we felt was overprlced, we'd wlpe out half the Industry In
one shot! that's not our buslness anyhow; that's up to the
marketplace to declde. lf a product ls overprlced (which the Circuit
Electronics piece may well not be), lt won't sell. And that wlll be
that. Flnally, for lower sldeband fllters ' . . Spectrum Internatlon'
al now wlll make avallable fllters for almost any UHF trequency
tor about $30 premlum. For VHF fllters, try Mlcrowave Fllter
Company In East Syracuse. Can you lnstall the fllter after the
modulator? Yes, of course. Provided the modulatol ls separate
from the ampllfler. The TVX-I has all In one contalner and lt would
be dlfflcult (and expensive) to Insen the fllter into a lower level
stage. Peace.

ROUGHING It
I am enclosing a photo of my antenna next to my trailer in the

campground wheie I am presently staying. The dish is a MICROSAT
and it'is looking at F3R in the photo. Note that I have mounted it to a
picnic table to get sufficient room to walk around the'lot'. Even being
bbse to a big tree, I still have room to scan the full Clarke belt' An
Avantek 1 1 0 degree LNA and a Gillespie 7600A receiver round out the
system. I guesJyou would have to call this'rough$ it . . . smoothly!'.

L. Bruce Kinman
Rt 1,  Box 118-A
Leonardtown, Md' 20650

Arthur G. Clarke would be proud ol you.

DRAKE/Soft Vldeo?
I read with great interest your- article on receiver performance in

the October '82 issue of GSD. I have been using and selling Drake
ESR-24 receivers for some time.
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KEEP It UP

A short note to say how much I enjoy Coop's writing and hope that
he will keep up the good work. I really enjoy reading the reports on
different receivers, intennas and LNAs. The information there has
saved us alot of valuable time and money. I have had my own
problems dealing with a number of distributors and have finally come
io the conclusion-, atter a long first year of trying to get established' that
it is far better to deal with the manufacturers directly' when you can'
Knowing who you can deal with, and trust, is a bitter lesson. I recently
tried two of the Washburn Earth Terminal receivers and must say they
are the best I have ever seen. Please continue the product evaluations
and 'notes' as it helps us sort out the good from the bad. Oh yes, we
would like to attend the 1983 Provo Retreat; sorry we missed the first
one!

Gold Star Satellite View
Rt 1, Box 123
Odem, Tx. 78370

Our three Earth Terminal receivers iust keep on grlnding out
hlgh qualltytelevlsion, 24hours perday. Clydedid his homework
Ueford tre reteased thls design and while he is up to hls eye brows
In a newer verslon (release date still not set) the present unit has
stood the test of time, and competition, like no other product in
the field. We have frequently noted that there is no way for us to
evaluate every produit in the lield on a contlnulng basis. But
between readbrreports (which we always check out) and our own
erperiences plus 

-lntelllgence 
network of falthful communlca-

tois, we usually get onto bad stuff before it has had an opPortu-n-
Ity to lntect too many people. Unfortunately, there wlll always be
those who don't exeiclse care when sendlng or spendlng money
to or wlth a new flrm wlth an unproven product. Too many people
get suckered Into buylng cheap, unproven equlpment because
t-hey are attracted by the low price. lf dealers th]ow cautlon to the
wlnis like this, they have only themselves to blame when they
get stuck wlth products that don't work and suppllers who refuse
to relurn their money.

SIX Meter Accuracy
lconsider myself a close friend of you and your wonderful family' I

have a great respect for your research and findings. So I find writing
this letter very difficult to accomplish. But I feel if I don't, I will be
betraying all the research and endeavors that our employees have put
in du;ing the past four years of developing our antenna and other
products.

When I came across my copy of the 1983 January CSD' I briefly
glanced through the pages, and decided to read the article on the
Provo Satellite Retreat. I was greatly distraught when on page 42 in
bold print was a statement claiming that a 12'Paraclipse out-
performed an older outdated Hero 20' foot model (even with a new
surface). I don't doubt your findings, atter all you have been in the
industry a very long time and I would trust your tindings long before
anyone else's. But, I feel that all the facts concerning the older Hero 20
footer should be brought to light.

When I sent you the first Hero 20' model some two years ago' I
pointed out that it was an early prototype. Also, when I sent you the
new mesh tor the antenna, I suggested to you that you should replace
the antenna with one of our new models; the reason being that even
wlth the new surface, the older 20 footer could never perform up to
specs. Subsequently, all the antennas like it have been replaced with
the newer model.

Reading further, I found on page 46 the comparison between
ADM's 20 fboter and the Hero 20 footer. You commented that there
was a 1.00 to 1.50 dB difference in canier to noise ratio' I discovered
some facts of my own. I find that, without adequate instrument testing,
arriving at this arbitrary figure is very ditficult.

1) Andy Hatfield, in a recent conversation, told me that he never
mea6ured ihe Hero antenna so there was no real number I could
obtain from him pertaining to the ditterence in performance of the
antennas.

2) | do trust your eyes and those of Mr. Tom Humphries as a very
good barometer of good and bad signals. But without the side by side
testing with the same LNA and receiver on both antennas and without
the use of a power meter, coming up with a true number is very

difficult.
3) Atter our telephone conversation, I simulated the identical

production and assembly error that occurred with your antenna, and I
bame up with a ditference of only .50 of a dB. The antenna you have'
and three others like it, lett our facilities before we found the enor in
production, and it has long ago been corrected.' 

4) Enclosed is a photocopy of the engineering.data on our 20'
antenna, done independently, by Professor Taylor Howard. lt clearly
states that our antenna has all the gain we claim. Also noted' by Mr'
Howard, is that a dB difference between the two antennas would be
hard to come up with.

5) The reason that I did not correct your antenna at the time of
consiruction was that I wasn't present during the assembly procedure
and upon aniving on your beautiful island, the antenna was already on
the mount. Thaimakes it virtually impossible to proof it properly as
suggested in our assemblY manual.-61 

Remember also, that the very same antenna-outpedormed
everything you had on the island at that particular time. That led me to
believe that it was completely up to specs.

7) | will welcome side by side testing by an independent source'
such as yourself, or the tol(s that did the testing in Omaha, and will
provide you with an antenna for subsequent testing, because I too
have se6n a tremendous retreat in the quality of antenna production
throughout the industry.

Inlbsing, I hope you find the space to publish this letter' I feel it a
duty to respond to your comments because of the earnest effort of our
employees to maintain a high level of quality on all of our products' A
small production and assembly error that has long been corrected
should not cast any doubts on the quality and integrity of our products'

Robert Behar
President
Hero Communications
Hialeah' F|.33012

AND The Howard SuPPort

Mr. Robert Behar, President
HERO COMMUNICATIONS
1783 W. 32 Place
Hialeah. Florida 33012

Dear Bob;
In response to your phone call of yesterday I have reviewed my

data of last year and re-run several tests on the 6 meter Hero antenna
installed here at my facility.

In the last year I have refined the measurement techniques and
have had the chance to work on a number of ditlerent antennas while
getting internal agreemenl between ditterent ways of aniving at the
desired answer.

As you will recall the answer given in my letter of 18 March 1982
was displeasing because I wanted to be the conservative engineer
and say you had achieved the 55% figure of 45.6 dBi'

Now that the antenna has been in the air a year and has at least
twice survived 70 plus mile per hour winds while my measurements
have become more and more consistent I feel that I can reveal my true
gain figure for the Hero 6 meter: Using the Polorotor feed I consistently
measure (using comparative C/N with a known 10 tooter and mea'
sured beamwidth of the Hero) an intened gain of 46 dBi which trans-
lates to a 60% aperture etficiency.

This is very good for a lightweight petal structure and would be
difficult to exceed without going to incredibly rigid framing usually
tound only in Intelsat B quality stations. For an antenna to be 1 dB
better in performance would mean an aperture efficiency of nearly 75
percent for the same diameter - a figure probably unattainable in
such a small antenna with a prime tocus feed.

lf there is a problem with your antennas it would be with the final
assembly step where the last two ribs must be joined with a piece of
aluminum which has to be cut to fit. The Hero I have was ioined only
after I had calculated the proper depth trom the rim to the center plate
and then measured the gap length necessary to achieve that depth.
Also, no one walked on the ribs, jerked on pieces to make them fit, or
lifted it in place with a backhoe.
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The bottom line of the above comments is that your antenna must
be assembled properly to achieve optimum gain and I think that mine
does just that. To get higher gain is hard for its requires petals which
are parabolic in both planes. To get lower is easy, for all you have to do
is screw up sl ightly in assembly.

While I do think that a solid dish with oarabolic curves in both
directions will, in general, outperform a petal mesh dish, the claim of a
dB more gain is unreal ist ic - unreal ist ic unless:

1. The mesh dish was put together without adequate supervision
and suffers a quarter to half dB penalty and:

2. The solid dish was assembled and tweaked for max to achieve
optimum performance.

My general feeling after having assembled your dish, a Paraclipse,
and a Janiel or two is that you are particularly vulnerable to assembly
tolerance and screwup errors. For example it may well be that, in the
comparison in queslion, the ADM was highly tuned but no better than
the 6m Hero I have here while your antenna has been poorly assem"
bled and is thus not f i t  for comparison.

I would urge you, in conclusion, to get conlrol of the assembly
process to make sure that the last step is a measurement of depth to
force parabola to have its mathematical value. ll this is done and the
ribs are the right shape the focus will be in the exactly calculated place
and the gain wil l  be r ight.

H.T. Howard

For readers new to the game, HERO Communications manu-
factures a six meter antenna that is widely used throughout the
world. lt features horizon to horizon (down to about a 10 degree

PATMAR Technologies now otfering HTN (Home Theater Ner
work) to hotels, motels, hospitals, nursing homes, condominiums,
trailer parks and multiple home developers. Service is considered

SATELLITE DICEST
look angle on both sides) chain type motor drive, mesh construc-
tion, heavy duty, aluminum, truss construction. We have two in
the Turks and Caicos, having added the latest in July of '82. ADM
manufactures a 20 loot all aluminum solid petal antenna. lt is
motor driven but only over approximately hall of the Clarke Orbit
belt. We now, also, have two of the ADM 20 footers in the Turks
and Caicos. We wrote in January that based upon our tests, we
found the gain of our initial ADM 20 footer, as installed under the
supervision ol ADM founder Jamie Gowen, greater than our best
Hero 20 footer. We said by as much as 1.5 dB. Behar's rebuttal,
here, is that it is not possible lor the ADM to be as much as 1.5 dB
better. He supports with the learned testimony of Taylor Howard,
who consults for Hero. Behar offers to do a side by side test
against an ADM, here. Using the same LNA, same receiver, same
signals. That seems like a lair way to resolve the question, but we
feel that both Behar and Gowen should be here when the tests are
made, in addition to having Behar here when the Hero Six meter
is assembled on site, As I write this, Jamie Gowen is asleep in the
next room having put in an exhausting day assembling the
second ADM 20 footer lor us. lt was a tough assignment; he broke
more than once lrom marrying bolts and metal to trot 75 feet to
the beach for a swim. That aside, we must note that we stand by
our original observation; our best Hero antenna is not as good as
our best ADM antenna. Can there be 1.5 dB discrepancies be-
tween equal antennas because people make small or large errors
in assembly? We agree with Taylor Howard that there can be.
Gan the respective Presidents ot ADM and Hero supervise or
assemble their own 20 looters and come out dead-equal in a
side-by-side test? I guess we will all see, soon!

'Family (Premium) Channel ' ,  transmits 4 PM to 4AM daily, TRl 6, F3R.
Cost to firms offering service is $3.05 per unit per month plus $.10lor
the printed guide. Contact Patmar at 201-766-4408.

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA in complicated exchange with British
Plessey Electronics entering European DBS market. Plessey acquir-
ing substantial percentage of SA outstanding shares, while jointly the
pair are forming a new European subsidiary (Plessey Scientific-
Atlanta, Ltd). SA's fortunes have not been good this past year, due to
failures in home CATV converter field and other problems. The joint
firm will also be very active in supplying cable TV hardware to the now
exploding European cable market.

U.S. CHAMBER of Commerce Biznet service getting special push
in 1983. So tar the number of chambers using service has been a
disappointment. Contract calls for S-A or M/A-Com gear to be in-
stalled, but, individual chambers have right to select other suppliers il
equipment meets standards established for canier to noise and signal
to noise ratios. Excellent opportunity here to sell terminals of a semi-
professional nature.

FORD and India exchanging blame for failure of INSAT-1-A bird
last fall. Ford cites a complex series of failures, each small when taken
by itself, for failure and criticizes Indian's manning control software oi
bird after it achieved Clarke orbit position. India says Ford was negli-
gent in bird design. INSAT-1-B scheduled to launch on STS-8 of
Soace Shuttle.

SUITCASE earth station, similar in concept to transportable Luly

w

TRAN{iPONDER
WATCH

RECENT REPORTS
oF ACTTVTTY ON

DOM ESTIC /  I  NTERNATIONAL
SATELLITES

Send your reports to CSD Transponder Watch, P.O. Box 100858. Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33310. For late news. call (305) 771-0505.
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the forecast calls for rain, sleet, blizzards, tor_
s, hurricanes, or just downright rotten weather,
is no need for you to go out to frove the dish. The'lnder will do it for you. With state-of-the-art re-
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TVRO terminal, has been demonstrated by NASA. Unit uses six foot
mesh antenna, packs into a pair of suitcases, and will set up and
access bird in under five minutes time for voice link-up. NASA is
interested in finding firm to manufacture same, and demonstrations
are available at NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain View, Ca.
(41 5/965-5091 ).

SOME concern that Russians will enter commercial satellite
launch business. They recently announced contract to launch Indian
birds starting 1986, and some US otficials concerned that Russians
might undercut established pricing and subsidize launches with gov-
ernmenl funds, in exchange for prestige. Others suggest that if Rus-
sians do enter'game', it will be largely move to get hands on additional'western currency'.

RCA is in process of selling three more transponders on F4 with'as little as' 91 .5M down and g3 equal (easy to handle, of course)
payments along the way.

NCTA (National Cable Television Association) is planning aggres-
sive attack on SMATV firms, concerned primarily that SMATV oper-
ators seem to be able to operate without getting complicated, expen-
sive local city franchises or permits. NCTA is urging cable operators to
purchase small dishes and install them in lucrative multiple dwelling
areas to protect the turf until full city wide cable services are available.

JAPANESE industry would like to become regional provider of
satellite services in Pacific. Recent announcements suggest Japan is
planning series of satellites designed to provide low cost telecom-
munications to islands throughout Pacific; they would provide ground
terminals as well. Inlelsat, meanwhile, has announced plans to de-
velop relatively low cost single voice channel terminals for use with
future generation Pacific satellites; some transmiVreceive packages
costing as little as $25,000 (!). Unique problems of Pacific, widely
scattered, small pockets of people, lends itself to innovation.

FIRST Asian/Pacific edition 'Satellite TV Guide' has been oro-
duced. SATELLITE NEWS headlines it is for'Owners and Operators
of Earth Stations in the Asian Pacific Region' and carries listings for
two separate ABC (Australian Broadcasting Corporation) channels
currently delivered via lntelsat lease. News section talks of new in-
stallations in or going in for 3,000 room hotel in Bangkok, another in
Singapore to extend Australian reach into Asia proper. publisher
promises to add Manila RPN 9 channel listings, AFRTS listing, and
Cable News Network listing in future editions. Price is 976 Ausiralian
(check your bank for proper exchange rate) from Interscope Ry.,
Ltd. 23 Edward Street, Sylvania, N.S.W. 2224, Auslralia. private
terminals now selling for 910,000 Australian on continent proper.

HARRIS has scored again by taking order for 1,400 of their Delta
Gain 3 meterterminals; this timefrom UPI which plansto totallyshittto
satellite delivery before end of year. With inllux of Hanis provided
dishes, many state and regional radio networks (Texas, North Caroli-
na, others) will also be shifting to Westar4 coverage during 1983.

FCC COMMISSIONER Sharp has turned into a crystal ball gazer,
speaking at recent broadcast Eonclave, and predicting that by 1 990
the existing commercial networks won't be networks at all. Sharp sees

direct network connection to homes through satellites for all but larger
metropolitan areas, predicts only cities such as Boston, New York and
Chicago will continue to have terrestrial affiliates. Sharp is leaving
Commission in mid-year.

SATELLEASE is training terminal operators to participate in
downlink programming feeds at their Chicago facility. Firm boasts
ownership of more than two dozen transportable, commercial grade, 5
meter fully redundnant terminals which they can put on the road in 'a
moment's notice'. Details from Larry Bracco at 312/272-7791 .

OAK INDUSTRIES undergoing substantial management level
re-organization after admitting to hefty losses in income in 1983,
versus 1982. Like S-A, Oak felt the pinch of problem CATV converter
units spending nearly $16M to get new 56 channel converters into
operating mode during 1983.

ANIK C start-up, the world's first commercial, dedicated, 12GHz
DBS-like bird, failed to attract more than mild interest of Canadians.
Canadian cable firms were excited but last minute legal problems,
threats from Canadian broadcasters and others, plus slow delivery of
needed receive terminal equipment spoiled the show. First users of
ANIK-C are those services that have been 'testing'on dual-band bird
ANIK B for nearly two years. Most of what is happening with ANIK-C is
jockeying for position by would be program service providers.

UPCOMING orcurrent new launches include SATCOM F6 (May),
second ANIK-C plus Indonesian Palapa B (first of two) in late April,
Hughes Galaxy One early in June (135 west) and first of new genera-
tion AT&T Telstar birds in late Julv.

BLAIRSAT, the firm that sent weekday transmission of TV com-
mercials via satellite, typically on Westar 4, is all done. They lost more
than $7M in venture and have decided to call it quits.

FRANGE following earlier format is protesting plans of tiny Luxem-
bourg to launch and operate commercial DBS bird. French say that
Luxembourg DBS would " . . . cause a dilution of French television
advertising markel, and, bring to French vlewers unwelcome
cultural influences . . , ". Viva la France!

BATTLES to gain access to Intelsat records, considered public
domain under Freedom of Information Act of 70's, continues. M/A
COM and others want to see how Intelsat (Comsat) structures rates,
arranges for feeds, and manages business since FCC is planning to
open direct access to Intelsat birds to anyone with authorized earth
terminal. Intelsat (Comsat) so far not cooperating. Court tests ex-
pected.

FNN has moved from WESTAR 4 to SATCOM F4 in controversial
move that will probably include litigation before it is completed. Wold
lost FNN as a customer, RCA gained FNN as user. Wold claims FNN
didn't pay its bills, FNN says Wold owes it money from initial down
payment made. FNN apparently has made deal with Rainbow Prog-
ramming, operator of BRAVO service on TR 6 of F4 to use daypart of
transponder. FNN plans to expand length of its broadcast day shortly.

FIRST US DBS operator, USTV, has announced it will commence
service on ANIK-C bird on September first. USTV will program as
many as six channels of programs, plans to charge $750 for equip-
ment plus $1 00 installation fee, and monthly programming fee of $15.
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Many details remain to be sorted out.

OAK ORION system,. the not-so-security system designed to
scramble satellite signals, has been selected by the Catholic Network
ror tnetr naltonal service. Oak's problems in Canada, meanwhile, are
not yel resolved.

HBO-M/A-COM deal for scramblers for HBO (and Cinemax) ser-
vice lea_ves door open for other program suppliers. After HBO pro-
vides affiliates with first descrambrer unit (one per HBo service taken;
two if system also takes Cinemax), sysiem may lease/renl second
descrambler lor around $75 per monih. Seconi unit  wi l l  plug into
mainframe holding basic control circuits and may be internali-y ad_
Justed to allow decoding of unrelated_to_HBO pay seryrce such as
Spotl ight.

MEANWHILE, cable industry is abuzz over latest proposed
merger; between SHOWTIME and (Warner/Amex) THE MOVIE
CHANNEL. Under new ownership pattern, several movte production
firms would be included in package of owners. Too early to tell how it
would all sort out in the marketplace. HBO screaming anti-trust to U.S.
Department of Justice.

,. lf na.njOn hopes that its recent corporale acquisition of Cana-
dian firm Digital Video Systems will result in new S_A product for
encrypting video transmissions. DVS has been working on speciat,
nery, gro.dugt line for digitalizing satellite video for some fime, re_portedly is close to solving problem.

BRITISH VISNEWS lo-oiing hard at creating 24 hour per day atl
news television service, ala CNN, for satellite disiribution to Europ'ean
cable and SMATV systems. projected start-up date is down road fiveyears nowever.

AP NEWS CABLE now being distributed to cable systems on
vertical blanking interval of WTBS, TR6, F3R.

GOLDWATER bi l l  that gave SPACE and industry so many an_
xrous moments during closing days of last session of Congress is
back; as 5.66 That's the bad news. The good news is that, is intro-
duced, the bill made no mention at all oj ,signal piracy nor pnvate
TVROs, nor SMATV. Unknown is whether an""rpts will be made to
agg ley language to the biil white it is in hearings (scheduled for
mid-February), or whether HBO et al will push for leparate piece of
legislation just for piracy concerns.

EXPERIENCE IN THE CARIBBEAN
PAYS OFF

.  This report begins in January, . l  982, when my parrner, Bi l lHeavenerandLris w'ife, pat, were spendtng a well_earned vacation onthe charming French-Dutch isrand of st. Martin in the Eastern carib-b"?,n 
9n9 9"I they visited a time_sharing condorinim devetopment

on the Dutch side of the island with the lO"ea of nuying ; week or two in
lh-e 

syn 
.The eager sales person who showei tXem arouno and

:,9s.r]?99 the eventual plan for building 140 apartments (there werethen l5 f inished), mentioned that each ipartr"nt *ortO be furnishedwith a 19" color TV set. Bill asked her *hut progi";ring would beavailable since the nearest.source of regular iV 1"tou,r mosuy inSpanish) was from puerto Rico some zoo"miL. *"Jiuno, at best, avery snowy almost unwatchable picture. The sales person respondedthat she had heard tatk of instalt ing one of tnoie; j i ih-es,,;  ait t ,s ears
f9^1"9 yp and he soughr out rhe"devetop", *no .oniirred that he
I1lllno"9d, seeking proposals for the installation of a TVRO and
ln.Lr^t-"^r 1Tl"nlu system for the development. As my wife. Marina, andr were pJannrng a trip to st. Martin a coupre oi weeks rater, Birlpromised that I would bring a proposal with me.

by Peter C. Sutro, president
Patmar Technologies, Inc.
6 Claremont Road
Bernardsville, NJ 02924
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For the best picture-start with the best Electronic Feed Horn.
The new Boman Model EFH-75 Polar-Matic is designed

to replace mechanical  feed rotat ion devices in home earth
stat ions.  The select ion of  hor izontal ly or vert ical ly polar ized
signals is achieved by the Polar-Mat ic control  uni t  rotat ing a
precis ion probe inside the feed horn.  No more wait ing 10-15
seconds - now change pol€rdty in less than one second.

INSTALLATION FEATURES: 130 ft. of No. 3 conductor
wire TERMINALS attached at each end - NO MORE
SPLICING - Molded terminal posts on motor cover
-Painted parts prevent corrosion - ON-OFF switch on
control box for prolonged component l i fe - Power-on
light on control box - Al l  necessary hardware included.

CONTENTS:
Polar-Matic Feed Horn
Angle Bracket
Cont ro lUn i t
Power Adapter

PRECISION CONTFOL WITH
ON OFF SWITCH.AND L,E.D,
INCLUDES "NO SLIP'CONTACT TAPE.

1 Hardware Packages
1 Double St ick Tape
1 Cable - 130 feet
1

2
1
1

For more inlormatlon, contact your local dealer
or use our loll free number.

WEATHER PROOF TERMINAL STRIP
TO INSURE YEAR AROUND
CONNECTION. (NO MORE SPLICING)

RIGHT ANGLE ADAPTER
PERMITS VERTICAL OR
RIGHT ANGLE LN.A.
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"Polar.filatic"
DON'T WAIT . ORDER YOUR PROFIT PAIR NOWI

RECEIVE  ON E  AVANTEK 1  10 '  OR  BETTER LNA AN D  TH  E  POLAR-MATICELECTRONIC  FEED HORN AT  TH IS  SPECIAL  PA IR  PR ICE .  CALL  NOW!
wro

BOMAN INDUSTRIES
SATELLITE PRODUGTS DIVISION
93OO HALL RD., DOWNEY CA 90241
(213) 869-4041

Toll Free Numbers:
lnside Ca.: (800) 352-2553 Outside CA.: (800) 42j_2533
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TIGHTENING a bolt on St. Martin, Bill Heavener prepares to put

Delta Gain into oPeration,

Upon his return we set about formulating our proposal. The big-
gest variable was the size of the antenna we would need. Patmar
iechnologies had been successlul in installing 3 meter commercial
systems in New York area hotels at a time (F1) when most manufac-
turers were recommending 13 to 1 5 toot antennas in that part oJ the
US. From what we had read and even with the advent of F3R' the
Eastern Caribbean was still a land of 7 to 1 1 meter antennas. We felt'
however, that we wanted to try something smaller and proposed a 5
meter Prodelin antenna with 100" LNA's, and four Entertainer receiv-
ers. The MATV head end would consist of Blonder-Tongue modula-
tors (AVMT's) and strip amps. Add to these a SOLA power regulator
because the island's power is notably unstable, and we were ready to
submit our proposal on February 1 6. lt was accepted with enthusiasm,
if a bit of skepticism, because it was about one quarter the cost of other
proposals they had received. Two things bothered me - they wanted
ihe system installed and operating by April 24' barely 9 weeks away;
and, ihe information that a 7 meter antenna had just been installed on
the island at the home of a local attorney who was an old acquaintance
of mine. I went to see him and he complained that, at the cost of

$60,000.00 for a four channel system, his reception was not as good

as he hooed it would be.

Nervous about our 5 meter proposal, I stopped in Florida on my
way home from vacation and was assured by eminent and, I'm sure'
well-meaning engineers, that a 5 meter in St. Mart in (Lat 18N - Long
63W) would barely break color on the hot verticals of F3R' and get
nothing on the other 1 8 transponders. Nonelheless, we decided to go
ahead with our oroposal and in a few weeks our Prodelin 5 meter left
New Jersev boundfor Miami, and thence from there by airto St. Martin

SATELLITE DICEST

HIGH above Caribbean, Harris Delta Gain goes to work.

aniving the first week of April. Meantime the development had finished
pourin! the lid for the waier cistern which consisted ol a cement slab
aUout iOO feet long, 20 feet wide and 6 inches thick. lt was in an ideal

spot for the installation, looking westward over the sparkling blue
ocean and only 150 feet lrom the administration building which would
house the headend. Bill arrived on the island on April 12th and began
the arduous job (with plenty ot enthusiastic, if unskilled, local labor) of
erecting the-antenna and iunning the cable lor the MATV system' I

anivedi few days later and found a very sunburned partner waiting for

the crane which would lift the surface to the mount When this was

accomolished - after two false lifts - we attached the electronics
and held our breaths.

Peaking the azimuth with a come-along and the elevation as best
we could. we waited for a picture to come in' Suddenly a crystal-clear
automobile race appeared on ESPN lollowed by-equally excellent

oictures on WGN, MTV, CNN Headline News, C-SPAN and one

bin"t"t. Perfectly acceptable, if not quite perfect, were the s-watt

ver t i ca |sandthehor izon ta |s .A f te rduece |ebra t ionwi th theowners
and builders who chided us with not proposing a smaller antenna, we

returned home determined to follow that suggestion'

We returned to St. Martin in July after shipping three more anten-
nas - Prodelin 3.7 meter and 3 meter and Hanis 3 meter Delta Gain.
ln due course they were all set up next to the 5 meter and we began
peaking, mixing and matching LNA's and receivers - we had brought
a considerable spectrum with us. LNA's ranged from 120" to 75"' the
receivers from Hanis 6522 and 6528, DX, Intersat SR-20, Vidare and
Entertainer. One alter the other, the antennas performed acceptably'
with the Harris Delta Gain almost the equal of the 5 meter. The 3.7
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CLEARING local vegetation on Trinidad required building'stand'
on site.
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3 METERS ON CNN / Delta Gain video on Trinidad.



o o SATELLITE TELEVISION
WITHOUT THE DISH?

well ' just about! Tne CABLESAT broadband satettite system uses a singre antenna to serve anunlimited number of satell i te receivers. Apartments, condominiums, dowri the street, or acrosstown' CABLESAT reduces ttre cosi of satellite to about zg that of other home systems, and toless than the cost of Ganadian Cablevision/pay-TV.

Anderson Scientif ic 's ST99, with:

o A ful l  l ine of CATV-grade active and passive
components for both indoor and outdoor in-
stal lat ions.

The people at CABLESAT have years of experience in the construction and operation of
ffr: '" t  

cable systems, and offer dealer training and f ietd assistance tor cABLESAT instai la-

ANTENNA SPECIAL

CABLESAT's own B,Spun Atuminum and 9,
Spun Steel parabolics offer everything you coutd
want from an antenna:
O Spun antennas provide the best accuracy and hignest possible

gain. Our 8' antenna gives sparkle free receptioin throughout
southwestern Canada.

o rhe single piece refrector drastica[y reduces instai lat ion t ime and
eliminates assembly errors. you just can,t go wrong.

O The 2 piece, pre-assembled polar mount goes together in mjnutes.
Entire antenna instal lat ion takes 1.5 hours.

Canadian Dgaler prices
SAB -  8 'Spun  A lum inum an tennaw i th  moun t . . . . . . . .  $g60SAg - 9'Spun Steel antenna with mount. . . . . SB9S

CSC CABLESAT

o Cable-powered, FM cascadable amplifers
which prov ide mi les of  d is t r ibut ion capabi l -i tv.

o
o

CORPORATION

FZ09 - 5752. 1 76th Street, Surrey, B.C., Canada V3S 4C8
(604) 576-941 1

See us at the Vegas Show
March 1S.16.12

Booth 14 - Riviera Ballroom

ST99 Receiver Dealer price $550 Canadian
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sr MARTIN ANTENNA TEsr RANGE / lrom left to right Harris 3M Detta, Prodelin 3M' Prodelin 3.7M and Prodelin 5M' They all worked!

and the 3 meter Prodelin were deemed quite acceptable for home or

iommercial use especially in an area where no TV exists, and given

ine fact (as in the case of-the Harris) that they could easily be driven

through ihe arc to receive programming from 6 satellites (no Canadian

birds) from F3R to F4.- -i'ne 
next day we installed the Prodelin 3.7 meter at the home of the

attorney who owned the 7 meter dish, and who became our St Martin

oartner. the 3 meter on a trailer, and the Hanis at the home of an

hmerican industrialist who now watches about 40 impeccable chan-

nels on a 60 inch SONY proiection TV, zipping through the arc

powered by a Vector 100 positioner.
Since t-hat time we have installed 3 meter Prodelin systems in

Curaqao, Aruba and - the acid test of all - a Hanis 3 meter Delta

Gain in Trinidad off the eastern coast ol Venezuela, (Lat 10N - Long

61w) ! !
It would appear that due to a better antenna design, newer satel-

lites and better electronics, the day of the small TVRO antenna in the

Caribbean and even on the north coast of South America and through-
out Central America has arrived. The advantages ae many: Smaller
size antennas cost much less and are air shippable to remote loca-

tions at a fraction of the cost of their larger cousins. The wind resis-

tance is reduced geometrically requiring much lighter mounts and
loundations, and mesh dishes such as the Paraclipse are particularly

desirable. I do not mean to imply that small antennas are applicable to

all situations - needless to say, if studio quality pictures are required
for CATV or re-broadcasting purposes, a 3 meter antenna may not fit

the bill, but for most home, Condominium or hotel uses, they are quite

adeouate.
I do not intend to delve into the very complicated legalities of

receiving or receiving and re{ransmitting (whether via cable, VHF' or

UHfl th; many progiams available on US satellites. Theyvarywidely
from PTL to H-Bb, and, from country to country, and must be consid-
ered on an individual basis. One must also carefully consider local

attitudes toward reception of US satellite transmissions and the coun-
try's Intelsat agreements. lmport duties on TVfIO equipment can vary

from zero (St. Martin) to 200% (Trinidad). Exchange control (your

ability to get your money out of foreign countries) can also lead to

some unpleasant surprises. Installation and service of TVRO systems
is also much more costly, complicated and lengthy than anything you

Lowest Prices
HASTINGS 1072 Dish $695
Sat-tek R5000 Receiver $350
Gi l laspie,  KLM, Autotech

TOTR1 UI]'CO
'RTETTITC 'V'TCM'

P.o.  Box 516
Bainbr idge,  GA 31717

ceorgia 912-246-6790
Canada 416-826-80661-800-841-8506
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Itb raining cats and dogs,
and the didh needs movtng.
That could mean a soggy trek out to the backyard. But With the ADEC actuator system, you'll switch
not if you equip your eanh station with the ADEC satellites as quickly and easily as you now change
microprocessor-controlled actuator svstem. This new channels. And best of all, vou'll do it from a nice, dry
actuator system lets you change dish positions easily
and accurately, without ever setting foot outdoors!

The system's electronic control panel can be program-
med for pinpoint targeting on all present and future
domestic satellites-up to 50 posrtions in all! And it
operates at a low 36-volt D.C. level. For installation,
the ADEC actuator system comes complete with 175
feet of specially engineered direct burial cable. And
waterproof quick-lock connectors eliminate the need
for hand wiring.

l iving room . .  .  come rain or shine!

I
I
I
I
l .
*

ADVANCED DESIGN ENG]NEERIN6 CORPONAT ON

Advanced Design
Engineering Corporation
1'1684 L i lburn Park
St .  Louis,  Mo.  63141
1 -800-325-4058

dealer pricing
available
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may have experienced in the US. Almost no tools or hardware are
avai lable local ly; including nuts, bolts, and washers, and i f  f inal ly
found, they cost a fortune! Offshore business should not be entered
into l ightly or without thorough investigation.

Since our modest successes we have received many inquiries
from this area of the world and are wil l ing and able to consult on
equipment, shipping and instal lat ion. We are also start ing to investi-
gate the Western European market and would be glad to hear from
interested parties in that part of the world. We feel that greater em-
phasis must be put on smaller and more accurate antennas in order to
exoand our market to foreiqn countr ies.

COOP CONTINUED/ from Page 5

gramming advocate') had been sitting there in Fast Eddie's eating a
meal. I  understand he fel l  off  his chair when the TV bl inked, and came
back on with a'F . .  .  You. '  I  probably would have dropped my scram-
bled eggs myself . Needless to say I took immediate steps to see that
did not happen again!

With Barry Simon rubbing his hands with glee because he had
caught Fast Eddie chewing me out for 'dirty movies' while the TV
camera was running, we headed back to the WIV studio to review the
day's "rushes." Not bad. Very good in fact.

The next day we started out with Scott doing some intros to the
piece. Those of you who have been here wil l  possibly recognize our
beach as Scott strolls towards lhe camera talking about how remote
the islands are, and ends up by tel l ing the audience that while there is
no agriculture or industry here, "Provo does have plenty of televi-
sion." Just as Scott was f inishing his walk-in open, our Chief Minister
Norman Saunders showed up. I had arranged for Norman to tly over
f rom Grand Turk to sit on camera with Scott to talk about the impact of
television on the islands, and to talk about the growth of the islands.
They did a great eight minutes or so, which I suspect will be tele-
scoped to maybe 24 seconds when it hits the air. Alter the Chief
Minister and Scott finished their session in the central courtyard of our
house, we broke the set and did a quick piece in f ront ol our Paraclipse
antenna. That's what you see on the front cover this month.

While I  gave Chief Minister Saunders a r ide back to the airport in
the WIV blazer, and explained to him what had happened the day
before at Fast Eddie's (l didn't want him unprepared lor what I knew
would be a strongly worded 'report 'on what the Minister of Education
witnessed!), the ET crew was shooting Scott's close, out west ol the
annex. As I drove up Susan came running over. "Do you know what
Scott is saying???" she demanded. I  obviously did not; they were
400 feet away and the wind was blowing.

"Scott says you are a pirate .. .  the last of the pirates!". I
gulped. I  have been cal led almost everything one can imagine. I  can
stand most of it, even when it comes from somebody in Oklahoma.
You have to simply consider lhe source, the mental abi l i ty of the
source, and develop broad shoulders. l f  I  was afraid of what people
were going to say about me, I  would have gotten a job sel l ing shoes in
Duluth. But Piale???

I saw mild amber; not red, just mild amber. And trotted over to

E N G I N  E E R I N G
CONSU LT ING SERVICE

C o m p l e t e  e d r t h  s t a t r o n  r n t e g E t i o n

T e c h n r c a l  c o n s . u l t r n g  f o r  n e w  T V R  O  b u s t n e s s e s

T r a r n r n g  a n d  e d u c a t t o n

P r o d u c t  e v a l u a t r o n - A n t e n n a s ,  R e c e t v e r s ,  € t c

SATELL ITE RECEIV ING SYSTEMS
r '1 rke  Gustd fS0n

1 6 0 6  C d o  t a n c  o s  D r  S d n  . l o s e ,  C A  9 5 1 2 0
(408)  268-3935
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where the ET crew was wrapping the fifth take on Scott's close. I said
several things about the word pirate. None of them complimentary.
And lambled into a 120 second lecture aboutwhythatword was a
very uniortunate choice of words in the particular quick silver point of
t ime our industry was l iving in. Barry Simon l istened and he and Scott
promised they would not use that close, or that word. I  think they
understood why, but unti l  I  actual ly see the piece air I  won't know if
they are good to their word

It took me a couple of hours to cool ofl. During which we set up
and shot inside the WIV studio. They wanted to show the world how
Susan runs the taping room switching, how Kevin and Tasha run one
camera each and how I 'floor direct' a newscast. Our local newsman,
Wendall  Swann, did a dummy newscast for them. That ate up about
two hours and if they use more than ten seconds of tape from that
sequence lwi l l  be surprised. Oh yes, Susan does not run the switching
in a real newscast. Kevin does, and usually Tom Humphries is there
running the control room board and I am hopping around adjusting
cameras, giving cues and otherwise making a fool of myself with my
li t t le headset. But ior the ET show, i t  became a ' familv enterprise. 'That
makes good TV; r ight!

HUNT was all over the place with his Sony camera, inserting his
large frame into tight corners that hadn't been visited by humans
in years. Here he attempts to intimidate Kevin with a 14 to 1 zoom
and 2X expander. Kevin never f l inched. Next stop...  "That 's

Incredible!".

I felt sorry for poor Wendall. We do our newscasts with a certain
island 'sloppiness, '  in real l i fe. The ET folks tr ied to give him a Max
Robinson oolish and after he had done the same 24 second news
story seventeen limes, and they shot him from every possible angle, I
think he was ready to quit  his TV job and sel l  Conch shel ls. I  assured
him that we would never get that fussy. He assured me that if that was
how they did i t  in the 'big t ime,'  we would never have to worry about

,,,)rl O

so
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Ruffles Potqto chips
H3tue Ridges..

and so do most
spun metal dishes!

THERE TS A
BETTER WAY!

Stainless steel
dishes have

no ridges. . .
so rrow You

HAUE A
CHOTCE!tew

stolnlc33
Steel dlsh,
thc rrouA ss
112", f/D rotlo.3,
(90", f/D ratio .4, focal point - 36")
rAUt-TROttCS 13 proud to lntrotluce
t||e ilouA ss serter 90 & tt2, both wlth
choportol sub Reclector Feed.
As with all KAUL-TRON|CS Antenna, the
stainless steel clish has a s-year warranty.
Write for full warrantv information.
we wlll Delluer on ouqnflty otdels.
see us at the next sTTt-LAs vEcAs sHow
in March, Booth #700.

Call us for pricing information.

Regular g'� square cilsh, the flnest two-piece
flberglass dlsh ln the industry.

KfrOL-TROlllCS, lNCr
noutc on3 . Bor 292 r Lorrc Rocr, wl 5t55c . phonc (togt 5gt"fgll
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him getting hired into a stateside job! Two hours to get ten seconds of
air-usable tape was too much for him.

Then, since Scott had the opening, and the close, and Barry had all
of his 'sex' and 'violence' stutf on tape, Scott and I sat down tor the big
interview. This should be the continuity thread for the piece, in whatev-
er final air form it takes. Scott asked me how we started the station,
how we selected programming, what people liked to watch, and how I
managed to run this thing 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. lf you think I
look(ed) tired during the interview, you are (were) right. After two very
long days, under some amount of pressure, we sat there and drank
beer and did the interview. lt was uncommonly hot, the 1800 watts of
TV lights made it even hotter, and it was late in the day. ltalked, even
rambled, and we filled 30 minutes of 3/4 inch tape with my mutterings.
None of it was brilliant. lt was far too late in lhe day to be even
reasonably bright. And I was still ticked off over the 'pirale' incident.

That evening they shot some tape of the control room, and Kevin
showed them how a real pro runs an NCR (Network Control Room).
Barry suggested Kevin's 13 year age, and his complete control of the
whole network with no qualms, would be a good subject for "That's

Incredlble." Don Hunt had a concept of getting one of Ted Turner's
shows interested in doing a story on us. I still remembered Scott's
"pirate" close, and didn't say much.

Saturday morning Scott and Barry flew otf to Miami to do another
ET story about some guy that wanted to "gift wrap" an island with a
huge four mile long ribbon. Don stayed on Provo to get some'color
shots'to help illustrate our piece. We were scheduled to hang new
anlennas on the recently installed 150 foot WIV transmission tower
that day, so if you see (saw) Tom Humphries resplendid with beard
bouncing around a tower site, you'll know where that originated. That
evening Don shot some tape of typical WIV viewers watching (pro)
football, and wrestling. Both Barry and Scott had a fascination with
wrestling being our number one (as in most popular) show of the
week, and they wanted to capture some shots of viewers'going wild'
when wrestling was on. A local bar had installed the lirst projection TVSCOTT OSBORNE (rlght) adiusts mlcrophone under collar of

Turks and Calcos Ghlef Mlnlster Norman Saunders (center) whlle
Don Hunt readles the VGR 0eft).
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XL1OA - THE NEW
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMP!

Microsat's versatile 3 meter screen antenna is at home on
the roof or on the ground, and its lightweight makes it easy
to install. The reflector and mount weigh just 80 lbs. each,
and assemblss in under 3 hours. lt comes complete with a
scalar feed and a remote control for antenna position and
feed polarization.

XL10A's l ightweight construction is totally unique, from its
universal mount to its precision formed extruded ribs and
expanded mesh surface. Even the feed rotation system has
been designed for minimum aperture blockage. XL10A will
remotely scan all the domestic satellites quickly and ac'
curately, with higher C/N ratios than many larger antennas.

So why not start reducing your installation costs by using
the l ightweight XL10A. You wll l love the performance, and
you won't miss the weight.

XL10A Dealer Prlces
Complete antenna, Includlng leed, motorlzed polar mount
and remote control. UPS ShlPable.
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1.3 $1595
&9 $1495

10-24 S1395
25 & up $1295

ilicro$tt
Route4ZWashington Depot,connecticut 06794 203/8580503
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TRANSIFIER AND
PICO.SAVAC

BRING THE HIGH COST
OF S'MATV SYSTEMS

DOWN TO
EARTH

S"MATV
A versati le, cost effective
systems approach, offeri ng
selection from the satell i te
only s ignal ,  (System 5),  to
6 satel l i te and O of f  a i r
s ignals,  (System 12).  We
wi l l  a lso bui ld specials to
suit your specific needs. For
more information or price
est imate cal lorwr i te:

Tf,?AAlSlFlERrr'rc-
415 Gator Drive
Lantana, FL33462
Phone: 305-588-7356
'A subsidiary of Pico products, Inc.

DEALERS'  INQUIRIES INVITED
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set (in a public place) just the day before, and we all expected a good
crowd to witness wrestling on the giant screen. The crowd turned out
to be unusually light and the presence of the TV camera subdued their
animation. Don shot a bunch of tape showing people getting-with the
wrestling as long as he ran with his lights otf; the minute he hit the
lights they quieted down. Uncontrolled excitement, what they were
looking for, disappeared with the lights coming on. Oh well, back to the
drawing boards.

Betore they left | 'dumped'the entire bunch of video they shot onto
some of our taoes. lt came to more than three hours worth. And it took
two full days and parts of a third to get that much'

ET now has  an  annua l  p roduc t ion  budget  o f  more  than
$30,000,000 per year. When you consider that they crank out five new
half hours per week, 52 weeks per year, plus put together a weekend
ETW (Entertainment This Week) composite program as well, it works
out to nearly $577,000 per week. Or, $1 15,380 per hall hour show.
When they left, nobody would guess whether their efforts would result
in say one three minute piece or perhaps a couple of three minute
pieces. When you consider that they have an average of $4807 per
minute of air time to spend on getting their material ready to air and on
the air, that says that a three minute piece can cost out at around
$14,422 on the average. Obviously not every minute they air costs
them $4807 (in-studio stuff, for example, costs far less and much of
what they shoot'on the street' is virtually free) so there are additional
budget dollars available for'special features.' l'd estimate, although I
did not feel I had any business asking, that their sojourn down here
probably will run them close to $25,000 by the time they get the
material ready to put on the air. In this case, Scott and Barry are
closely associated with the show on a regular basis. You'll see Barry's
name roll by on the credits most evenings. Scott does work for
KNXT/CBS and others, spending most ot his life jumping about the
world looking fresh and bright. I think he lives out of a suitcase. Don
Hunt'free lances' out of Nashville, and provides his own equipment
and himself for a fee. One of the locals asked Don to bid on puttingNCR (Network Control Room) operator Kev_ln Cooper readies for

lnserilon of a commerclal whlle Don Hunt (left) and Barry Slmon
(rlght) tape hls busY hands.
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QUANTA Q-7
Programmable Satellite

Scanner

52" - 18" stroke, 1 1SV, 19" 36VDC.
Universal Model, f its any polar mount dish.
52" - 1 15V Long Jack, designed for extreme
wind, weather & temperatuie ranges, stabil-
izes antenna.
18" - 1 15V Short Jack, replaces center type
saginaw.
18" - 36VDC Short Jack for small, l ightweight
antennas & warmer climates.
One year Warranty, 100' cable, ready to plug
in & operate.

DISTRIBUTORS

MAC-LINE
Coeur d'Alene, ldaho
1-800-543-7123

SKYTRONICS
Portland, Oregon
503-640-1977

ROSS ELECTRIC
Red Bluff, California
91 6-529-0200

HAMILTON SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Santa Ana, California
714-543-6666

JOHNSON ENTERPRIZES
Jamestown, North Dakota
701-252-1431

RHODES SATELLITE TV
Effingham, lllinois
217-347-0469

QUANTUM ASSOCIATES, INC.
ALPINE AIRPORT o ALPINE, WY 831 128

(Select Distributorships Available)
307-654-2000
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together a 10 lo 1 5 minute promotional piece for a land development
down here, and Don rattled off a list of charges that totaled about
$25,000 or so. Don is not high, in this business, and he certainly is
very good (l highly recommend Don Hunt Teleproductions .. . 615/
646-4622 . . . to anyone who thinks they need a professionally created
videotape piece). Don's experience as a TVRO owner, plus he is a'Ham' with an excellent understanding of what makes things work,
makes him a natural to do documentary and production work within
our industry.

At one point ET's concept was to'hold'the ProvoMlV feature for
air time in March. They wanted to promote it with TV GUIDE advertis-
ing to get the maximum ratings value out of the story. Barry and Scott
were excited when they left that they get it 'on the air' as quickly as
possible; so there is some chance that it will have been on the air even
before you see this.

Looking back, I suppose it may have been a mistake to allow ET in
here. I do agonize each time I see one of the slickly done Jamaica TV
commercials, or the less slickly done Bahama pieces. Tourism
throughout the Caribbean is way down this year and we need all of the
help we can get. A country of 8,000 people just does not have the
budget to compete in that commercial forum. But allowing ET in here,
invading our family privacy and turning what we do and how we do it
into some sort of sideshow for Hollywood producers, probably was not
a 'wise trade' for that publicity tor the islands.

ln addition lo gettlng the islands some publicity, lagreed to do
this piece with ET after getting their assurance that they were not
setting me up as a test-tube example of what happens when technolo-
gy gets ahead of legislation and existing laws. I believed they were
prepared to abide by that request until I happened to catch Scott's"pirate" close. Since that close was prepared ahead of his sitting down
with me to do the 'meaty interview,' it was apparent they came here
with the 'pirate angle' already in their minds. Regardless of how it
actually runs (or ran) on the air, there is a lesson here for others.

Yes, satellite television needs publicity. lt needs good publiclty

SATELLITE DICEST
that acquaints people with the positive benef its of terminal ownership.
And a'fair' report, done with journalistic integrity, would have to touch
on the unresolved questions sunounding home terminal ownership,
and point out that certain legal questions do remain.

But when a report pre-judges the issue, electing to pin us with the
pirate label without benefit of judicial review or legislative review, it
becomes apparent that there are pressures on the journalists which
are filtering down from higher up positions in the broadcasting and
entertainment world.

I should have recalled that Paramount owns ET, and that Para-
mount is heavily involved in the motion picture business. lt may, in
retrospect, be impossible to get a fair'hearing' on the airwaves from
any commercially funded broadcasting operation ior what we do. All
of which says that we must as an industry work doubly-hard to insure
that SPACE has our support to keep pressuring the powers that be to
accept us in the master framework of emerging technologies. We
can't let our guard down, even for a moment.

COMING APART . .. At rhe Seams
Since August of 1979, when Susan and I put together the first

industry (SPTS) trade show, there has been a certain, 'cozy,' inside
family running the major show events for the industry. Those coming
into the industry in the last year or so may not be aware that this whole
thing started when I authored an article for TV GUIDE in October of
1978, and as a result of that article describing our first, pioneering,
home TVRO terminal to 22,000,000 TV GUIDE readers found the
Cooper family on the Cronklte CBS Evening News; also in October
of 1978.

That drew 10,000 pieces of mall In a short period of time;days.
Most wanted to know how they, too, could have a home terminal.
Unfortunately, there was no answer to that question in the fall of 1 978.
The least expensive cable terminals were in the $20,000 range and all
of the SA's, M/A COMs et al in the world were having ditficulty
supplying the 200 or so new terminals per month that the cable
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industry needed. There was no excess production, for home use. at
any price.

So I wrote a small Hdndbook that explained how the system
worked, and described what a person had to do to get a home
terminal. lt was a gloomy picture that ended up with the rec-
ommendation that the person try to build their own, as I had done. Not
a very good answer to an Orthodontist in Milwaukee who found his
toaster a frightening appliance.

It was obvious to me that something had to be done, in a hurry.
Here were 10,000 potential buyers of home terminals just waiting for
somebody to point them at a capable equipment suppiier. I dug Sack
through my files and located the names of Taylor Howard, Fobert
Coleman, Oliver Swan, and H. paul Shuch. I encouraged each to stop
messing around with their garage created home terminal pieces and
concentrate on getting equipment operational that could be put into
(mass) production. That took eight months, but each came through.

To kick off the new industry, Susan and I put tooether the first'Satellite Private Terminal Seminar,' for August of 1d79. We rented
a set of rooms at South Oklahoma City Junioi College and expected
maybe 100 people would show up. We headlined Shuch and l-ioward
and Coleman and Swan and figured we'd be lucky if we didn't lose our
shirts.

.^Mo.re-than 500 people showed up; from as far away as Colombia
(South America). Susan stillcanies bruises from peoplewho pounded
on her registration desk demanding that they be iet in. l,iBC also
showed up and Jack Perkins and Tom Snydei later put on the air a
nice.feature describing home terminals. ihe industry was otf and
runnrng.

When the TV GUIDE/CBS EVENING NEWS et al sequence oe_
gan, Susan, Kevin, Tasha and I had already determined that we would
pack up my typewriter and move into the Caribbean. In fact, we made
a final, decision.on.the piece of property I now sit on, writing this, on
Providenciales in June of 1979; two months prlor to the firat SPTS.
That was a long discussed, carefully researched family decision.

SATELLITE DICEST
After the first SPTS, it was obvious that we had an obligation to

keep the SPTS sequence running. So we scheduled the secono one
at the Miami Bayfront Park Auditorium for February of 1990. lt was
even-bigger than the first and the Merry Go Round was turning faster
and-faster. Our problem, the Cooper problem, was 'how dole get
otl???' . Provo was looking further and further away.

. Susan took the bull by the horns, determined notio spend another
winter in Oklahoma. Since she used to answer tne dff (Satellite
Telephone Technology) telephone in her kitchen in those days (l still
have this vivid picture of her on roller skates with the teiephone
propped up on her shoulder, skating back and forth in the kitchen
preparing lunch for the family, and our first employee . . . Gary Will-
hoite who now works for HERO Communications . . . while engrossed
on the telephone with somebody in Tunisia or Schenectady iho had
just discovered satellite TV), she decided to find someboiy to take
over STT. She found several and one of those happen6d to be
STT(l)'s present orrtner Rick Schneringer. Rick seemed like an unlike-
ly candidate to me at the time. He was in the health food store
business in Houston, and dabbled in land development in central
Texas. He also didn't have much money to invest and we were not
about lo.hand somebody the future of the home TVBO industry unless
they had money invested in it. We were not looking for an employee;
we needed somebody who would follow the formafwe had Droven the
industry needed and just continue with the game plan. Theie is an old
lgllng tnat you don't screw around with sbmething that is working.
STT was working.
. _ -Rick Schneringertook allof the spring of 19g0, allof the summerof
1980, and all of the fall of 1980 to try to get his own affairs in order.
When Susan, the kids, and_ | packed oui bags and 67 ,must go by
air-freight' boxes off to the Turks and Caicos in August of 1 9SO; Rick
was left alone in our Arcadia, Oklahoma home with-our family poodle
and a telephone. From then until May of 19gl , Rick was our em_
ployee. They were not totally pleasanl times but it worked well enouoh
that no permanent damage was done. In that interim the industry g;t
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through our Houston SBIC, and the Washington (DC) show in the
spring of 1981 . Finally in May of 1981 Schneringer got all of his loose
ends into one spot, and we sold him STT. He renamed it STTI (The I is
for International) in acreative moment. Underthe agreement Rick had
the optlon of continuing to use me to create and run the seminars and
trade shows, to create new Sfil manuals, handbooks and so on. He
exercised that option for the subsequent Omaha (summer of 81),
Anaheim (fall of 81), Fort Worth (spring of 82) and Atlanta (fall of 82)
shows. However, olher than asking that I redo the badly outdated
(Coop's) TVRO Home System Handbook in the fall of 1982, he went
his own way creating new STT(I) manuals.

Wlth GSD growlng by leaps and bounds, with Europe opening up,
and with our West Indies Video operation getting more complex by the
week, I was grateful for not being asked to carry the full load that our
contract could have required. But there were problems looming on the
horizon. Substantial oroblems.

Rick's concept of a show was that it had to include big crowds of
people. My concept of a show was that you limit it to people in lhe
industry, or qualify those who felt they wanted to get in by not making it
open to the general public. Since it was now Rick's show, his
approach won out and by the time we got to Atlanta we had people
paying $5 at the gate to come into the show.

My concept was that you locate the best, most qualified speakers
and you pay their way or whatever it took to get them in front of the
group. To pay for this expertise, you charged enough so that atten-
dees were each sharing the costs of these extra special people. Rick's
concept was that you put out a sign up sheet and allow the manufac'
turers io put on sessions. Unfortunately, while this is not going to cost
you anything for the speakers, you paid a far bigger price when a guy
on the podium spent 45 minutes telling everyone why his antenna
gear drive was the best around. Unmitigated sales pitches are not
really all that educational.

My concept was that you only select a hotel site where you had

SATELLITE DICEST
huge parking lots for antennas, where you had a working MATV
system into which you could pump no less than one and hopetully two
channels of instructional videotapes all about satellite TV (thereby
allowing people to set up a recorder in their rooms and take home 20 to
60 hours of educational tapes as part of the show deal), and where you
went in very carefully ahead of time and certify that there was no
terrestrial interference. Rick's concept was that you do as little of the
above as possible, since it cost big bucks, and having cut the admis-
sion price to as low as $5, you no longer had the money available to do
these things.

My concept was that there be a hard theme for each seminar. In
Houston, for example, we concentrated on getting into the business.
To go with that, everyone attending got a brand new (not previously
released) 'manual'created 

iust on that topic. In Washington (DC) we
concentrated on the potential maniage between LPTV and satellites.
The FCC killed that for a decade or more, but we were on target at the
time and produced (SPACE's Rick Brown, and l) a fat manual that is
still the best in that area available. The first all-Rick show was the
Omaha 1981 show, and that was also the first show at which there
were no new manuals released.

I have been crltlclzed by some because I charged between $1 25
and $150 for a three day show. lt took money to properly select a site'
properly prepare up to 60 hours ol custom produced videotape, haul
several tons of videotape gear to a show, anange for live taping of the
seminars at the show so that people at the next seminar could share
them, create and produce and hand out a brand new manual at every
show, and round up top speakers who didn't have a sales pitch built
into their sessions. lf I was to start putting together shows all over
again, I wouldn't change very much. I etlll think that intensive technol-
ogy approach, sunounding attendees with sessions that taught, 60 or
so hours ol non-stop video tape programming that taught, and new
manuals that re-enforced the teaching process, ls the correct
approach.

As Rick and I have drifted apart in show philosophy, and as he has
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set out on his own to frame his own approach lo manuals, there has
been less and less of the'Cooper Touch'on recent shows. I  real ized,
after Atlanta, that my position had degenerated into being some type
of 'attraction,' but the amount of input I was being allowed to shape
the show was becoming virtually zero. I was being handed a list of
speakers which Rick had arranged for, and asked to assemble them
into a sequential l ist ing. No more in-room videotapes, no more manu-
als, and very little opportunity to create a theme for the show and then
get the right people to appear. Even videotaping of show sessions
was gone; that had been done last way back in Anaheim, and all ol the
good material at subsequent shows had been said, and lost, after it
bounced off of the meeting room walls. There was no way to go back
and document the industry growth after Anaheim. Pity. Even when the
sessions were highly sales-pitch oriented, they taught us something!

So after nine consecutive shows, I will have no relationship with
the forthcoming Las Vegas show. Kevin and I will attend, for a day or
day and a half , to lunction as the journalists we are. And I will attend
the SPACE Board Meeting as a member of the board. Frankly, I  wi l l
enjoy not being a 'sideshow freak,' being allowed to wander the
aisleways without being constantly fingered for questions, and to talk
at length with people whom I feel have some innovative approach to
products or marketing, for reporting here in CSD.

Most of all, now that I have no further contractural obligation with
STTI, I  wi l l  feel that I  can be a better, yes . .  .  more'honest, '  journal ist
when it comes to reporting on the show itself . As long as my name was
closely associated with the shows, it was difJicult to maintain objectiv-
ity when reporting on show events. Thank gosh that it all passed and I
can now write about a show as I see it through 'unfiltered' glasses.

I hesitate to pre-judge the Las Vegas show, but since I have been
involved with cable TV and other electronic shows there, as an exhibi-
tor and as a journalist, for more than a decade, I do nave some
observations. Las Vegas is a great city for people who have money to
spend, and do not care which hole they throw it  into. l t  is, or can be, a
very expensive town to 'show' in. But all ol that is common sense, or

SATELLITE DICES
'common knowledge.'

What new exhibitors to Vegas may not realize before they get
there is that the labor union guys run the town. I  won't comment on
who runs the labor unions. l t  is not unusual to see union guys demand-
ing that exhibitors set down tool boxes, or wrenchei. or hook-uo
cables.so that ' they'can do the work for you. Other than Chicago, i t  is
the only town where a labor union guy can delay selup of a booth
because he decides that you won't unpack a box or move a lable
unless he does it for you. I would suggest that if you find yourself in a
confrontation with a union labor guy, that you not attempt to muscle
your way to a decision. Instead, drop everything and go tind Schnerin-
ger. He's the show manager; let him sort it out. Getting into a beef
with a union person in Vegas is not a nice way to start a show.
Remember who runs the unions.

The next potential problem is the length of the anrenna runs.
Several of the industry suppliers attended the January CES gathering.
Reports of 800 toot (plus) antenna runs came in. l ;m very glad not
maly ol us attempt to haul signals into the show area using 4 GHz
(and 112lo718inch) hardline anymore! Find out before you go exactly
how long your antenna run will be. Las Vegas may not be a good place
to round up a big chunk of extra cable, in a hurrv.

Las Vegas 'safety authorities' could be anothei problem. I remem-
ber a show a few years back where they demanded that special
wooden catwalks be built to get the cables from the antennas, inside,'up'above ground. l l  my memory serves me correctly, the city,off icial '
enforcing the'rule'  suggested his brother- in-law, the bui lderTcontrac-
tor, to build the special catwalks. At around $5,000 for the exercise. I
guess i l  that happens again Schneringer wil l  pay for the catwalks.
Regardless, i f  you f ind someone in authority 'suggesting'that you not
run a cable in some area, listen caref ully. lf you disobey and forget you
are in Vegas for a moment, he could shut the entire show down while
the dispute is worked out.

lf you {igure you are going to 'slide' in next door, setting up some
antennas and renting a suite at a hotel nearby to get around paying

@ e
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Schneringer his exhibit fee, think again. They don't like 'unauthorized
sideshows' in Vegas and you might walk out and find your anlenna in a
tangled mess. Remember who runs the unions.

Like I said, I don't want to pre-judge Las Vegas as an industry
showplace. But there are good, sound reasons why groups such as
the cable operators and broadcasters try to avoid Las Vegas for'serious shows.' I hope we don't live (or die) to regret this location for
our industry show.

WELL. . .  A lmost  A Journal is t
Inspite of my decision to be a simple journalist at the forthcoming

Las Vegas Show, I have allowed one bit of commercialism to creep in.
Last month I wrote that Avantek will be having a noise tigure test set up
in their booth in Vegas and suggested that everyone bring an LNA or
two to find out how well the LNAs'grade out' in competition. The same
February issue carried an extensive piece of LNA development in the
current state ol perlection, and detailed the growth of a small LNA
company, LOCOM of State College in Pennsylvania.

LOCOM's Kingsley Hastings and crew is scheduled to appear on
center stage of the Vegas seminarthe first morning, at 1 1 AM. Normal-
ly, Schneringer schedules a general introduction session at 10 AM
(Tay Howard has done these in the past), or he looks for a headliner
(WTBS President Wussler in Atlanta). Then the 11 AM session gets
down to some representative, important topic that is burning every-
one's mind. Hastings has convinced Schneringer that LNA noise
figure measurement is that burning topic for Vegas, and he has
grabbed the 1 1 AM spot.

Hastings is or can be persuasive. He is a good 'free market trader'
and he found something to entice me to appear briefly on stage with
them in the 1 1 AM session. What LOCOM intends to do at 1 1 Tuesday
(1sth) is go through the entire noise figure testing sequence showing
everyone how the Hewlett Packard noise figure test set functions, how
LNAs are measured, and what happens as LNAs are adjusted for
optimized performance. Since I recently spent a whole bunch of pages

showing you the same thing in CSD (see February, '83) | could hardly
argue against the importance of such knowledge.

I'd suggest that if you have anything to do with LNAs, at any level,
this session should be on your 'must attend' list. I have no idea why
Kingsley wants me on the stage for the opening of the session, so I've
asked Kevin to keep lhe 'car running' at the side door just in case I
have to make a quick get-away.

RUST and Falllng Apart
About a year or so ago there were a number of new antennas

entering the marketplace. There were also a bunch of new anrenna
mounted down converters, LNCs and so on showing up. They have
now been through a winter. Some of them did not make it.

CSD intends to visit the subject of 'survival' in our April and May
issues. I have been quietly gathering data from people in the field,
regarding their bad experiences with various antennas and outdoor
electronic gear, to create as complete a picture as possible for pub-
lication. I have a number of advertisers who will not like what is being
prepared or will be prepared for print.

For example, there is a certain screen mesh antenna out there
which refuses to hold up in any corrosive environment. I have been
promised a photograph of this particular antenna, as installed in the
southeast, showing complete disintegration of the screen mesh after
four months of being exposed to the elements. There are some
additional photos showing what happens to a popular feed system
when the innards rust apart (in six months time or less).

My approach to this is that ll we are rushing products into the field,
and into customer hands, without confirming that they will hold up for
reasonable periods of time before falling apart, we are planting the
seeds of our own destruction each time we put in an installation. By
pointing out in CSD what is happening, and hopefully discovering why
it is happening and what might be done by the installers to slow down
the deterioration rate, we will be enhancing our chances ol surviving
as an industry.
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This is a 'naked request' that readers who have experienced
problems with equipment that is instal led outdoors (we' l l  leave the
fatality rate of indoor gear for a subsequent inspection) sit down and
write to me detailing their problems. ln effect, I am surveying the
entire industry asking that readers share their bad news so that we can
compile a composite look at the problems we are facing. The better
the descript ion you provide me of a problem, and the more thorough
the documentation ( i .e. photographs would be great!),  the more l ikely
we would be to use the material.  l f  you are nervous about being
identi f ied as a source of 'bad-news-data, 'simply include a l ine in your
letter spel l ing out that CSD is welcome to use your report as long as
we refrain from identifying you as a source. I respect that you may not
want the hassle of a supplier i f  you squeal on him, even i f  I  am fool ish
enough to print that data and risk losing that supplier's advertising
support!  l ' l l  be looking for your letter.

DEALER Survey
Nobody has a corner on bright ideas and I always rush down to the

Provo Flying Service office when I hear that Carol Graba has sent
down a 'mail  bag' from our Fort Lauderdale olf ice. I  l ike opening the
mail  and keeping up on what is going on.

A recent letter from Tom Harrington ol Universal Electronics car-
ried the suggestion that we could be performing a much needed
service lor the industry if we developed a GSD magazine survey lorm
that asked dealers which equipment they l iked, and why;which equip-
ment they did not like, and why. Tom suggests that from an interna-
tional survey, it would not take long tor patterns to emerge. Equipment
that is troublesome would stand out; firms that do not stand behind
their products would be quickly recognized.

A superb idea and I am working on just such a two sided, tear out
form, already. lf you are planning to be in Las Vegas and you have
some thoughts about just what type of information an international
survey such as this should sol ici t ,  I 'd l ike to hear from you while I  am
there. lf you feel getting a few minutes of my time at a show is a pain in

the neck, drop me a l ine with your thoughts. Al l  in confidence, ol
course.

PRINTED lnstruct ions
Another lavorite Harrington 'Soap Box' is the deplorable state of

installation instructions, as supplied by most manufacturers, in this
lield today. Again, he is absolutely dead on. There are so few decent,
adequate, complete 'manuals' in this industry that I can count them on
one hand. And I, for the life of me, do not understand why people are
so short sighted.

I have spoken with perhaps a dozen manuJacturers about their
manuals, or lack of manuals. The classic, real ly dumb, response I got
trom one was "Well, if they aren't smart enough to tigure out how
to put our antenna togetherfrom the photograph we suppty, they
aren't smart enough to be a dealer!". The photograph was a 3 by 5
Xerox', copy that barely told you that it was originally an antenna.

I think a lack of adequate manuals shows us laziness on the part of
the manufacturer. Or a deliberate attempt to hide his technology.
Neither is acceptable.

It has been my experience that when you call somebody in the
manufacturing end on the telephone, you usually cannot get through
to them. When you finally do get through, they explain that "l have
been on the telephone with some clown in Bozeman who needed
some help putting together his XXXXXXX." That XXXXXXX was
this guy's product.

lf I was in the manufacturing business, and I found myself, or my
key people, spending an hour or more on the telephone a day explain-
ing (and re-explaining and re-re-explaining) how to assemble or install
what I built, it wouldn't take me long to figure out that this was very
unproductive time for me! How can you explain how to seat the leed on
a dish twenty times a week and not figure out that it would be better to
put that information in the instruction sheets?

A common defense I hear from suppliers is that "We change the
product so often, we would be writing new instruction manuals
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every week." What about the poor guy out there who bought your
product a month ago, f inal ly f igured i t  out, and now he buys another
one and most of what he learned is of no value since you've changed
the product on him? Good grief .  An instruct ion manual can be done in
sections; put each section of the installation on a separate sheet of
paper. Don't 'bleed' base-assembly over onto the top of a third page
and then launch into feed-assembly. That means you do, indeed,
have to sit down and redo the entire manual each time you upgrade
part of the product. Break it down into segments and then simply
replace that one sheet (or two sheets) that cover the latest change. lt is
far easier on you that way, and you'd be surprised how much users
would appreciate having the latest data to go with the latest modilica-
UOn.

I think that more of the dealers out there need to start urging
manufacturers to clean up their manuals and instructions. lt costs you
money and t ime to get on the telephone to get help. l i  the manuiactur
ers don't recognize how much time and money it is costing them to
service dealers who can't find adequate instruction-manual help, the
dealers themselves must be aware oJ the problem.

As an industry, we probably have the least adequate instructions
of any segment of electronics today. A good manual is a sign of a
mature company, and product. The time has come for more attention
to be paid to the support material. lf nothing else, manufacturers
should recognize that 'first impressions' are important. The tirst time a
dealer uses your product is vital to whether he ever comes back again
for more. l f  he spends six hours doing a one hour job because he
wasn't given adequate information to begin with, that can cost the
manufacturer repeat sales. Product differences, real competitive
advantages, are getting harder and harder to find. The manufacturer
who makes a significant eflort to give the dealer full information to
work with wil l  f ind dealers 'up' on them and their products. The dealers
wil l  come back, again and again, because they feel 'comJortable'with

the product. A manual, well done, can spell the diflerence between
success and fai lure for those sel l ing in this f ield.

LOOK Who's Writ ing US Foreign Poticy!
Down here in the Caribbean there is considerable interest in the'1982 announced, Reagan government conceived, plan to help Carib-

bean (basin) countr ies develop better economic condit ions, thereby
warding off the threat of Communism. The idea is that i f  certain' incentives' are presented to the nations in the Caribbean, govern-
ments down here would be more apt to become permanent friends ol
Uncle Sam than they would be to adopt pol icies which tean towards
Cuba or Grenada.

There are several approaches to this. You may recall, from history,
the 'Marshall  Plan' that helped Europe recover after the second World
War. From more recent history you know that US aid takes many
forms; lood, mil i tary hardware, technical assistance, programs such
as the Peace Corps, and assistance in framing import treaties which
al low products from other nations to enter the US marketplace.

During the waning days of the last Congress, HR 7397 ("The
Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act") sl id by the US House
of Representatives virtual ly unnoticed. l t  did not get through the
Senate, but 1983 is another year. Under the 'Act '  approximately 30'nations' and colonial areas in the Caribbean and Central America
would be eligible to receive favorable import duty relations with the
USA. In effect, 'duty free zones' could be established in these
countr ies and goods manufactured or assembled in these zones
could then enter the US without duty. This makes excel lent sense
since there are import duties of 20 to 30% on virtually everything
brought into the USA, except where special treaties have been work-
ed out between the US and the country of origin.

By al lowing 'duty free manufacturing zones' to open, investors
worldwide would be encouraged to open plants in say the Turks and
Caicos or Costa Rica. The plants would use local labor to produce
goods that would largely be exported to the USA under the import duty
free plan. The plants would employ local people in the 30 or so
countries, providing a boost to the local economy. The countries
involved would develop expo( credits with the USA, which in turn

CONTINUED/ page 78
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would be used to import back to the nations involved US manufac-
tured goods. The trade cycle begun, the economic levels of all
affected nations should rise.

Uncle Sam seldom, if ever, is benevolent without attaching strings
to the programs offered to other nations. That's alright; if the Baha-
mas, for example, wanl to avail themselves of this duty free zone
program, they should allow Uncle Sam's forces to work to control drug
tratfic through the Bahamas, for example, into the states. There's a
trade here. The Bahamas gets use of the duty free zone status while
the US gets increased cooperation from Bahamian authorities in
curtailing drugs moving through the islands from South America.

Now, under HR 7397, the President of the United States was given
wide latitude in designating which nations can benefit from this law.
However, written into the 'Act' are certain soecific areas where the
President has no latitude. In other words, if certain things are happen-
ing in the candidate country, the President is precluded from desig-
nating that country as a beneficiary; no matter what.

What does that have to do with satellite television? I'm coming to
that.

There are six areas where the President may not declare a
country a beneficiary of the act unless there is a 'waiver.' For example,
if a country is declared under Communist control, no benefits. lf a
country takes over the property of US citizens, without just compensa-
tion, no benefits. And so on. Except . . . except that there is a method
built into the law that allows the President to declare such a country a
beneficiary if ".. . lt will be in the natlonal economic or security
Interests of the United States." That makes some sense; you can't
wrestle a country away from Communism, for example, unless you
can show them something better. The advantages of being declared a
beneficiary under the 'Act' could be an important tool to convert a
country away from Communism.

Now we get to the satellite part. As regular readers of CSD are well
aware, there is a growing 'industry' in the Caribbean, Central and
South America which involves the distribution of US television oro-
gramming, and movies, on videotapes. These tapes have, in the past,
usually been'mastered' in New Orleans or Houston or Miami, and
then flown to the foreign country in a flight bag. There they are copied
(and copied and copied) so that ultimately thousands may hit the
street. The people engaged in this practice do not pay a US copyright
for the material being copied and distributed. Hollywood is not happy
about that system. More recently, various countries in the area in
question have allowed their national (government owned or govern-
ment controlled) television stations and networks to install satellite
receiving dishes and to tape for later broadcast (Haiti) or show live
(Jamaica) US television programs; both network, and, those on HBO
et al. The Caribbean Basic Act addresses this:

(A nation cannot be a beneficiary of the Act iD ". . . (i0 engages,
through Government owned entlties, in the broadcast of U.S.
copyrighted material, including films or television material,
wlthout (the) express(ed) consent of the owners . . .".
The explanation of this being included in the Caribbean Basin Act,

prepared by the House of Representatives, goes like this:"This provision is intended to ensure that the rights of U.S. copy-
right owners are protected against the increasingly frequent prac-
tice of foreign governments intercepting satellite transmissions,
or, otherwise broadcasting copyrighted malerials without the con-
sent of the owners. This practice jeopardizes the substantial fore-
ign revenues received by such copyright owners, and to the extent
it is practiced by loreign government broadcasting com-
panies, it (should) disqualify such (a) country from benefits of
duty{ree concessions."
And then the section on legislative history concludes with:"While international agreements may apply to this practice,

they are apparently inadequate to remedy the problem . . ."
There are six provisions which immediately disqualify a nation

from participating in the benefits of the Act. The President may'waive'
five of these. One may not be waived. In other words, one and one
alone is so wriften that not even the President can grant lhe country a
waiver.
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No, being Communist is not the one the president may not waive.You've got it. lf a country allows its nationa-ttele"vision system to
!:9_ 1"y.,Uq copyrighred m'ateriats without consenior tn" doiyrtiniowners, that nation cannot qualify for benefits under thl nct, no matterwhat!

.- -lf 
you,find it strange that the Motion picture Association of Americanas a tobby that is so strong.that it reacnes ati& tne way-inioCongress, think about it some more. lf you findit siiange that a nationthat 'borrows' the CBS Evening ttew6 is .oi " l".Oio"r" for Carib_bean Basin Act benefits. but a nation tnat tnrows Rinericans in jail,confiscates their land, and retuses to reiurn "iirir'"t.i" tn" USA afterthey have fted to the nation in qrertion . . . i. .iiii'Ji"L quatify, weil,thafs how powerful the MpAA lobby isl

Now, let us suppose that the new Congress repears passage ofthis Act, and thev atso oet the Acr tnrrgh-il!""ate. And thePresident signs it (this wajnrs program, remember). And the Govern_ment of Jamaica finds themsetves-cnoosing Let*"6n i"Oro"O.".iing
ll'." C.B-9 Evening News and getting Outylfrge'i1nlort "on."..,on..we al know whai Jamaica wiif do. E;;'u.r, Lr'i["'bes E;;"i;;

Now lefs suppose that having won that victory, the MPAA looksaround and spots 946 orivate terminals in Jamaica. nf l watcnlnj ineCBS.Evening News. And tets assum-e,jili;il?G ir worthwhite,that 100 of these are in horets ano otner'fuoliJ jf*J. That makesthem'semi-commercial' in nature.
." jg.ll:^Yfryl goes to work ro get the meaning of rhe taw changed.
11ey w?nt the State Department io expand tne [striction from ,Gov-

:3li:it ".*l"d.an.d operated retevision station, ro ,privarery ownedand operated satellite terminals.' lf Jamaica caveO in Jn Gov6rnmeni
!::_g1th9 99S Evening News, you can imagine now tong rhey woutdctebate_shutting down privately owned termi-nals ai weif.-nOort slityseconds.

^, _President Reagan is making two fundamental mistakes here,Number one, he is allowing.his-otd'ties_to tne motionlicrrre industry tocreep into his foreiqn ooliiy process. That may Ue a-gooo way to treatotd friends bur it hakes 
!1 !r9v r"i"ig;?[ii",Y,; Number two,somebody needs to point out to me prejiOeni tna-t a-liowing the freeflow into Jamaica and Haiti 

'of_Us 
pr"srim.i;i'i3"rn" best thing

l:..ti.""?^at"lgn ,policy has going for iil A people who have notenough to eat, who are fed highly edited anO ieitricteO diets oftelevision fare can ontv be entight"e.6o ov o"i"g &piilo to Rrn"ri."n'television. We don't h'ave tne best television in the world, but we dohave alot of it and virtuarv at of it is a piomotion roiin.ir"" enterprise
:l:1":.fg9lle who aspire to a better tife need rote modets andrmages to dream with. American television, gooO, Oad or indifferent,
?,t-"llggr 9". extremely erfe9]iv9 rore mooer'r6ian'J.i]nng peopte. Asrngte good hour of American terevision can oomor-Jio encourage agl_o_1 pgptg to^struggte for.a better tite tnan-milftns of doilars insurptus foods. And best of all, it doesn,t .ori tn" nn-"iican taxpayerone thin dimel

NOW - if the US Government is so concerned that Hollywood isnot getting paid for its product tn..tamaica, ttret;ili, simpty pickup the copyright tab for the programs. set asioe a rew miilion a yearat the VOA or CIA to oav Hoityw5od bi tn" ,idt r" ";port Americantelevision to Jamaica, or ijairl, or wherever. Then step bacK and let theHaitian or Jamaican government ,rte"f , "fiin"iwin"tiJstealf fnat,s acreative, common sense answer to making America looX good in theCaribbean Basin.
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We all know that it is unlikely that the MpAA would be Interested inshutting down private terminadin .lamaici; aliin"-yi"iit to oo i, ro getpaid for the use of the programs. I understand tnit on". But if this birlgoes through, and the Jaiaican government does quit showing the
^.pl-5."-"I"s l,ew.s (et ar), thos" ;h";;;;rr;;";r"#ri termrnars wirlconltnue to watch it while the masses of Jamaici, the ones whose
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..Somebody hasn't thought tnis one ouivery well. We need thewidespread exposure of Arn'erica in the CariOUein.'We need to reachthe teeming millions there witn examptei "t nr"ii.l "t *ork, and at
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ptay.
Congress blew it in 1982. The MPAA, not noted lor its concern for

humanity, never considered that it was far better for them to 'give' and
be paid for it than to 'take' and lose the American exposure in the
Caribbean. 1 983 is another year; hopef ully somebody will re-think this
one out before it becomes law.

HBO Marries M/A COM
I am beginning to lose the faith. I now wonder if there is any real

meat in the scrambling scare. HBO, to me, is like the boy who cried
wolf . I have heard them threaten to scramble so long that lam actually
beginning to believe they don't know their scrambler from a defective
LNA.

The latest. Well, the latest as of late in January. HBO has decided
they are going to purchase their scrambler system from M/A Com. The
same M/A Com that sells home TVRO receivers to many oJ us; the
same M/A Com that sells LNAs to many of us. The same M/A Com that
owns Prodelin, which of course supplies antennas to many of us.

Let me tell you a story about M/A Com. Years ago, way back in
1978 or so, I was an active consultant to M/A Com. That ought to put
shudders in the present management who probably do not know how
close I was at the time to then Chairman of The Board Dana Atchley.
Someday, when I think the time is right, l'll tell you about the real 'first

home terminal project' in this industry. Back before there was an
industry and there were some people at M/A Com who believed there
was a tremendous business ootential in home terminals. l'll save that
story, for now.

M/A Com is one of those brilliant companies that seems to be on
the leading edge of everything. They have been going through a
Pac-Man phase lor the last four years or so, gobbling up every high
technology company in sight. I was more than a little surprised that
they didn't swallow up SA this past year when SA was struggling to
stay afloat atter their CATV converter debacle.

M/A Com virtually invited two-sided selling. You may wonder
what that is. l'll tell you. First you get cozy with a new customer base;
say the police of the nation. Then you design, for them, some nifty
hand and vehicle mounted microwave speed radar systems. The
police love the boxes; they can nab speeders and rake in the bucks
and pretty soon every police department has to have a radar package
or two or 200. M/A makes lots of bucks turning out the parts for these
devices.

That's the first side of the sale.
Then you sit down and you design some nifty little microwave

diodes that receive the police radar signals and you take these diodes
and design a radar detection machine. Now you have a new series oJ
products; one that feeds ofi of the first. You sell the police the radars.
You sell the speeders and truckers the radar detectors. M/A gets rich.

Then to keep technology moving, when business slows down
because the market is saturated, you go to the police again and you
say "Look . . . everybody and his brother is buying radar detec-
tors. Your radar is not as effective as it once was. So we have
worked long and hard and we have developed a new radar. A new
radar that all of those milions of radar detectors out there can't
receive,"

The police, older but no wiser, tall for it. They trade in their old
radars or throw them in the scrap heap, and spend big bucks on brand
new radars that work in a new frequency band. Now the millions of
truckers and speeders out there with 10 GHz microwave detectors are
defenseless because all of the new radar machines have moved to 24
GHz.

You are ahead of me. No fair skipping l ines!
Yup. Then M/A announces a new series o{ microwave diodes that

designers can use to build 24GHz radar detectors! Now everyone out
there with an old fashioned 10 GHz radar detector has to consider
scrapping it and trading in for a new two band radar detector; one that
works at 10 and 24 GHz, just to be doubly safe.

Business in microwave diodes booms. M/A Com gets rich. Again.
Now there is nothing unethical about this type of creative market-

ing. Actually, it is downright clever. I knew that M/A (before they got the
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Videophile Satellite Television
The possibil it ies of component audio come to satellite video.

Componen t  equ ipmen t  has  become
popular in the audio field for a lot of
reasons. One reason is that the com-
ponent philosophy allows a purist to up-
grade any piece of a system as technology
advances without having to replace the
entire system at once. This basic idea
has ushered in an era of specialty f irms
dedicated to advancing the art of a single
link in the chain. They succeed because
all of their efforts are focused on one
discipline, not thinly spread over an en-
tire system. EARTH TERM I NALS* brings
this philosophy to satell i te television. We
concentrate on the single most impodant,
most diff icult element-the microwave
receiver. No other part of the system
has such a dramatic effect on picture
quality.

Quality You Can See
An EARTH TERMINALS receiver Pro-

vides cleaner pictures with less granu-
larity. Truer colors that don't smear. Less
sparkling snow on weak programs. Com-
plete absence of  herr ingbones and
waves.  Super imposed let ter ing that
doesn't tear at the edges. In fact, you
haven't seen video this exciting unless
you've been in a television studio. lf you
own a quality video projector, you'll be
even more impressed.

Quality You Can Measure
Broadcast engineers are impressed

with the accuracy of EARTH TERMI-
NALS receivers too. Our VITS Sin'� Pulse
and video SNR test results are incom-

parable; actually the equal of most com-
mercial grade receivers. We can also
handle tough signals l ike Reuters data
transmissions that give other receivers
fits. lt 's no wonder then, that after ex-
haustive testing, some cable companies
and  te lev i s i on  s ta t i ons  use  EARTH
TERMINALS receivers as thei r  main
source of satellite program material. They
know value when they see it.

It's Easy To Live With
All this technical sophistication is really

quite easy to get along with. Precise
automatic fine tuning tuneq every chan-
nel the same way every time. You don't
have to be an expert to get perfect

pictures. EARTH TERMINALS receivers
come with a remote control that selects
channe l s  i nd i v i dua l l y ,  ad jus t s  aud io
volume at your convenience, and auto-
matically signals the rest of your system
to supply the proper antenna polariza-
tion through an even/odd channel switch.
And it f i ts in the palm of your hand.

Tips On Value
There are plenty of satellite receivers

that cost less than ours, but nearly all
of them need bigger antennas and more
exotic Low Noise Amplif iers for a picture
free of sparkling snow. lf you're on a
budget, you can save money in other
parts of the system by paying more for
our receiver and come out even. You get
high fidelity video in the bargain. lf you're
simply after the best picture money can
buy, we can make it very affordable.
Either way, give us a call or write us
for the details.

EARTH TERMINALS
Department 103
One Microwave Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513-489-6200

Unretouched Oll-The-Air Sin'� Pulse Test

EARTH TERMINAIS
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Com) was 'clevel when I was actively consult ing for them some years
ago. I  was deeply impressed, in fact.

And I could cite a number of similar examples for you, but since we
all  know about pol ice radar, that ought to be enough for now. And i t
makes my point that two-sided sel l ing is not new at M/A Com.

The fact that M/A Com is already selling home terminal syslems on
a large scale apparently didn't bother HBO when they elected to
choose the M/A Com Linkabit video and audio encryption system. My
sources inside of M/A Com (l still have a few) tell me that HBO bought
something less than a totally perfected system, however. They are
betting on what M/A Com says it can do, not necessarily what it does
in lab proto-type now. I  wish HBO well  but I  wouldn't  be abit surprised
to see Linkabit packages heading to cable systems coming out of one
door and something with a sl ightly dif ferent name heading into the
private market coming out of another door at about the same t ime. l f
you can do it with microwave diodes and police radar, why not do it
with home TVRO terminals

Actually, the truth is that I have just about lost all faith that anyone,
M/A Com or anyone else, is going to produce and deliver and make
work a decent scrambling system anytime soon. Even HBO's formal
announcement cleverly indicated that while they would be starting
installation of Linkabit decoders at HBO Mountain and Pacific time
zone sites' late in 1983,' they would not be putt ing the system into
operation before 1984. They admitted to agreeing to spend $2,000 per
basic decoder and M/A Com tel ls us that the upl ink encoder wil l  cost
$500,000. That tells me the former cost them about $1 00 in parts while
the later probably cost less than $10,000 in parts. l f  that much. I
learned how to price things like this from some former top executives
at M/A Com, and I st i l l  have notebooks f i l led with their formulae.
Remember those days, Freddy?

My posit ion remains unchanged. Hurry up and scramble. Do i t
r ight. Let us get this quick-si lver period in our growth behind us. We
have more important things to do; such as gett ing 10,000 terminals
into lhe corner bars and pubs of America. Al l  of this screwing around
isn't going to make anybody any money. Except the creators of
microwave diodes.

THE RECEIVER of Tomorrow
When David McClaskey and Guy Davis were down on Provo

during the November Retreat, we talked about a new receiver Intersat
planned to unvei l  at the January CES gathering in Vegas. I  l istened
intently as they explained the functions of the receiver. Everything
(everything) would be microprocessor controlled.

Consider this. Your typical customer is not a videophile nut. Your
typical customer is the same person RCA developed ColorTrak for;
automatic color level and hue sett ing, because individual adjustment
of flesh tones and color intensity was more than most people could
handle. Your typical customer would l ike to have a simple, single
button to push to change from one program lo another program.

What comolicates life in the home satellite world is that we have
several, distinct, receiver adjustments likely when we change chan-
nels, and two antenna adjustments. The 'switching of channels'gets
complicated when the polarization has to change, the receiver may
have to change audio sub-carrier frequency, the dish has to move and
so on. How do you accomplish al l  of this by pushing one entry on the
receiver (remote) control panel?

lntersat decided that since we have to 'memorize' a number of
separate, discrete functions for each channel (transponder) on each
'bird, it would be best if there was a machine built into the receiver that
canied all of the memory. That machine, in the trade, is known as a
microprocessor. A small, not very sophisticated, computer.

The new Intersat lQ- 160 (that 's a high lQ!) does not even remotely
look like a satellite receiver. lt is a strangely shaped container that
simply sits there with no knobs, no controls, and no visible indication
that it has a microprocessor controlled satellite receiver inside. The
box can sit on top of the TV, on a shelf nearby, or even stick totally out
of the way. ll the customer 'hides the box,' there is a small optical
periscope that sticks up to collect the command signals coming trom
the hand held remote. Commands are sent usinq an Infra-red trans-

* * * S A L E * * *
CABLES O CONNECTORS

Mi l  Spec  cab les
(Polyethelyne Dielectr ic, 9670 shielding)
R G 6 A / U  D o u b l e  s h i e l d e d  7 5  o h m  . . . . . . . 2 5 i / f t .
R G 1  1 / U  7 5  o h m .  .  . . . .  . . 2 5 $ / f t .
R G 5 9 / U  7 5  o h m ,  c o p p e r .  . . . . . . . 1 2 A / f t .
RG142/U double shield, tef lon . .  950/ft .
RG213/U noncontaminat ing . . . .  .360 / f t .
RG214/U doub le  s i l ver  sh ie ld  .  $1 .35 / f t .
R G 2 1 7 / U  d o u b l e  c o p p e r  s h i e l d .  . . . . . . . . 8 5 0 / f t .

Low Loss Foam Cables
RG6/U 100% fo i l sh ie ld  .12 t / f t .
R G 5 9 / 6  1 8  g u a g e ,  1 O O %  f o i l  . . . . 1 2 4 / f t .
RG8/U 11 guage (equiv. Belden 8214\ .  .310/ft .
R G 5 9 / U  1 0 0 %  f o i l  . . . . . . 1 0 0 / i t .
R G 5 9 / U  s t r a n d e d  c e n t e r ,  c o p p e r  b r . . . . .  . . . . . . . . 1 4 A l f t .

CONNECTORS 1oo pc.  1 pc.
UG21D/U  Type  N  ma le  f i t s  RGB 213  . . . . $2 .03  . . . $3 .00
UGS7B/UType  N  Doub le  Ma le . . .  .  .  $4 .15 . . . $5 .25
UG29B/U  Type  N  Doub le  Fema le . . .  $3 .15 . . . $3 .90
uGz7C/UTypeNE lbow.  .  .  .  M .48 . . . $4 .95
SH/PPlNG: CABLE $3/100 ft.

Connectors add 10%, $3. minimum
** CALL FOR DEALER PRICING **

N EMAL ELECTRONICS, r r . rc.
(305) 893-39241325 N.E. 119 St. ,  Dept.  CD

FREE CATALOG N. Miami,  F la.  33161

WHEN YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
SAYS "COMPETITIVE PRICES''

. . . DO YOU EVER WONDER
WHAT THE PRICE IS

SATELLITE RECEPTION
AT DOWN-TO.EARTH

PRICES.
Our vo lume purchasrng ensures lower prrces
for  our  customers Even when they order  rn
volumes of  one

$tt[W# zZ it._i::: ?%';; r S' ̂
EilfrP 

'z 
(ru3) e35.1eue

To order call: 1-8OO-521-92a2. CONTINUEDi page 92
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WANTED
,5OO

EXPERIENCED, HOME
SATELLITE TVRO INSTALLERS
we have been asked by some of America's leading retai l

merchandisers to organize a nationwide network of
professional instal lers for 4GHz and 12GHz TVRo,s. only

those f irms or individuals who are experienced wil l  be
I 0

considered for membership.

NO franchise fees or dues.
NO obl igat ion of  any k ind.

POTENTIAL FUTURE BENEFITS
CAN BE SUBSTANTIAL.

WRITE NOW FOR DETAILS ,  FREE APPLICATION.

! : x
::-tu,J  

I

Bur l ing lon,  lA 52601
P lease  send  me  fu l l  de ta i l s  and  app l i ca t i on  f o rm .  I
unde rs tand  the re  i s  no  ob l i oa t t on .

Satell i te Antenna Specialists of America
P.O. Box 1007

NAME

ADDRESS

I CITY

@w*.i

{zEtr4
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Low iloise
Amplifiers

CALL TI{E NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
AMERICAN MICROWAVE

3OO7 W.  GRIMES
FAIRFIELD, IOWA 52556

(srs) 48174

LINDSAY AMERICA
2608 E.  HILL  DRIVE

WILLIAMSPORT, PA 177OL
(800) 233-2' �03

IN PA ONLY ( 7T7) 326-7T33

LINDSAY SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC.
50 MARY ST. I4I .

LTNDSAY, ONTARTO CANADA KgV457
( 70s) 324._7T96-

LEWIS ELECTRONICS
WEST ELM ST.

HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE 39343
( eor)-78Z,.JTg'�r

JV ELECTRONICS
41 CANAL ST. ,  BOX D20g

LANDTNG, NEW JERSEY 07950
(zoffifro

LAUX COMMUNICATIONS
4450 S. LAKE FOREST

CINCINNATI, OHIO 45242
(s13) 7T3:I500

NEVADA SATELLITE T.V.
2315 GATEWAY

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA ggI25
(70D Mfiog

HERO COMMUNICATIONS
1783 w.  32nd pLACE
HTALEAH,  FL 33012

(30s) 8E7-3203

EARTHBEAM OF AMERICA, INC.
7109 9th AVE. N0RTH

sT. PETERSBURG, FL 33710
(813) 347-rZ;-7

lSZi naoio Semiconductor. Inc.
315 Benner Pike,  State Coi lege, pA 16901 t j .S.n.

Tel :  (814)  238-2L33 I  Tt^rx  510_570-3640 RADTOSEMT
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rAL GRADE LNAs

FoR 6 to8 roor ANTENNAs

90"MAX N.r. $499'*

TYPICAL AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE OF LOCOtv|
;TQUANTITY OF TWO UNITS.

LOWER NOISE TEMERATURES
AT COMPETIT IVE  PRICES.

N O I S E
90 '  :

ALSO AVAILABLE

86"

RADIO SEMICONDUCTOR LNAs

FEATURES

- - -  NOISE FIGURE TESTING ON THE HEWLETT PACKARD
HP 8970A--THE PROFESSIONAL MICROWAVE INDUSTRY
STANDARD.  He \d1e t t  packa rd  i s  r ecogn i zed  as
having rhe highest  re! ,ea!3El i l l  " ia """ . . " .y
i n  t h e  f i e l d .  S e e  I I e  r e p r r n t  b e l o w  f r o m
H e w l e t t  P a c k a r d , s  1 9 8 2  c a L a l o g .

- -  STATE OF  THE ART  DESICN.  SLa re  o f  t he  A r r
GaAs  FETs  and  t he  l owes t  poss ib l e  i nse r t i on
l o s s  f e r r i t e  i s o l a t o r s  a r e  u s e d .

- -  F INAL  TEST  DATA PROVIDED.  , ,WE SHIP  A'SMILE '  WITH  EVERY UNIT . "  The  shape  o f  t her r s m i l e "  o n  l h e  F l n a l  T e s t  D a t a  c h a r t  b e l o w
i s  t yp i ca l  o f  t he  pe r f o rmance  o f  ou r  LNes .
Th i s  F i na l  Tes t  Da t ra  i s  p rov i ded  w i t h  eve ry
u n 1 t .

- -  RUccED CONSTRUCTION.  Th i s  des ign  f ea tu res
rugged  cons t ruc t i on  t h roughou t .  The  en t i r e
c i r c u i t r y / t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e s  a r e  b o l t e d  d i r e c t _
l y  t o  t he  hous ing .  Un i t s  a re  f u l l y  t empe ra tu re
c y c l e d  a n d  r e - t e s t e d  o n  a n  A Q L  b a s i s  a s ' p a r t  o f
o u r  o n - g o i n g  Q u a l i t y  C o n t r o l  p r o g r a m .  p o l y _
u r e t n a n e  p a i n t  i s  u s e d  f o r  i t s  d u r a b i l i t y ;  r t" 8 i v e s "  r a t h e r  t h a n  " c h i p s , "  a n d  i t  " l " o ' i . o _
v i d e s  a  r e d u n d a n t  s e a l _

- - .WARRANTY.  One  yea r  f ac to r y  wa r ran t y .  Th l s
p roduc t  has  been  i n  p roduc t i on ' f o r  t h ree  yea rs
w i t h  a  v e r y  l o w  f i e l d  f a i l u r e  r a t e ;  h o r e v e r ,
f a c t o r y  s e r v i c e  i s  a v a i l a b l e  , h " .  n " " " " " " a " .

CHECK OUR REPUTATION,  AND OUR FEATURES (above ) .

CARE A.ttD FEEDING OF LNAs

- - -  I n s u r e  y o u  h a v e  s e a l e d ,  w a t e !  t i g h t  c a b l e .  S e e  t h e  J u n e  C o o p , s
D i g e s t  o n  v h a t  , v o r m s ,  c a n  g e t  i n t o  y o u r  c a b l e ,  c o n n e c t o r s  a n d  i N A ,
i f  y o u  d o n i t  s e a l  y o u r  c a b l e .

- - -  G o I d  p l a t e d  c o n n e c t o r s  h a v e  l e s s  l o s s  a n d  1 e 6 s  d e g r a d a t i o n  o v e r
t i m e  t h a n  c a d m i u m  p l a t e d  c o n n e c t o r s .

- - -  F o r  c l i m a t e s  v l t h  s a l t y  a i r  o !  h i g h  h w l d i t y ,  a ' r M i c r o w a v e
W i n d o w "  w i t h  r u b b e r  g a s k e t  s h o u l d  b e  u s e d  ( m a n y  p e o p l e  f i n d  t h a t
c e i . I o p h a n e ,  e . g .  S a r a n  W r a p ,  l 6  e f f e c t i v e ) .  A n y t h i n g  i n  t h e  p a t h
o f  t h e  R F  w a v e s  w i l . 1  h a v e  s o m e  i n s e r t i o n  l o s s .  I n s e r t i o n  l o s s
f r o m  a n y  s o u r c e  b e f o r e  t h e  L N A  e i l l  d i . r e c t l y  d e g r a d e  t h e  s i g n a l
( c a r r i e r  t o  n o i s e  r a t i o )  a n d  t h u s  i n  s a l t y  a i r  - r  h i g h  h u m l d i t y
a  lower  tenpera ture  LNA can be  cons idered.

A I I  L O C O M
woffirs in
can compete

LNA 's  a re  made  by  Amer i can
an American ownea pli?F-tl6t

i n  t h e  w o r l d  m a r k e t .

Noise Figure Measur€ment  Repeatabi t i ty  and Acorracy
.  A very t roublesome noise f igure measurcment f roblem i ,  repeara'_
bi l i ty . -For example,  a vendor 's system may not  measure the sante
noise f igure as his customer 's.  This is  much less of  a problem wi th the
8970A. Using randonr ly selected 8970A's,  J46B's,  mixers.  and local

menta t ion  uncer ra in ry  i s  less  than +0.  1  dB.  Wi th  the  +0 .1  dB F .NR
uncertainty of the 346B at most frequencieS, and the uncertainrics
due to  mtsmatch ,  to ta l  roo t -sum-square  measurement  uncer ta in t ies
o f  less  than +  0 .25  are  eas i l y  a t ra inab l . .  _ - r r * r r '  'A .KARD,  1982

T h e  f a c t  t h a r  t h e  H p  8 9 7 0 A  a u t o m a t i c a l l y
c o r r e c t s  f o r  m e a s u r e m e n t  e r r o r s .  m a k e s  i t
m u c h  m o r e  a c c u r a t e  a s  a  s y s t e m ,  a n d  m u c h
m o r e  r e p e a t a b l e  f r o m  v e n d o r  t o  c u s r o m e r .
than any other noise Tl€"6 sysEff i - i iTs..

l?ai naoio Semiconductor. Inc.
315  Benner  P i ke ,  S ta te  Co l l ege ,  pA  16901  U .S .A .

^ --l

a
c.)
c)
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Fl rn
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Telephone: (814) 238-2j33
TWX 510-670-3640

oscr l lators,  su DUT are  rou t ine lv  w i th in
I  dB of  enc

in te rna l  c i r cu i t r y  i s  so  accu ra te  and  l i nea r  t ha t  i ns t r u .
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mitter.
You lurn it on by entering a command on the remote. Then you

punch in any one of up to sixteen different satellite designators. On
your TV screen f lashes a complete 'menu' of everything to be found on
that particular satellite. A listing, as it were, of what program sources
are available, satellite by satellite. Having decided on a particular
satellite, and a particular program service, the user commands the
receiver system to automatically find that satellite and that channel/
transponder. The microprocessor does the rest. lt moves the dish,
adjusts the polar rotation system, scans and locates the channel you
have selected, adjusts the audio to the (memorized) audio sub-carrier
and bingo; you are watching the specific channel you requested.

lf you leave the room and somebody else comes in and wonders
what you are tuned to, they push a recall button on the remote control
and the specific identity of the transponder on display pops up on the
screen. An electronic roadmap; you never wonder where you are!

There is more. The system can be programmed so that without
specific authority, the receiver will not tune in some channels. For
example, suppose you are going out for the evening and you have
visions of your 12year old watching you back oul of the driveway, and
then heading tor F4,TR7 at 8 PM. What the kid doesn't know is that
you told the receiver NOT to display F4,TR7 while you were gone!
And no matter what the kid does, unless he is into tearing apart hand
held remote controls, he will haVe to do without 25 inch, tull color,
.displays of Playboy 'Breast Washing Contests' that evening.

I've thought and thought about why I don't like this approach. I can
only think of one problem lhat seems complex. What happens when
the user mis-places, drops, or wipes out the hand held remote?
Without it, there is no way to go to the box and do a manual override
(as I understand it). lf there was, the kid would be watching the
Playboy channel everytime he had the chance! | suppose you could
sell them a pair of controls; one for spare.

The receiver is slightly more than a regular receiver in other areas
as well. lt has a builfin stereo amplifier system, adequate (12 watts
RMS per channel at ,05% distortion) to drive typical home speakers. lt
has full matrix and discrete stereo receive capability. And tone con-
trols. And the ability to lash two receivers (or more) to the same
anlenna.

Pretty neat. No, I have not seen one yet (as I write this) but Guy
and David have promised me early loan of one of the first available
units. They did show a display unit at the January CES gathering and
you can expect to see all of the stops yanked out at the forthcoming
March STTI Las Vegas show.

lam always pleased to salute innovative technology. And innova-
tive marketing. Intersat seems to be getting bolh together in 1 983 and I
think we'll hear a great deal more from them as the year advances.

THAT MISSING dB
In the January issue of CSD we reported on the November Provo

Retreat, and included some antenna test results from a week or more
of serious antenna testing. We happened to report that our favorite

WE'LL PUT IT IN
WRITING.

l f  v o , ,  r e  n  S S a l  q f  , t r O  f O r  2 n \ i  / p 2 q n ^  r r q '  r p t r , f  ^  t h e, ,  y v u  '

produc t  I n  r t s  o lg ina l  cond r t i on  wr th rn  7  days  fo r
a comp ete refund rn cash or  t rade Guaranteed

ftlt|S4tttffii-oz ,' ^ ','t' -'^ ? lu '
80fl/ , .2 'J '  ' , , .  1o' 'n

PROMAR

offers the PARACLIPSE 12' screen
dish with polar mount and Chaparral
polarotor ll feedhorn.

$895
with Amplica RC-10
receiver/LNC combo

$1 753
800 - 237-2903
800 - 282-7713

Promar, Inc.
4912 W. LaSalle St.

Tampa, Florida 33607

Inland Freight added to all orders.

WHAT HAS YOUR CURRENT
DISTRIBUTOR

FOR YOU
GUARANTEED
LATELY?

To order  cal l :  1-800-521-9242. CONTINUED/ Page 96



o) DOESYOUR tlIA
]UEASURE UPWITHTHIS

MAN?

Dave Stogner
Engineering Manager
Avant ek Tele com mun i cati on s
Division

lrin^g your LNA to.the Las vegas National satellite opportunities
Conference (NSOC) and have It tested free.
An Avantek factory engineer will be in our booth to test theaccuracy of the nois.e figure specification of yo; LNA. He willtest.any LNA-just bring it with you to the show. And while 

--

you're there, ask for Avantek's engineering publication on noisefigure vs antenna slze.

see us at Booth 627. March rsth through March r7th. stop byand get tested.

Avantek
481 Cottonwood Drive, Milpitas, California 9S03S (40S) 946_A080



THE NORTH EASTS LEADING DISTRIBUTOR

f ,uxoR ollers you
f,uxoa 190 Receiver

$75(f-r rot sJ[[f -ro rc

BP Modulator s44-

ADEG
Programable ${$[f-s tc

w/Actuator, Programmer & Cable

SATELLTTE VrDEo SERVTcES

CHAPARRAL 1 Lot
POLAROTOR I $7500
POLAROTOR lwlc$119m
POLAROTOR il $7500
FEED HORN $2500

F:-- :
g - " - tl'

rl.:

CALL FOR UPDATED INFO ON AVAILABLE PROGRAMING

SnrELLrrE Vroeo SeRVTcES
Star Route 2474

Palenv i l le ,  N.Y.12463

518-678-9306
518-678-9322

l.



. . that Superwinch, innovat<_rr in electric winch technology since l96g
and the manufacturer of more electric winches than anyone else in the
world, should introduce Sky'walker,'" an exciting new breakthrough in

TVRO antenna actuator drive systems.

Superwinch standards always have been high . . . in product design,
product reliability and support, and in commitment to product

availability. Their standards are reflected by the customer cb-po.ry
they keep - Sears & Roebuck, J. C. penney, Montgomery Ward, Veitern
Auto, Canadian Tire, W. W. Grainger .. . the list goes on. Over 525,OOO

products bearing our name are in service world_wide.

Superwinch offers this same high quality standard in the sk)'walker
remote T\.RO dish control system.

Wbysuperwinch
For further information, please fill out
and mail coupon to:
Superwinch, Inc., Putnam, CT 06260
USA or call (2O3) 928-7787.
Telex 6439a1 SWINCH PUTM
Please send me more information on
your Sky'walker'u system.

Name :

City: Zip Code:
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Fiberglass Plastics, Inc.

Maximize your Satel l i te Reception with the company
that revolut ionized Fiberglass Antennas in the industry.

FPl, with 25 years experience in f iberglass tabrication,
and pioneers in the development of Satel l i te Antennas,
wants to be your dish expert!

o Manufacturing Parabolic Dishes for over 2 yrs.
o Flame sprayed zinc ref lector
. Reinforced with woven roven for added impact

strength
.  B ' -  1 0 ' -  1 3 ' -  1 6 ' -  2 0 ' A n t e n n a s  m a n u f a c t u r e d
.  1  pc .  -  2  pc .  -4  pc .  -  B  pc .  D ishes
o Dependable servrce with any size order
o lmmediate, factory direct shipping avai lable
Dealers & Distr ibutors are invited to cal l  now to set up
Factory  D i rec t  Purchas ing

FPl ,  F iberg lass  P las t ics ,  Inc .
P H O N E  B r r a n F a u g h t  P O  B o x 7 5 3

5 0 1 - 9 8 2 ' 0 5 0 4  J a c k s o n v  l l e  A R  / 2 0 7 6

5 0 1 - 9 8 2 - 0 5 0 5

SATELLITE DICEST
COOP CONTINUED/ from page 92

anlenna, the big Hero six meter horizon to horizon array, had been
'bested' by an ADM 20 footer; by a dB plus.

As you might expect, putting that into print did not make Bob Behar
(HERO Communications) overly fond of me. With his antennas
spread around the world, he is justif iably sensitive to reports that there
are perhaps other antennas of the same aperture size which may
have better performance. I'd like to talk about that.

I have delayed preparing a full blown editorial evaluation on the
ADM 20 footer for several reasons. Those include (but are not limited
to) the following:

1) My own crew assembled and instal led the HERO reference
antenna. I think Val and Peter are very good. But they are not
factory installers so they don't know every little nuance of the
antenna.

2) Jamie Gowen, with Andy Hatf ield close by, did most of the work
on the ADM. Jamie does know every little thing about his
antenna, and he had some 'field mods' he made as he went
along. That told me that somebody else putting the ADM
together might not get the same performance as Jamie will get.

3) Tom Humphries and I did what we consider very thorough
testing between the two antennas. We swapped equipment
and we feel very comlortable with the results as reported. But
Bob Behar was not here when we did the tests and we feel we
owe him the opportunity to be here when we compare the
HERO 20 footer versus the ADM 20 footer.

4) The Hero Antenna has been in and operating for seven months
as I write this. The performance today is everybit as good as the
day we put i t  in. Actual ly, i t  is better now than original ly, since
we put a LOCOM 80 degree LNA on it, replacing another brand
85 degree unit. The ADM has been in about two months. The
performance of the antenna proper remains the same as when
it went in, but there are signs ot possible ( l  said possible!)
mechanical stresses on the antenna and if they continue, are
verified, or get worse, that will have some impact on what we
will eventually say about the antenna when we do write about
i t .

As I write this, late in January, I am expecting Jamie Gowen down
to Provo for another visit. We have a second ADM 20 footer sitting in
neat metal pi les ready to put up. The new ADM, unl ike the f irst one, wi l l
be physically very close to our reference HERO antenna. Based upon
what Jamie, and we, learned while installing the first one, we expect to
get better mechanical stability on the second one.

lf mechanical stability is a slrange phrase, let me define it for you.
An antenna here is subjected to an almost constant wind. We don't
have calm days. Trade winds blow 99.9% of the time. Gusts to 40 are
very common. Not every day, but perhaps every other day. That
places some severe stresses on antenna surfaces, mounts, bolts and
what have you. This constant butfeting is to an antenna what the Baja
500 Road Race is to a car chassis. lt shakes the antenna to death in a
hurry and if there are weak points in the assembly, they become very
obvious very quickly. Some people have wind tunnels. We have trade
winds. lt works out that trade winds are a bigger test since they are
combined, in our case, with high moisture and salt laden spray. All of
this boi ls down to'mechanical stabi l i ty ' in our book, since l feel that an
antenna should last years (performing like new) rather than months or
weeks. When I see something that makes me nervous about the
chances of that happening, I delay any detailed reports so that Mother
Nature can do her thing. I 'd rather wait and see i f  there is a problem,
than rush into print with a report that is positive only to later discover
that the antenna wil l  not hold up in long term use.

Just so nobody assumes from this that the ADM is not holding up,
let me clearly state that so far it is doing very well. The only'perfect'
antenna to stand the test of time here to date has been our $12,000
AFO/Microdyne 1 6 footer. After 30 months on the beach, there are still
no signs that its steel is rusting or that the bolts are f rozen. The second
best has been the no-longer produced SatFinder which took .15

months to start rusting. Others have rusted in weeks. But that's
another topic for a report, which we'll look at in April.
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ANDERSON SCIENTIFIC ANNOUNCES

Models STg9 and STt00

The Anderson ST99 and ST100 satellite receivers are the first receivers enabling truly low cost,
simple, multiple television systems. Capabilities include:

NEIGHBORHOOD COST-SHARING Neighbors, or an entire neighborhood, can share a singteantenna, LNA, and block downconverter. Each home has a receiver capablJof independent channel selec-
tion.

MULTIPLE TELEVISIONS Several televisions within the same home can each be provided with
receivers capable of independent satellite channel selection.

MULTIPLE UNIT BUILDINGS Each unit in a multiple unit building can be provided with a receiver
capable of independent channel selection. Satellite signals are distribut6d throughout the building with
conventional UHF MATV equipment.

UNIOUE, BLOCK DOWNCONVERSION Al l  satel l i te channets are simuttaneousty
downconverted to UHF frequencies. '12 or 24 channels can be provided simultaneously to multiple televi-
sions.

MODEL ST99 FEATURES:
o Built-in Modulator
o Fixed and Tuneable Audio
o Dual Purpose Channel Select

and Signal Strength Meter
o Wide Range AGC
. Built-in AFc

, . Narrow or Wide lF Bandwidth
o Dual Conversion
o Cool, Long Life Circuitry
o DC Power Option

. DEALER PRICE; $350

MODEL ST1OO INCLUDES ALL
ST99 FEATURES PLUS:

oChannel Scan
. AFC Deactivate
o Subcarrier Output
. Remote Meter Output

o DEALER PRICE: $450

SC7 BLOCK DOWNCONVERTER
o Downconverts afl satellite

channels simultaneously to UHF
o DEALER PRICE: $ 190



PRESENTING
The Lu(or 19O 9530 o
The exceptional Swedish

T

Isatellite receivero o oulrith

Hand-held remote control
transmitter allows direct

access to all 24 transponder
channels. Vertical and hori-
zontal polarization selected
automatically; polarization

can be fine-tuned and ootim-
ized on every satellite.

Mono 1, mono 2, stereo direct
and stereo matrix modes can
be programmed to any tran-

sponder channel. Memory
feature stores fine-tunino of
all 24 channels; 8 additio-nal
channel memories included
for satellites with non-stan-

dard lrequencies. Dolbv and
2:1 audio bxoander. Alteinate

channel step function
reolaces lR-transmitter if

nec'essary. Low th reshold,
outstanding video perfor-

mance. Modern Scandinavian
design, in black.
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high-performance 4GHz
inf rd-red remote control.

Yqu want - at a lower list price than
other satellite receiversl rhe Luxor 1e0 e530 is
Standard Features
as of Sept., 1982

Receiver

Section

able AFC

No Fine-Tune Necessary

Video Inverl

Two Scan Soeeds

LED Channel Display

Audio Section

Four Pr ammable And Tuneable

1, Mono 2, Direct Stereo, Matrix

Dynamic Expansion

Dolby Noise Reduction

lnfra-Red Remote Control

Cha
rccess Anv Tra
ral Polarotbr

Automatic Polarization (Polarotor)

All Audio Systems Infra-Red Tuneable

Tune Polarization (For Satell i te Skew)

Converter

Dual Conversion

only the Luxor offers all the features

/ t.q,

4t'{

available exclusively at
these U.S. distributors:
Satellite T.V Systems
Clemson, Souih Carolina
1 -803-654-5569

Hoosier Electronics
Terre Haute, Indiana
1 -81 2-238-1 456
A.V Electronics
Great Falls, Montana
1 -800-s48-9950

Allsat Inc.
Kansas City, Kansas
1 -91 3-236-9692
Starcom
Big Springs, Texas
1.915-263-7512
Echosohere
Englewood, Colorado
1 -800-521 -9282
Satel l i te Earth Stat ions
Mamou.  Lou is iana
1 -800-762-2110

Janeil
Los Angeles, California
1-213-881-4155
TransVision Co rporation
Berkeley, Cali fcirnia
1 -41 5-924-6963
Sales Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
1 -800-321 -1 1 88
Fort L"ud"rdale, Fbrda
1-800-432-4248

Satcom USA
Palenville, New York
1 -51 8-678-9322
IN CANADA:
Evo lu t ion  Sate l l i te  Svs tems
Bur l ing ton ,  Ontar io  

-

416-639-4378

lmported exclusively by

Satellite Technology Services, Inc.
1 1684 Lilburn Park-Dr.
St. Louis, Missouri USA 63141

Polarization With Chaoarral

Total Features
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When I first found the 'gain advantage' for the ADM 20 footer, over
the HERO 20 footer, I called Tay Howard to discuss it with him. Tay is
Bob Behar's design consultant and I figured Tay would give me the
skinny on Hero performance. He was puzzled why the ADM would be
better and told me so. He suggested that we put it together'wrong.' I
should note that a small error, such as 1/8th inch, would be 'wrong-

enough' to account for this ADM gain advantage. Neither Tay nor I
resolved this on the teleohone. I next called Bob Behar and told him
the same thing. Bob suggested we may have put it together wrong. I
agreed that was possible. and I raised the question that if we put it
together wrong, with some experience in doing it, could not others also
have similar problems? Bob reminded me at that point that Jamie had
assembled his, on Provo, and Bob felt that was a distinct advantage in
Jamie's favor. Neither Bob nor I resolved this on the telephone either
and the matter sat untilthe January issue of CSD came out. When, as
recounted, I heard lrom Bob again. Like I said, he was not overly fond
of me at that point since some people put considerable faith in what I
report and Bob said he had received three calls canceling orders for
his antennas based upon what people read. I guess he was saying
those three people had switched to ADM.

So I wanted you to know the background behind all of this, and to
also know that when I feel comfortable with another round of testing
with the second ADM, then we will write about it. I have invited Bob
Behar to be here when we test again, and I will extend the same
invitation to Jamie Gowen. We'll see how it all turns out.

DEALERS Beware
There is a growing practice among those who come to industry

shows to exhibit  to play the dangerous pricing game. l t  would appear
that many of those engaged in this practice are skirting on the very
edge of legal liability, and may not realize that dealers are smarter
.than they apparently give them credit for being. Some examples in
pornr.

At the recent CES show in Vegas (last January) there were a
number of distributor types seemingly more concerned about match-
ing the low-ball price down the aisle than worrying about whether they
can, in truth, del iver equipment for the price hyped on their signs and
literature.

I understand the rationale that leads people to try to create new,
lower, pricing levels. The object here is to get a complete terminal,
instal led, down to $1.98 or so. Make i t  cheap enough to buy and
everyone wil l  have one. What a lel low loses in prof i t  per piece he
makes up in volume; r ight!

But when an exhibitor comes and promotes a complete package at
a show such as CES for $995 (two apparently did), one has to wonder
just what it is you may be getting, as a dealer, for this rock bottom
price. lt is possible, to be sure, that someday the price may drop to
that level from a recognized distributor. People willscream and yell
when it happens but the proof will be that the firm advertising at that
price is able to deliver at that price. Promptly, on time, with the exact
equipment l isted in the sales l i terature. And the equipment wil l  work,
and keep on working.

A dealer in San Bernardino, California advises me that of the two
lirms promoting $995 dealer packages in Vegas at CES, neither one
was apparently willing to accept orders at that price level. That's good
since it is doubtful they could have delivered equipment that worked
for that price. One firm touted a $995 system and then attempted to
switch dealers to a $1260 package in the booth. Switch and bait is not
new; retailers have been engaging in this shady practice for years.
The $1260 package, however, had an admitted 'six months shipping
time'. In other words, they would take your order (50% payment in
advance required) but they wouldn't even promise shipment for six
months!

Another firm with the $995 displayed had a $1409 price if you
bought less than six systems and they wanted 90 days to ship.
Hummm.

The warning here should be obvious. We are all about to
descend upon Las Vegas again. There will be hundreds (and hun-
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O HIGH RATIO
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ISOLATORS

.  FREQUENCY
3.7 - 4.2 GHz

. ISOLATION
Greater than 40 dB
Greater than 50 dB
Greater than 60 dB

. INSERTION LOSS
Less than 0.9 dB

OBUY DIRECT FROT A TICRO.
WAVE COHPONE]ITS TAilU.
FACTURER AND SAVE.

SATELLITE GROUND COMPONENTS,  INC.
1236 Los Angeles Ave. ,  Sui te E

Simi Valley, California 93O65
Phone - (805) 583-4818
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PROUE]I IURO PRODUCISO O O'PArmAR IECHIIoIoGIEs
Patmar has been working with
the hotel industry for many years
now -  market ing,  insta l l ing and
servicing the latest in earth
station technology. We are ready
to put that experience to work for
everyone who's excited about
TVRO.

Here's a part ial  l ist ing of what 's
avai lable now through Patmar
Technologies

Cal l  fo r  our  spec ia l  low pr ices  on :
Antennas
Har r is  10 '  de l ta  ga in  an tenna
Prode l in  10 '  parabo l ic  an tenna
Parac l ipse  12 '  a luminum mesh
antenna with polar mount
Receivers
DX with blockdown converter
Automat ion  Techn iques ,  lnc .
Intersat Corp.
Earth Terminals

LNA's
Locom
Ampl ica

Polar Mount
South River Metal  Products

Power Actuator
Tel-Vi

Stereo Processor
Arunta

Feeds
Chaparral  Polarotors

We carry a complete line of MATV
equipment from Blonder-Tonque as
wel l  as microwave suppl ies slch as
power inserters, power dividers and
DC blocks.

We also carry the sensat ional COAX-
SEAL which protects f i t t ings and
connectors from moisture and
corrosion.

So, whether you're just gett ing into
TVRO or are an old pro, contact
Larry James at Patmar Technolooies
for our special  pr ices. And make-our
experience part  of  the excrtement.

The Paraclipse High Performance
Satellite Television System (with polar

mount) captures all the available
signal and reduces wind and weather

resistance.

Featured at $895.00

Now DX Technology makes multiple-receiver mini-
systems cost effective. The DSA 642 is a commercial
quality satellite receiver that features dual, block
downconversion through the DSA 541 downconverter.
This makes possible interterence-free reception in
systems serving from 2 to 20 or more TV sets with one
antenna. Furthermore with a coaxial switch it gives full
24-channel selection on each receiver.

Featured at $1,122.00

PAImAR IECH lf OlOGt ES, I ltc. PO. Box D
Claremore, Oklahoma 7 4017
918-342-1955
For orders cal l :
1-800-331-8900

6 Claremont Road
Bernardsvi l le,  New Jersev 07924
201-766-4408@ Patmar Technologies, Inc. 1993



YOUCANT BUYMORE
FOR LESS

PERIOD.

INTRODUCING AV PRO SERIES SATELLITE SYSTEMS

Our new line of AV PRO SER|ES SATELLITE SYSTEMS features
matched components at unmatchable prices from the most re-
spected manufacturers in the worfd today, including_Prodelin,
Janiel, Maspro, Luxor, Dexcel, Drake, KLM, Macom, Chaparral,
ADEC ANd MTI.
AV is the largest consumer electronics distributor of its kind in the
nation. we offer the finest selection and best prices in satellite TV
systems, audio and video components, televisions, car stereos, port-
ables, telephones and comPuters.
For more information, call toll-free, l -800-548'9950
Dealer inquiries welcome.

I

ROOM f , BOOTH#I
AV also carries a futt line of consumer elettronics
from manufacturer such as JVC, Hiuchi,
Panasonic, Pioneer, Yamaha, Jensen, Bose,
Klipsch, Kloss, Koss, Fuji, Memorex, TDK Signet'
Shure and Commodore.

SEE US IN TASVEGAISAT
AV serves both the U.S. and Canada. Regional
distributors inctude CALE Communications,
AV Satellite Systems and Recreational Sporb
and lmports For the location of your nearest
dealer, give us a call.
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dreds) of booths. Every booth will be vying for your attention. Even it
you spent every day at Vegas making the booth rounds, it is doubtful
you could spend sutficient time at each to get an intelligent handle on
what is for sale and where the fine print is. lf you go to Vegas to buy,
you will end up towards the end of the show frustrated, anxious to 'buy

something', and uncertain which way to go. That is precisely what the
sharpies are counting on; that you will fall for their low ball pricing
schemes and drop a 50% deposit with them. Hoping, obviously, that
you don't realize that they want 3 or 6 months to ship to you (during
which time they may well have left for Hong Kong!).

Remember, also, that'no-name-brand' antennas often look nice
but perform poorly. lf you are not experienced enough to judge the
quality of a dish, ask somebody with the experience to look at it with
you. Some antennas are removed from their (fiberglass) molds before
they have 'cured', because the manufacturer wants the mold for the
next antenna. This 'green dish'wi l l  have bad problems; i t  wi l lcontinue
to 'cure' for days, even weeks, after coming out of the mold. lf it is
stored improperly, it can cure with a'warp'or potato chip surface. We
got one fiberglass antenna down here in the Turks and Caicos which
was still curing when it arrived. lt cured on the mount, and looks like a
giant potato chipl

New, super-cheap receivers are another problem. Often the in-
door part of the receiver is priced so low as to catch your attention. lt
may be hours or days before you realize that the downconverter (an
essential part!) is 'extra' and the combined price of the indoor
receiver portion, and the outdoor downconverter, is not such a good
deal afterall. Beware.

Don't allow your enthusiasm to do it cheap get out of hand in Vegas
(or at any trade show). Cheap is alright if the performance is there, the
delivery is timely, and the company stays in business long enough to
back you up with warranty repairs. Cheap is not the first thing you
should look for. Quality is. lf you want to stay in this business, be very
careful with your first purchases. Get your feet wet by sticking to
proven products coming from established firms. Then, when you have
the experience and financial ability to 'experiment', play all you want. lf
you follow this simple advice, you will be around to attend the next
Vegas industry trade show.

NO Hard Feelings
Last month I was, admittedly, a little rough on David Wolford and

SatGuide. Just to show that my comments and thoughts were only
predicated upon the issue al hand (accepting advertising from an
obviously unreputable supplier), allow me to comment on the recent
imorovements in SatGuide.

I genuinely devour guides. Even those published in Europe tor
some of the services that end up on Intelsat birds. I probably spend as
much time studying guides, to select the best balance of programming
for the Turks and Caicos, as anyone alive. Until the February issue of
SatGuide, my favorite for quite some time has been Satellite Week,
published in California. I still like its timely format, and the more-apt-to-
be-accurate listings although if there is a discrepancy between var-
ious listings in the many guides I receive, I almost always believe the
standard TV GUIDE (which in the South Florida edition now lists a
dozen or so of the satellite services).

But for ease of use, the February edition of SatGuide was a
revelation. I have to commend Wolford and crew for getting the D3 and
other oddball birds listed, and for putting it in a format which can be
quickly diagnosed and all programming options considered. I suspect
Wolford has been feeling the pressure from Satellite Week, and his
addition ol the D3 et al listings is his way of getting more competitive.
Competition is good since it obviously forces us all to try to do a better
iob.' 

Not everything is yet found in SatGuide (Anik is still missing for
example) but lor ease of use it is the present hands-down winner. I still
rely on Satellite Week, especially in the latter half of the month when
late changes catch up with the long lead time at the monthly Sat-
Guide. I was afraid they forgot the 'Guide' part of their name, and their
reason for being in business there for awhile. I'm glad to see them
making an effort to get back into the Guide business and we should all
let Wolford know that we appreciate his redirecting his energies to
producing the best Guide around.

FERRITE ISOLATORS
PNOI/EN AIrcOM QUALITY_THOUSANDS IN USE

* CHOICE OF TWO CONNECTOR CONFIGURATIONS!
Femole-Femole wilh Borrel Adopler
Femole-Mole

* 3.65 to 4.25 GHz
Greoter lhon 60 dB

{€ rHREE IsoLArIoN VALUES 31.;iZliiZ:t3rr|
* INSERTION LOSS LESS THAN 0,9 dB

AVCOM con olso supply your needs for
{. Receivers *2,4, ond 8 woy Power Dividers * Anlennos

{< Feedlines & Coble Assemblies * D. C. Powerblocks

AVCOM o"ut", I""uiies rnvi:ec
OF VIRGINIA INCORPORATED

500 Reseqrch Rood . Rlchmond VA 23236 .804-794-2500

One Source lor Your Eorth Stotlons Needs
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KLM's Sky Eye IV Satellite TV Receiver

t I superior design and engineering mean unsurpassed performance at a
very reasonable price. Picture quality, electronics, eas; of operation and
installation compare with units costing much more. The Ki-M Sky Eye
IV features slide-rule tuning, signal s"trength LED bar, l,Center Tune,,
LED, AFC and video. polirity control, f-ully tuneable audio (s.5 7.5
MHz), and remote downconverter. state-of the-art single conver-
sion/image rejectcircuitry, with sAW filter, produces sharp, c"lean, bright
video that makes even big screen and projection TV look better th"an
you've ever seen it before.

Complete UPS SHIPPABLE systems, too
KL\I's new high performance X-l1 antenna features slide in screen panels and double
reinforced aluminum support -ribs for high strength, low weight ul-,d *indloud. The
matching Polar'trak mount delivers all t-he satelites, ho.izon"to torizon. Motorized
model with KLM'S exclusive Tangential-Drive makes jackscrew designs obsoleta
switch satellites from inside the home with KLM's polar-irak or M"-ory-tr.k remote
consoles. X-11 antenna and Polar-trak mount can be urr".utnJu y two-people in Zvzhours. Both are shipped UpS!

MADE IN U.S.A./ONE YEAR WARRANTY. KLM's receivers,
antennas_,_a.nd_systems are built at its own manufacturing complex in
Morgan Hill, California. KLM stands behind all its satell-ite TV com-
ponents with a full 1 year warranty.
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SAT.TEC'R2B
Theleqder in low cost TVRO

Sat-tec
The name you know FIRST!

. FIRST Low Cost Receiver

. FIRST Volume Production

. FIRST With Off-Shelf Delivery

. FIRST To Ship the Innovative Divide
Bv 2 PLL

. FIRST With ChannelLock AFC

The Sat-tec R2B receiver is our latest full
feature receiver, tailored to commercial
equipment specifications at a price you can
afford. the R2B's single board construction
eliminates problematic interconnections and

The RzB, the most highly integrated receiver on the market today!

innovative utilization of all components
results in a reliable and proven design.
Operation is simple-a single tuning knob
does it all, and our unique Channel-Lock
AFC keeps the tuning sharp and accurate.
A new feature is our variable audio tuning
to give you complete selection of all
subcarriers-without the use of additional
plug-ins or devices. This, together with the
R2B's fullfrequency coverage makes it truly
compatible with alldomestic and inter-
national satellites.

For superior value as wellas lowest
system cost, the choice is but one-the
R2B! See your dealer today or write to us
direct.

Sat-tecSysfems
div. Ramsey Electronics, lnc.,2575 Baird Rd., Penfield, NY 14526, 716-586-3950

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency range:
Audio range:
Threshold:
lF bandwidth:

3.6-4.3 GHZ tunable
5.27.6 MHZ tunable

8db CNR
30 MHz for tullfidelity video

LNA power: 15 volts regulated for up to 2 LNAs

Outputs: Standard one volt audio and video.
compatible with VCRs, monitors and modulators

Optional BC-1 RF modulator kit, tunable channels
3-6 with sound


